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1 . 1  P U R P O S E  A N D  P R O C E S S

A. Purpose
The purpose of the Downtown Redlands Specific Plan is to organize 
and analyze information regarding Downtown Redlands into a set 
of comprehensive goals, policies and standards that will guide 
the urban form, land use, and design of future development. The 
Specific Plan envisions Downtown as a cohesive neighborhood 
with a well-defined hierarchy of blocks and streets, and a distinct 
historical urban form.  

Because of a handful of known development projects in the pipe-
line at the time that this Specific Plan was written, along with other 
recently constructed developments, the Plan is formulated to 
guide more immediate growth in certain locations.  The Plan is a 
pro-active, rather than reactive, strategy for immediate and long-
range growth within Downtown Redlands, an effort that attempts 
to mend the fractured urban fabric and guide future development, 
which will inherently add value to the City as a whole. 

The Plan suggests conceptual and detailed strategies that reflect this 
intent by creating a clearly defined core, various civic open spaces, 
and buildings that face the street.   The Plan balances the needs 
of both pedestrians and automobiles by providing appropriately-
scaled streetscapes and travel widths and human-scaled buildings.

B. Goals
The Specific Plan area is envisioned as a dynamic pedestrian-
oriented environment that is consistent in character with the 
historical State Street area and leverages the potential for the areas 
north of Redlands Boulevard, south of the I-10 Freeway.  These 
areas are ripe for Specific Plan action because of the substantial 
quantities of underdeveloped and vacant land, and their proximity 
to the new urban developments and the Redlands core area.  The 
Specific Plan area should avoid becoming freeway-oriented and 
instead act as a cohesive town center with viable amenities and 
pedestrian-oriented streets.

Final Presentation to Community at CharrettePlacing Downtown Redlands Regionally

Mid-Week Open House at Charrette

With this in mind, this Specific Plan identifies four achievable goals to 
guide the future of Redlands:

1.  Promote Downtown Redlands' economic vitality by 
encouraging a mix of uses and by encouraging transit oriented 
development in the vicinity of the proposed railway station;

2.  Create a pedestrian-oriented environment
3.  Maintain and enhance a distinct Redlands character, which is 

based upon its historical elements
4.  Enhance and extend the civic realm through vibrant 

streetscapes.

C. Process
This Specific Plan amends the existing Downtown Redlands Specific 
Plan.  This new, collaborative Specific Plan codifies the efforts of a 
variety of stakeholders - City and civic leaders, countless citizens, 
urban designers, architects, traffic planners, landscape architects, and 
economic and environmental consultants.  Data was gathered and 
analyzed regarding issues, opportunities and existing conditions in 
the Plan area during and before an open “charrette” process.   The 
charrette is a public brainstorming activity that develops informed 
conceptual planning, bringing key players and issues to the forefront 
through a series of interactive meetings and workshops.

During and after this charrette in 2004, several key issues, such as the 
location of a potential transit station, location(s) of City-provided, or 
public-private partnership parking garages, and the maturation of a 
realistic development program, were debated by the design team, 
residents, and civic leaders.  In addition, discussions ensued about 
appropriate housing types, storm water management techniques, 
contextually-sensitive architectural styles, and the character of new 
and existing public spaces.  

During the week-long charrette, three evening public presentations 
and daily open house work sessions culminated with a Preferred 
Alternative, or Master Plan.   The Master Plan provides the framework 
for this Specific Plan.

N
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1 . 2  T H E  P L A N  A R E A

Relationship of New Specific Plan Area to 1994 Plan Boundaries

A. The Plan Area
The City of Redlands is located within San Bernardino County, 
California, approximately 60 miles east of Los Angeles along Interstate 
10.  

The area chosen for the Specific Plan (outlined below in red) expands 
the boundary from the existing Downtown Redlands Specific Plan 
(in dotted yellow). The new Plan boundary differs from the older one 
because it includes residential and civic areas in south Downtown 
Redlands.  The Specific Plan area extends from Texas Street in the 
west to North Church Street in the east, and from the south side of 
the I-10 in the north to San Gorgornio Drive, Brookside Avenue, West 
Vine Street, South 6th Street, East Olive Avenue, and East Citrus Avenue 
in the south.  (See Appendix for Legal description).  Rail tracks cut 
through the site, just south of Stuart Avenue.

B. Description of Urban Form
The Specific Plan has been selected as the strategy to guide future 
development in the Downtown area so that development can 
be sensitive to the unique dynamics in each area, while growing 
cohesively as a town center. 

Downtown is characterized by a series of small tight blocks around the 
historic State Street area and a series of large blocks that are a result 
of decay and large developments in recent years.  The urban form in 
Downtown includes several shopping centers and an enclosed mall, 
which are regionally positioned between Interstate 10 and the State 
Street area.  The architecture in Downtown Redlands is eclectic. It 
ranges from late 19th century brick commercial blocks and excellent 
examples of storefront design, to 19th and 20th century brick packing 
houses, and recently built shopping centers.  Both the Santa Fe Depot 
and the Board of Trade buildings are  Classical Revival buildings.   

Orange Street and the Santa Fe Depot:  The area of Downtown Redlands 
along Orange Street surrounding the Santa Fe Depot demonstrates 
distinctive eras of growth, architecture, and function of the City.  This 
area combines buildings from 1888-1946 with industrial, commercial, 
and retail functions.  There are twenty three contributing buildings on 
Orange Street, Stuart Avenue, Third Street, Fifth Street, and Oriental 

Avenue that make up the Santa Fe Depot District, which is on the 
National Register of Historic Places.  Many of the structures in the 
area are scaled to the pedestrian rather than the automobile.    

The human scale is the outstanding feature of the entire area 
and unlike the rest of the Downtown, the street layout is still 
the same as it was when Redlands was founded. The use of brick 
construction ties the buildings together, creating a cohesive district.  
The area remains relatively intact due to a commercial shift south 
to State Street, where a new mall replaced the original Downtown 
settlement. 

State Street:  The urban form along State Street is also human-scaled.  
It accommodates retail and mixed-use buildings, which tend to 
front the street directly, creating a tight and friendly street edge, 
with large mature ficus trees.

Redlands Boulevard:  This street is a car-oriented thoroughfare along 
which  sit low, one to two story mid- and late-century commercial 
buildings.  The Boulevard is wide and several car dealerships line 
its western portion, west of Eureka Street.  Redlands Boulevard was 
previously State Highway 99.

The High Avenue Area: This area between 6th and 9th Streets 
includes cottage residential buildings.  The physical condition 
of many of the cottages in the area is poor, though many have 
potential for rehabilitation into residences or small offices. 

South of Citrus Avenue: There is a mixture of very well-preserved 
striking large Victorian, Classic and Mission Revival, and Craftsman 
houses, along with a handful of architecturally notable civic 
buildings in this area.  Much of this fabric extends outside of the 
Specific Plan boundaries.

Just South of Interstate 10: This area contains many empty lots, and 
a few small bungalow and classic revival houses interspersed with 
mid-sized industrial uses that include a mixture of brick packing 
buildings.

New Specific Plan Area 1994 Specific Plan Area
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1 . 3  R E L E VA N T  S TAT E  L AW

A. Relevant State Law
California State Law authorizes cities with complete General Plans 
to prepare and adopt Specific Plans in accordance with Government 
Code §§ 65450 - 65457.  Specific Plans are used as a bridge between 
the General Plan and individual development proposals in a defined 
area.  The Specific Plan normally combines zoning regulations, a capital 
improvement program, development standards, design guidelines, 
and other regulations and policies tailored to meet the needs of the 
Downtown area.

The Specific Plan must, by law, include a description of the 
following:

1.  The distribution, location, and extent of the uses of land, 
including open space, within the area covered by the Plan.

2.  The proposed distribution, location, extent and intensity of 
major components of public and private transportation, sewage, 
water, drainage, solid waste disposal, energy, and other essential 
facilities proposed to be located within the area covered by the 
Plan and needed to support the land uses described in the Plan.  

3.  Standards and criteria by which development will proceed, and 
standards for the conservation, development, and utilization of 
natural resources, where applicable.

4.  A program of implementation measures including regulations, 
programs, public works projects, and financing measures 
necessary to carry out (1), (2), and (3) above.

The Specific Plan must also include a statement of the relationship of 
the Specific Plan to the General Plan (see following page).

The Specific Plan may address any other subjects which, in the 
judgment of the Planning agency, are necessary or desirable.

A Specific Plan must be prepared, adopted, and amended in the 
same manner as a General Plan, except that a Specific Plan may be 
adopted by resolution or by ordinance and may be amended as often 
as deemed necessary by the legislative body.

No local public works project may be approved, no tentative map 
or parcel map for which a tentative map was not required may be 
approved, and no zoning ordinance may be adopted or amended 
within an area covered by a Specific Plan unless it is consistent with 
the adopted Specific Plan. Similarly, all subdivision and development 
must be consistent with the Specific Plan.

This Specific Plan for Downtown Redlands is both policy and 
regulatory by application. The policies and goals that are laid out 
herein provide general guidelines for development in the Plan area; 
they paint a cohesive vision for the area. The Plan’s regulations enforce 
the policies.  

This Specific Plan amends the 
Existing Downtown Redlands 

Specific Plan.
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A. Relationship to the General Plan
The Specific Plan is a sub-area Plan for Downtown Redlands, one 
that tailors a set of urban form specifications and implementation 
programs to the unique characteristics of the area.  This Specific 
Plan functions in tandem with the regulations for Downtown 
Redlands laid out in the Redlands General Plan.  The Specific Plan 
is consistent with the themes, goals, and objectives of the General 
Plan, in particular:

1.90 Themes of the General Plan
Small Town Feeling. South of Interstate 10 at Orange Street, a 
Downtown bordered by historic residential neighborhood.  A 
sense of History. Landmark buildings and modest bungalow 
neighborhoods are anchors that pull against the constant demand 
to declare everything old “obsolete.”  The Plan offers continuity 
with the past as a major ingredient of Redlands’ Spirit.

2.0    Growth Management
2.0b  Provide for expansion of housing and employment 

opportunities while avoiding deterioration of the quality 
of life associated with rapid growth. 

2.0e   Encourage and promote orderly development and 
growth of urban areas.

3.0 City Design and Preservation
South Redlands. This is the city of palm-lined avenues, stone curbs, 
Victorian mansions, craftsman bungalows, the Redlands Bowl, 
the Smiley Library, and a pedestrian oriented Downtown. The 
Downtown area is the site of the original commercial center of 
the City and through redevelopment efforts has become a visual 
and economic asset to the City while retaining its rich historic 
resources.  South Redlands' main challenge is preservation of its 
residential neighborhoods. All of the designated Historic Districts 
are in this sector which includes two-thirds of the City's historic 
architectural resources. Where the Medium Density Residential 
designation remains, regulations to preserve the existing scale and 
character are to be enacted. (See Section 4.0 Land Use Element). 
Remaining citrus frontages are to be preserved. (See Section 4.0 
Land Use and 7.0 Open Space and Conservation Element)  Planted 
medians or other landscape elements that would reduce the 
expanse of pavement could be considered for Olive Avenue and 
other wide streets that do not need more than two lanes of traffic 
moving at 25 miles per hour.

3.10b Retain the character of the neighborhoods, streets, and 
buildings that established Redlands' reputation as an 
ideal Southern Californian city.

3.10c  Discourage large master planned projects which 
create housing of one type, similar design, or narrow 
price range.

3.10g  Use street trees to differentiate arterials and to reduce 
the apparent width of wide streets.

3.10h Maintain the village-like character of Downtown 
Redlands. 

3.10k Maintain adequate setbacks along major and minor 
residential arterial streets.

3.10q Plant large-scale street trees on arterial streets.
3.30a Promote neighborhood preservation and stabilization. 
3.30b Permit densities, design, and uses that will help 

preserve the character and amenities of existing older 
neighborhoods. 

3.30c Discourage changes in residential areas that would 
disturb the character or clearly have a destabilizing 
effect on the neighborhood. 

3.30d In multiple family areas with a predominance of houses 
built as single family residences, create "tailor-made" 
zones that will protect the single family appearance of the 
neighborhood. 

3.30e In transitional areas, allow no new uses that would 
contribute to expansion of commercial uses and 
subsequent deterioration of neighborhoods. 

3.30f   Encourage shared parking or in-lieu parking in older 
neighborhoods. 

3.30g  Encourage preservation of historic public and private 
improvements, such as street curbs, street trees, specimen 
trees, street lights, hitching posts, masonry walls, unpaved 
and early paved sidewalks, etc. 

The Revised Downtown Specific Plan is designed to be consistent 
with General Plan Policy 3.10(h) which states: “Maintain the 
village-like character of Downtown Redlands.”  Village-like 
character as defined in this specific plan is a pedestrian-friendly 
environment containing pedestrian scale improvements, 
enhanced streetscaping, public spaces and the integration of 
vertical and horizontal mixed-use consisting of retail, restaurant 
and office uses along with urban housing to create an attractive 
and vibrant urban village.  Village-like character also entails 
placing more focus on pedestrians, bicycles and the downtown 
commuter rail and less on vehicles.

4.0   Land Use
4.40g Locate high and medium-density development near 

regional access routes, employment centers, shopping 
areas, and public services.

4.40i  Encourage incorporation of residential units in Downtown 
mixed-use projects.

4.61a Develop the Specific Plan Area (between Redlands 
Boulevard and I-10 Freeway) as an extension of Downtown 
Redlands, providing a high-quality pedestrian-oriented 
development character consistent with the rest of the 
Town Center. 

4.61b Provide opportunities for the expansion and 
development of small businesses that provide local 
services. 

4.61c Provide public improvements for traffic circulation, 
flood control, utility services and aesthetic amenities 
that will attract new private investment and economic 
development.

4.61d  Preserve historic buildings and sites. 
4.61e  Encourage mixed-use projects which integrate, retail, 

restaurant and/or office uses along with urban housing 
permitted at a density up to the High-Density Residential 
standard.

5.0   Circulation
5.50g Designate a Class I bicycle route adjacent to the Santa Fe 

railroad right-of-way from New York Street in downtown 
Redlands to east of Wabash Avenue. 
 In conjunction with a north-south bike route on Opal 
Avenue, this bike route would provide convenient bicycle 
access to downtown as well as to the Santa Ana Wash.

5.60a Treat pedestrians as if they are more important than cars. 
Except on freeways and a few hillside residential streets, 
pedestrians should have direct, safe routes to the same 
destinations.

5.60d Provide a safe and healthful pedestrian environment. 
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 This means providing separate pedestrian ways in 
parking lots, avoiding excessive driveway widths, and 
providing planting strips between sidewalks and streets 
where feasible.

5.60e Develop a program to remove all barriers to disabled 
persons on arterial and collector streets.

6.0   Housing
6.1a Designate and zone sufficient land to meet housing 

needs as determined by the regional housing allocation.
6.1c Ensure that the City's plans, codes, regulations, and 

ordinances, as well as housing program incentives, 
encourage the provision of a mix of housing types 
that are responsive to household size, income, and 
accessibility needs.

6.2-11 Remove constraints to Affordable Housing 
Development in the Downtown.

6.2-12 Promote Transit Oriented Development in Redlands 
by providing a 25% housing density/FAR bonus to 
development projects located within 1/4 mile of the 
proposed Downtown Metrolink transit station.

6.4-7 Continue to allow Mixed Use Zoning. Retain current 
zoning that allows residential units on upper stories in 
the downtown commercial district .

6.8a Promote policies and actions that reduce residential 
energy use.

6.8-3 Encourage land-use patterns and densities to facilitate 
energy efficient public transit systems in the new 
development areas.  

6.9-3 Explore Mixed-Use Development possibilities for 
Redlands Metrolink Stations.

7.0   Open Space and Conservation
7.10c Enhance the presence of natural and recreational 

opportunities in the City and increase park use by 
selecting new, highly accessible locations for parks.

7.11a Create and maintain a system of trails serving both 
recreational and emergency access needs. The system 
is to accommodate walking, hiking, jogging, and 
equestrian and bicycle use.

7.23a Conserve scarce or nonrenewable energy resources.  
Nonrenewable resources such as fossil fuels are 
considered scarce in the long term, since they are 
finite. Many conservation measures rely on voluntary 
individual behavior for implementation, although some 
measures have the support of governmental bodies. For 
example, State law requires the incorporation of energy 
conservation features in the design of all new site 
development and construction.

7.23c Consider energy efficiency in architectural design.
7.30b Using the Archaeological Resource Sensitivity Map, 

review proposed development projects to determine 
whether the site contains known prehistoric or 
historic cultural resources and/or to determine the 
potential for discovery of additional cultural resources; 
refer all applications affecting sensitive areas to the 
Archaeological Information Center for further study. 

  This map, compiled by the Archaeological Information 
Center, is on file with the City. 

7.30c Require that applicants for projects identified by 
the Archaeological Information Center as potentially 

affecting sensitive resource sites hire a consulting 
archaeologist to develop an archeological resource 
mitigation plan; monitor the project to ensure that 
mitigation measures are implemented.

8.0   Health and Safety
8.12c  Cooperate in efforts to expand bus, rail and other forms 

of mass transit in the portion of the South Coast Air Basin 
within San Bernardino County. 

8.12d  Promote expansion of all forms of mass transit in the 
urbanized portions of San Bernardino, Orange, Los Angeles 
and Riverside counties. 

8.12e  Support public transit providers in efforts to increase 
funding for transit improvements to supplement other 
means of travel.

8.12l  Define and implement auto limitation procedures 
in selected areas and at selected times, provided that 
alternative transportation modes are available.

8.12w  Participate with public transit providers serving San 
Bernardino County in a cooperative program to increase 
transit services with existing equipment and expand 
services through transit facility improvements.

8.12bb  Provide bicycle and pedestrian pathways to encourage 
non-motorized trips. 

  See related policies in Section 5, Circulation Element.
8.12dd  Manage parking supply to discourage auto use, while 

ensuring that economic development goals will not be 
sacrificed. 

  Modification of parking provisions and development 
of management strategies shall be done in conjunction 
with regional efforts so that there is not a competitive 
disadvantage suffered by the Redlands Planning Area.

8.40i  Prior to project approval in the vicinity of a waterway or 
drainage course, consult Flood Insurance Rate Maps on file 
with the Community Development Department to identify 
areas which have not been subject to detailed study; if the 
project falls within an area which has not been studied, 
require studies and, if necessary, require mitigation or 
restrictions on development. 

11.0   Economic Development
11.0a  Promote a climate conducive to economic growth and 

rejuvenation to enhance employment and investment 
opportunities without sacrificing environmental standards. 

11.0b  Seek varied, convenient, high quality office and other 
commercial uses appropriate to Redlands to support the 
projected population.

11.0k  Promote redevelopment and rehabilitation of older 
commercial and industrial areas to make them more 
efficient, accessible, aesthetically appealing, and 
economically viable.

11.0l  Encourage the location of commercial centers according 
to function and scale of the particular development so that 
centers of different scales complement one another and 
each is accessible to the primary market it is designed to 
serve.

B. G e n e ra l  P l a n  Am e n d m e nt s  a n d  G e n e ra l  P l a n 
Inconsistencies

While every effort has been made to ensure that the Specific Plan 
does not conflict with the General Plan, in some cases Specific Plan 
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elements are included that require General Plan amendments in 
order to make the two congruous.

In order to avoid conflicts with existing policies, programs, 
and ordinances from the General Plan, adjustments to existing 
Planning and regulatory programs should be made before or 
concurrently with the adoption phase of the Specific Plan process. 
Needed General Plan Amendments include:

1.  Modification of the introductory text in Section 4.61 
(Downtown) of the Land Use Element to reflect the 
expanded boundaries of the Downtown Specific Plan, 
and to indicate that the entire Downtown Specific Plan 
permits mixed uses to include commercial, retail, services, 
offices, and residential.

2.  Revise Policy 4.61(a) of the Land Use Element to reflect 
new boundaries of the Downtown Specific Plan.

3.  Modification of Table 7.1 (Existing and Proposed Parks) of 
the Open Space and Conservation Element to reflect the 
proposal to add a number of small pocket parks within 
the Downtown to include their acreage and purpose.

4.  Change the Land Use Map to reflect the proposed 
additions of pocket parks in the Downtown as “circles”, 
as proposed in Table 7.1 of the Open Space and 
Conservation Element; and, modify the Land Use Map to 
show two areas of the Downtown Specific Plan currently 
designated Commercial/Industrial to be re-designated 
to Commercial.  One area is bounded by Stuart Avenue 
on the north, State Street on the south, Eureka Street on 
the east, and Texas Street on the west.  The other area 
is generally bounded by the I-10 Freeway on the north,  
Redlands Boulevard on the south, 7th Street on the east, 
and 6th Street on the west.

5.  Modify Policy 5.50(g) of the Circulation Element to 
designate a Class I bicycle route which traverses through 
the Downtown by either utilizing portions of the current 
Santa Fe railroad ROW or be within proximity to the 
current railroad ROW from New York Street in Downtown 
Redlands to east of Wabash Avenue. Interim routes 
within the downtown area from Texas to 6th Street are 

appropriate.
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Historic Downtown

A. History
Founded in 1888 by engineer Frank Brown and stockbroker E.G. 
Judson, Redlands began as an idyllic agricultural community, 
focused on growing, packaging, and selling citrus fruits, with 
an historical architectural character arising from the Spanish 
Mission, Bungalow, and Victorian styles.

Naming their colony for the color of the local adobe soil, 
Redlands’ founders recruited settlers who were encouraged by 
the newly discovered Washington navel orange ("the Chicago 
Colony").  The town eventually became a city, a melting pot 
of cultures with exquisite civic buildings and grand shopping 

Southwest corner of State and Orange Streets, 1896

State Street at Orange Street, 1955

Citrus Packing Labels

streets that bustled with residents and visitors.  Human-scaled 
sidewalks and street-oriented services encouraged window-
shopping, strolling, and pleasant conversation.

B. Historical Context Today
Today, Downtown Redlands continues its rich tradition of civic 
amenities and local historical character.  The A.K. Smiley Public Library, 
old City Hall, Santa Fe Depot, and the surviving orange packing 
houses reflect these foundations.  The weekly Market Night event, 
annual Redlands Orange Festival, and frequent open air concerts at 
the Redlands Bowl contribute to this unique Redlands character.

Several notable historical buildings still exist in Downtown Redlands 
including the Post Office (on the National Register of Historic Places 
since 1985), the AK Smiley Library,  (on the National Register of 
Historic Places and designated as a California Historic Landmark), the 
Lincoln Shrine, old Redlands City Hall, and the First Congregational 
Church.

Four particular areas of historical significance in the Downtown area 
are elaborated on the following page.

Map of Redlands in 1897
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Fox Theatre Building along Cajon Street

Old City Hall and the San Bernardino Mountains

A.K. Smiley Public Library

C. The Redlands Santa Fe Depot District 
The Santa Fe Depot District surrounding the train station is an 
architecturally and historically significant part of the Specific Plan area 
and has been listed as a historic district on the National Register of 
Historic Places. The district is located between Eureka Street, Fifth Street, 
Stuart Street and Redlands Boulevard and contains approximately 
twenty three contributing or significant buildings dating from 
between 1888-1964.  Predominately commercial in nature, the district 
also includes industrial packing houses, other citrus industry related 
structures and the train station. 

The depot area was based around the first "Downtown" at Orange 
Street and Redlands Boulevard established by the "Chicago Colony" 
in 1886. A city ordinance, passed in 1888, prescribed that all future 
Downtown buildings be built of brick. Although some facades have 
changed, the traditional design strength of the commercial facades 
remains cohesive. Standing adjacent to each other, they form the 
rhythm of the retail area on the east side of Orange Street. 

The city has added reproductions of the original Redlands' street lights, 
as well as benches, plantings, bollards at curb edges, and crosswalks 
with special paving.  These elements add to the pedestrian scale and 
cohesiveness of the area. Architecturally, this area has the components 
of the 20th century small town.  There are many architectural treasures 
that are still functioning or can be adapted to a Downtown use. 

D. The State Street Area
The commercial areas along State Street represent the southern east-
west historical axis of the old Downtown.  The human scale of the area 
and its mostly one and two story mixed-use retail buildings are inviting 
to pedestrians.  Though a shopping mall has interrupted the street 
between Orange and Eureka Streets, the State Street area maintains a 
selection of retail uses and historical structures. 

E. The Civic and Residential Areas in the Southern Portion of 
Downtown

Buildings in this area mix well-preserved Victorian and Craftsman 
homes with notable civic buildings, the Fox Theatre Building, and local 
churches.

F. The High Avenue Area
The High Avenue area, between Sixth and Ninth Streets, includes 
the southeast corner of High and Ninth (Southern California Edison 
Building).  It contains several small cottage residences built in the early 
1900s, as well as several architecturally noteworthy buildings.  The 
physical condition of many of the cottages in the area is poor, although 
all have potential for rehabilitation as small offices.  They hint at an 
appropriate scale for this neighborhood area.

Despite these notable historical elements, the well-intentioned "urban 
renewal" interventions of the past half century, such as the demolition 
of six city blocks for the creation of the Redlands Mall, have diminished 
the value and character which was so enjoyed in Redlands' early years.  
The introduction of Interstate 10 hastily divided the Downtown into 
two disparate, unlinked regions, dealing a severe blow to the originally-
vibrant Downtown.  For example, a formerly pleasant stroll along the 
lengths of Orange Street to visit friends staying at the former Casa 
Loma Hotel has been reduced to a sea of asphalt parking lots, temporal 
buildings, and narrow sidewalks.  

Four Areas with Historical SignificanceSantaFe Depot Area

State Street Area

Civic and Residential Area

High Avenue Area
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1 . 6  U R B A N  F O R M

1     I N T R O D U C T I O N

Retail Civic ResidentialOffice Industrial

A. Existing Urban Form
The existing conditions within the Specific Plan area are laid out in 
the diagrams and text in this and the following pages.  An analysis 
of existing context helps substantiate the recommendations and 
policies of the Specific Plan presented in Sections 2 and 3.

The study area is generally comprised of single-use districts even 
though a mix of uses is allowed under current zoning.  The existing 
lack of a mix of uses in Downtown inhibits synergy between 
services and promotes a greater use of automobiles for traveling 
small distances.

1

2

2

2

3

3

44

5

6

    Land Use Diagram

B. Land Uses
The following numbers refer to the number on the diagram below:

1.  Retail uses dominate the center of the study area.

2.  Residential areas flank the boundaries.

3.  Industrial uses are focused around the freeway and do not 
extend south of Redlands Boulevard.

4.  Office uses are mainly clustered along Olive and Brookside 
Avenues, which are main access routes to and from the 
residential areas to the south of the Specific Plan area.

5.  Car-oriented uses are mainly positioned along portions of 
Redlands Boulevard, west of Eureka Street.

6.  Civic uses are concentrated south of Citrus Boulevard between 
the Downtown and the residential areas to the south.
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1 . 6  U R B A N  F O R M

1     I N T R O D U C T I O N

Civic buildingsExisting Structures State Street Retail Area

C. Green Space, Civic Buildings, and Building Form
The following numbers refer to the number on the diagram below:

 
1.  Human-scaled buildings form a tight and consistent edge 

along the historic State Street (outlined in red).

2.  Shopping centers such as the Redlands Mall and Vons shopping 
center, dot the area and are surrounded by vast expansive 
surface parking lots.

3.  There are many undeveloped and vacant lots just south of 
Interstate 10.

4.  Residential neighborhoods mostly south of the Specific Plan 
area exhibit a clear pattern of single family detached homes, 
often with substantial setbacks from the street.

5.  Several architectural and civic gems, such as the Redlands Bowl, 
Post Office, A.K. Smiley Public Library, old City Hall, and the 
Santa Fe Depot are dispersed throughout the Downtown and 
hint at an identifiable civic core.

6.   A small pocket park on State Street and the area around Old 
City Hall are the only official public open space areas within the 
Plan area.

Public Open Space

1

45

3

6

    Figure | Ground Diagram
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1 . 7  C I R C U L AT I O N  A N D  PA R K I N G

1     I N T R O D U C T I O N

A. Circulation
The following numbers refer to the number on the diagrams to 

the right:

1.  Redlands Boulevard, a car-oriented thoroughfare and the 
former historic Route 99 between Los Angeles and Palm 
Springs, currently divides the Downtown into two districts, 
which minimizes pedestrian connectivity.  Interstate 10 acts 
as the northern edge for the Downtown area.

2.  Eureka Street provides vehicular access to Downtown for 
traffic traveling east on Interstate 10.

3.   6th Street provides vehicular access to Downtown for traffic 
traveling west on Interstate 10.

4. Orange Street is used as a primary access point to the freeway 
and as a local pass-under street to access neighborhoods to 
the north.

5.  Historical State Street serves as the current pedestrian core of 
the Downtown, providing local shops and restaurants, while 
new development to the west and north caters more to the 
automobile.

6.  The urban street grid apparent in the State Street area is 
unconnected and fragmented in many areas of Downtown, 
often resulting in large mega blocks and dead end streets.

7.  The existing east-west railroad tracks, once imperative to 
Redlands' early citrus trade now lie quietly unused.  The train 
tracks offer great potential as a transit conduit for commuters 
to and from Downtown Redlands.  The Redlands Rail Study 
completed by SANBAG proposes a transit station downtown 
between Eureka and Orange.

8.  Four bus lines pass through the study area connecting Redlands 
to Fontana, San Bernardino, Highland, Loma Linda, Mentone, 
and Yucaipa. 

B. Parking
 Most of the parking in Downtown Redlands is provided in private surface 
lots that are attached to commercial and retail structures.   There are 
approximately 1,410 on-street spaces and 5,340 off-street spaces in the 
Downtown area, for a total of approximately 6,750 parking spaces.   

The State Street corridor consistently demonstrates the highest 
utilization of parking, as compared to the other areas.  The perception by 
the public that there is not enough parking Downtown is partly borne 
out by the parking survey numbers (2004), primarily in the State Street 
corridor and the central core area.    

Much of the parking capacity is underutilized in the Specific Plan area.   
Public parking has a higher utilization (occupancy) than private parking.  
There is parking supply available that could be used more effectively.  
Efficiency could be increased if parking was shared between different 
uses, and if Downtown employees and visitors were prepared to walk 
slightly further distances to park.

For more analysis and information regarding parking patterns in 
Downtown, refer to the Downtown Redlands Master Plan (2004), available 
at the Development Services Department.
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1 . 7  C I R C U L AT I O N  A N D  PA R K I N G

1     I N T R O D U C T I O N

8

Major Freeway Railroad TracksPrimary Street Secondary Street Pedestrian Street

1

2

    Existing Street Hierarchy

    Existing Transit Lines in Downtown
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1 . 8  E X I S T I N G  I N F R A S T R U C T U R E  A N D  F L O O D P L A I N

1     I N T R O D U C T I O N

A. Infrastructure
Existing water, wastewater, and drainage facilities are located in the 
project site area and are presented in the figures on these pages.

B. Water
A network of mains, as shown in the figure below, exists in the Specific 
Plan area.

C. Wastewater
A network of gravity sewers, as shown in the figure to the right, exists in 
the Specific Plan area.

D. Flood Plain and Drainage
The Downtown area has historically experienced flooding during 
moderate storm events.  Most of the Specific Plan Area is located in a 
Flood Zone (see the Federal Emergency Management Agency Maps # 
06071C8716 F and #06071C8712  F). A "zanja" or culvert runs through 
the Plan area (near Redlands Boulevard) and in places is channelized.   
While base flood elevations for areas immediately surrounding the 
zanja have not been determined, other areas in Downtown have flood 
depths of 1-3 feet.  The potential for flooding is a central consideration 
of this Specific Plan and is addressed in "Development Standards and 
Guidelines" Section 3.  Flood considerations must be addressed so that 
either all new development is raised to safe levels or a comprehensive 
flood mitigation program for drainage is implemented by the City.

Drainage for the Specific Plan area will be operated and maintained 
by either the City (local systems) or by the County of San Bernardino 
Flood Control District. The existing system is shown in the figure to the 
right, below.

Existing Water System

    Existing Water System
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1 . 8  E X I S T I N G  I N F R A S T R U C T U R E  A N D  F L O O D P L A I N

1     I N T R O D U C T I O N

Existing Storm Drain System

Existing Sanitary Sewer System

    Existing Sewer System

    Existing Storm Drainage System
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2. The Plan and its Components
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2 . 1  O P P O R T U N I T I E S  A N D  G O A L S

2     T H E  P L A N

A. Opportunities
The Specific Plan area contains a large number of underdeveloped 
and recently developing properties, especially in the Town Center 
area.  Together they represent an important opportunity to contribute 
to the City's economic development and provide local employment, 
shopping, service and entertainment facilities that will further 
strengthen the greater Downtown area.  Since the development 
pattern that takes place in this area during the next decade is 
expected to continue, it is important for the City to carefully plan 
land use, design character and public improvements that address 
future needs and opportunities, with an outlook beyond present 
conditions.

This Specific Plan focuses primarily on the ‘form’ of the urban fabric 
in Downtown Redlands as the paramount feature, rather than the 
‘uses’ that are found within it.  It envisions the Plan area as a semi-
urban Downtown with 2 main districts, 3 important corridors, and 2 
surrounding neighborhood typologies.  The Plan acknowledges the 
significance and value of historical buildings and urban form (scale, 
layout, structure) in Downtown.  It leverages existing resources, 
such as the Santa Fe train depot, it reintroduces the historical block 
structure and landscape/streetscape design in the State Street 
and north Orange Street areas.  The Plan ensures access to and 
from Interstate 10 and the proposed and new retail / commercial 
developments in the Town Center area.  It proposes a series of 
programs, standards, and guidelines to ensure that present and 
future development in Downtown is cohesive and compatible with 
the character and vision of Redlands.  

T

New City GaragePotential for New Street

Existing Street

New Civic Building

New Public Open Space 

Potential Location 
for  Transit Station

This section focuses on Specific Plan components 
that will be provided publicly while Section 3 
focuses on standards and guidelines for private 
developers. 

This section provides the illustrative Master 
Plan and related policy mandates.  It introduces 
the public space, circulation, parking, and 
infrastructure elements of the Specific Plan.

Opportunities and Goals
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2 . 1  O P P O R T U N I T I E S  A N D  G O A L S

2     T H E  P L A N

B. Goals
Goals were developed during the public charrette process to focus 
design attention to issues particularly important to Redlands' 
citizens and civic leaders.  These goals guide and inform specific 
redevelopment strategies and individual plan proposals that are 
appropriate for the Plan area.

B1. Promote Economic Vitality by Encouraging a Mix of Uses:
a.  Leverage Downtown's Interstate 10 visibility and access
b.  Encourage New Downtown Residential Development
c.  Support Existing and Encourage New Locally-Owned 
     Businesses
d.  Attract National Retailers with Special Appeal
e.  Develop Boutique Hotel(s) and a Conference Center
f.   Re-Use and Connect to Existing Infrastructure
g.  Support Transit Oriented Development

B2. Create a Pedestrian-Oriented Environment
a.  Discourage Surface Parking Adjacent to Downtown 
     Thoroughfares
b.  Encourage "Park Once" and Shared Parking Concepts
c.  Improve Pedestrian and Bicycle Connections
d.  Encourage Use of Public Transit
e.  Improve and Integrate Redlands Boulevard
f.   Ensure Safe Pedestrian Access to Future Passenger Rail 
     Stations
g.  Connect Orange Blossom Trail through Downtown

B3. Maintain and Enhance the Distinct Redlands Character
a.  Leverage Existing State Street Character
b.  Create Downtown Gateways to the Interstate 10
c.  Link Key Assets
d.  Encourage Contextual Architectural Design
e.  Encourage Public Art and Murals Downtown

B4.  Enhance and Extend the Civic Realm
a.  Construct New City Hall Facility or rebuild and/or renovate 
     the existing City Hall Facilities
b.  Identify New Civic Use for Old City Hall
c.  Improve and Create New Parks and Civic Spaces

C. Visions
The following are key visions of the Specific Plan. These elements 
are illustrated in the Vision Plan on the next page:

C1. Acknowledging Downtown's historical resources
The area contains many of Redlands' oldest buildings, including 
the historically significant Santa Fe Depot, adjacent citrus packing 
houses and turn-of-the-century commercial buildings on Orange 
Street.  This area should be carefully preserved, with buildings 
that are adapted to modern uses, and with new development 
sensitively integrated.  Downtown State Street is a unique old-
town district. The urban design patterns and physical amenities in 
this portion of Downtown are like those that existed in many parts 
of this country before the influx of regional shopping centers. 
Most of the structures in the area are scaled to the pedestrian.  
The Specific Plan encourages this urban fabric to be respected 
and spread to other parts of Downtown.  For instance, retail and 
mixed-use buildings should wrap around parking garages to 
create pedestrian-friendly streets in this area. 

C2.  Planning for future growth
The Plan calls for the introduction of a  "park-once" concept that 
encourages people to park in centrally-located garages and then 
walk to multiple locations, thereby reducing vehicle trips and 
enlivening the sidewalks.  A garage at Citrus and 5th will serve this 
purpose and will alleviate parking concerns along State Street. It 
will also provide additional spaces for select infill projects along 
State Street.  A garage is also planned at Stuart and Eureka.  As the 
City expands, other desirable sites for park-once garages include 
the southeast corner of 7th and Redlands and the northeast 
corner of 6th and Citrus.    

C3.  Redeveloping underutilized parcels for residential, office, 
and commercial infill development in the northern neighborhoods 
of the Specific Plan area will capitalize on Downtown's potential 
to become a walkable mixed-use neighborhood.  This includes 
adaptive reuse / rehabilitation of the area's historical buildings 
and gradual rehabilitation of the historical High Avenue area.

The Plan envisions a transit station between Eureka and Orange 
with development of a new station or re-use of the Santa Fe rail 
station as a stop for incoming and outgoing rail commuters.  The 
possible location of the station near new retail developments 
in the core block area and at the end of the historical axis along 
Orange Street (which connects south to the commercial State 
Street area and north to newer retail areas) offers potential for this 
area to become a future transit-oriented-development zone.

C4. Potential relocation of civic buildings to accommodate 
growth.  This includes redevelopment of the existing City Hall 
site with mixed-use buildings to match the existing fabric in the 
State Street area.  Alternatively the existing City Hall facilities can 
potentially be renovated or rebuilt in their current locations.  A 
new town green may be located at the intersection of Citrus 
Avenue and Orange Street, acting as a terminated vista that 
provides a central public open place for Downtown, across the 
street from  the old City Hall.  This also includes redevelopment 
of the existing Safety Hall at the intersection of Eureka Street and 
Citrus Avenue as a possible site for a new City Hall.  This site can be 
easily found from all directions and is adjacent to other existing 
civic buildings.  It is owned by the City and it can accommodate 
expansion demands.  The area near Citrus and Eureka would 
also be an optimal location for a new needed police station. 
The bunching of civic uses in one area would create a civic zone 
and would encourage the walkability of the area.  Other central 
locations, such as the re-use of the Redlands mall site, should also 
be considered.

C5.  Increasing Vehicular and Pedestrian Circulation
New thoroughfare standards and improved vehicular and 
pedestrian connections, would relink the fragmented street grid.  
Examples of potential street extensions include: the extension 
of Stuart Street from Orange to Sixth Street, the extension of 
State Street west of Orange Street into the Redlands Mall, the 
extension of Oriental Avenue east of Eureka, and the extension 
of a north-south street, just east of Texas Street between Oriental 
and Redlands.  Street extension suggested as part of this Plan 
are required only upon significant intensification of the site (see 
Circulation Element 2.4).
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2 . 2  M A S T E R  P L A N

2     T H E  P L A N
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2     T H E  P L A N
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2 . 2  M A S T E R  P L A N  -  F O R  I L L U S T R AT I V E  P U R P O S E S  O N LY.
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2 . 3  P U B L I C  S PA C E

2     T H E  P L A N

A. Open Space
The Specific Plan's goals for open spaces in Downtown are to:

1. Create open spaces that enhance the safety and the 
experience of the pedestrian.

2. Ensure that open spaces, especially streetscapes, create a 
sense of intimacy and respect the history and character 
(e.g. scale and style) of Downtown.

 
3. Envision the location for a main civic open space on Cajon 

Street between Vine and Citrus, which can act both as 
a visual anchor for Downtown and a practical space for 
events and gatherings.

4. Create Downtown streetscapes that are distinctively 
different in character from streets outside the Downtown 
area and which are also differentiated one from the other 
in order to establish a cohesive hierarchy of streets.

5. Evaluate existing open space and parks within the 
downtown for possible expansion and/or improvements 
such as Ed Hales Park.

Public Green / Open Space

6. The Orange Blossom Trail will traverse the Downtown Specific 
Plan from east to west along the Santa Fe rail line or in close 
proximity to the rail line. The bicycle trail along with pocket 
parks and amenities associated with the trail provide unique 
opportunities for open space through downtown.  Interim 
Class 2 and Class 3 trails utilizing the existing street system 
will provide for bicycle circulation until the final alignment 
can be completed.  The interim trail will be a loop utilizing 
streets north and south of the current Santa Fe Rail Right-of-
Way (ROW).  

North of the Santa Fe ROW at Texas Street a Class 2 route 
will follow Stuart Street easterly to Orange, pass through the 
shopping center and pedestrian opening to Sixth Street, then 
pass south to the Santa Fe Rail ROW where sufficient width is 
available for a trail and transit use easterly of Sixth. 

South of Santa Fe Rail ROW at Center Street a Class 2 route 
will follow State Street easterly to Eureka Street, south on 
Eureka Street to Olive (a portion to be Class 3 as there is 
insufficient roadway for a lane), east on Olive to Sixth Street, 
then north to the Santa Fe Rail ROW.

    Proposed Green Network

Interim Orange Blossom Trail, Class 2 and 
Class 3 Bicycle Trails

Proposed Orange Blossom Trail
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2 . 3  P U B L I C  S PA C E

2     T H E  P L A N

Active Open Space

Small Neighborhood Park

Wide Greened Sidewalk

Redlands Town Character

B. Open Space Components
 The Plan’s open space element includes four main components.

1.  Vital public space along the area’s sidewalks and an 
extended street grid including substantial landscaping and 
widened sidewalks (around 15') to mitigate high summer 
temperatures and to enhance the pedestrian experience. 
(See the Public Space Guidelines on the following pages).   A 
reconnected street grid will improve pedestrian and vehicular 
circulation and reestablish the historical form of the Downtown 
Area. (See the Circulation Element in Section 2.4 for more 
information on street improvements and street hierarchies).

2.  A civic green at the intersection of Citrus and Cajon links State 
and Orange Streets, the two main retail and pedestrian areas 
in Downtown.  The character of the town green is meant to be 
more formal than neighborhood green spaces; it should be 
perceived as an open space where people can gather.  More 
paving is encouraged and dense tree clusters are discouraged 
in order to create a plaza or square feeling.  Tot lots, play 
structures, and sand pits are prohibited, while a pavilion or 
stage is appropriate.

3.  Greening of train tracks and station area.  Adding green 
space to the tracks, which are currently dusty and barren, will 
make the area more attractive and will equip it to potentially 
accommodate active recreation uses until the reinstatement of 
the tracks as part of a regional commuter rail system.  

     
 The Orange Blossom Trail, which is planned to go through 

the communities of Redlands and Mentone and connect to the 
Santa Ana River Regional Trail on the eastern and western ends 
of the trail's terminus, might utilize the rail right of way as the 
trail passes through Downtown.  Where a trail is impractical, 
other alignments should be used to provide a continuous non-
motorized trail from east to west across the Downtown Specific 
Plan.  The trail will provide a safe, non-motorized connection 
between current and future residential areas in Redlands 
with education, shopping and employment centers.  Active 
recreation will take place along its length.

4.  Small informal green spaces proposed within neighborhoods 
when they are redeveloped, can act as anchors for local 
community use.  The character of these areas is informal and 
intimate. Tot lots, play structures, and sand pits are encouraged, 
while stages and podiums would not be appropriate.  
Pedestrian paths may be meandering.

5.  Public roof green spaces may be provided in conjunction with 
civic buildings, public parking structures, and public/private 
partnerships.
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2 . 3  P U B L I C  S PA C E

2     T H E  P L A N

C. Guidelines
The following are Public Space guidelines that describe the 
relevant character of sidewalks and street lighting for the Specific 
Plan Area.  See Section 2.4 for the Circulation Element and Section 
3.6 for Landscape Guidelines that pertain to private develop-
ments.

D. Sidewalks
1.  Sidewalks are an essential component of creating a pedestrian 

friendly environment.  Well-designed sidewalks provide the 
necessary comfort, safety, and sense of welcome to support 
walking.

2.  Sidewalks are required on both sides of the street throughout 
the Downtown area, where streets are generally fronted by 
buildings or parking.

3.   Sidewalks at a street or alley intersection should meet the 
level of the street or alley or be equipped with a ramp. 

4.   Sidewalk designs shall conform to the Americans with 
Disabilities Act, as well as all state and local codes.

5.  A sidewalk should be separated from any parking space by 
a physical barrier that will obstruct vehicles from intruding 
into the required clear path. At any location where parking is 
allowed adjacent to the sidewalk, a minimum separation of 5 
feet should be maintained between the required clear path 
of the sidewalk and a curb, wheel stop, or other barrier low 
enough to be overhung by portions of a vehicle. 

6.  Alleys do not require sidewalks. 
7.  Retail sidewalks should be paved from building face to street 

curb and punctuated with trees and grates.
8.  Meandering walkways may be used to avoid obstacles and 

minimize conflicts with driveways. If a meandering walkway is 
desired, the number of curves should be minimized to avoid 
creating a route that is too awkward and indirect, as approved 
by the City Engineer. 

9.  In all  areas when such streets are generally fronted by build-
ings or parking, sidewalks should be designed with a buffer 
between the sidewalk and the street.

10.  In commercial areas, the buffer zone is often the “furnishing 
zone” where utility poles, trees, hydrants, signs, benches, transit 
shelters, and planters should be placed.  The furnishing zone in 
a low-density commercial zone should be a minimum of 4 feet 
wide, and commonly is 5 to 8 feet wide. The furnishing zone is 
over and above the clear area of the sidewalk. 

11.  Decorative benches with back to the street should be 
provided in the furnishing zone.  Benches should be 5 to 6 feet 
long and there should be an average of one bench minimum 
(on each side of the street) per 120 feet of street in retail area. 

12.  In residential areas, a continuous landscape planted strip or 
parkway is strongly recommended to create a “detached” or 
“setback” sidewalk.

13.  Moveable chairs and tables should be utilized in the open 
spaces and as café seating.

14.  Streetscapes that are primarily paved should have moveable 
planters.  They should contain plants with seasonal color.

15.  In retail areas, special paving (using texture, color or 
patterned brick or stone) should be used to enhance the 
architecture and the experience. 

16.  Portable bollards may be used to provide additional safety 
features for special events and/or extension of Ed Hales park at 
Fifth Street near State Street.

17.  Throughout downtown, provide bicycle racks and lockers, 
drinking fountains, trash receptacles, and other amenities to 
complement the downtown environment.

E. Size of Sidewalks
1.  In residential neighborhoods, sidewalks should be 6 feet in 

width.
2.  Sidewalks in retail areas should provide 10 feet of walking 

clearance and generally range up to 15 feet in width. 
3.  The clearance requirements for sidewalks should also apply to 

projections of sidewalks across driveways and crosswalks. 
4.  A “shy distance” is a designated width or buffer area along a 

path to allow for the pedestrian to instinctively avoid proxim-
ity to objects such as buildings, retaining walls, curbs, poles, 
and fences. A shy distance should be maintained between the 
required clear path of a sidewalk and obstacles near the clear 
path to maintain the usable width of the clear path.

• A shy distance of 2 feet should be maintained adjacent to 
vertical barriers (including structures, walls, fences, signs, 
hedges, etc.) that extend to a height greater than 3.5 feet 
above the sidewalk surface and extend more than 4 feet 
in length parallel to the sidewalk. 

• A shy distance of 1 foot should be considered for all other 
fixed obstacles except that soft vegetative landscaping 
(grasses, annuals, succulents, and woody Plants with 
stems less than one inch in diameter) less than 3.5 feet in 
height do not require a clear zone. 

• Shy distances do not apply where handrails are required 
on ramps, slopes, or stairs. 

F. Street Lighting
Street lights should follow current lighting specifications for the 
City.  Street lighting along Eureka Street, Redlands Boulevard, 
Orange Street, and 6th Street should use current lighting 
specification Type A (see facing page), while all other streets 
in the Specific Plan area should use specification Type B.  Type 
C lighting is a standard for taller poles and is typically used at 
major intersections, with or without integrated traffic signals as 
the light base.

Along with these street lighting standards for public sidewalk 
areas, the following guidelines relate to additional street lighting.
1.  All new streets (and all new developments, where feasible) 

should provide pedestrian scaled streetlights.
2.  All new alleys should have lights mounted on outbuildings 

or garages.  These lights should be connected to a separate 
circuit.

3.  Outdoor lighting should create and encourage a pedestrian 
friendly environment, which is especially beneficial to residen-
tial neighborhoods and neighborhood business districts. 

 Street furniture is separated from the street by a short masonry 
wall to buffer vehicular traffic from the pedestrian
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4.  Pedestrian-scale lights should improve walkway illumination 
for pedestrian traffic and enhance community safety and 
business exposure. 

5.  Lighting for pedestrians is especially important along Orange 
Street, State Street and along other pedestrian-oriented streets 
and local connectors.

6.  Lighted bollards at intersections should be continued as an 
amenity throughout downtown, where appropriate.

7.  Street lighting should be designed to be appropriate to its 
location within the urban transect.  Such things as height of 
lamp post, lamp head and lighting source and spacing can all 
be calibrated accordingly. 

8.  On retail streets, light poles are encouraged to take on a more 
ornamental expression involving banners and floral arrange-
ments.

9.  All street lighting should be “full-cutoff” or “fully shielded” to 
minimize light pollution and save energy. 

10.  Where existing light poles provide street lighting, lights may 
be mounted on existing poles to maximize resources and 
minimize installation time. A more expensive option is to install 
the lights on top of free-standing poles which receive power via 
underground conduit.

11. The decorative design should be consistent throughout the 
Specific Plan area.

G. Location of Street Lighting
1.  The minimum clearance from a street light pole to the face of 

curb should be 2 feet, to the edge of a sidewalk: 1 ft, and to the 
centerline of a tree: 20 ft.

2.  Lighting illuminating pedestrian walkways should be typically 
located 12 ft-15 ft above the sidewalk. 

3.  A consistent on-center distance for lampposts should be estab-
lished appropriate to the location. Typically this dimension is 90 
feet.

4.  On residential streets, light posts should be placed within the 
tree planting strip where one exists or within 2 ft from the curb 
when such a location does not reduce the sidewalk dimension 
to less than 5 ft.

5.  In existing residential neighborhoods, when street lighting will 
be added and neither of the above conditions can be met, lamp 
posts should be placed within 1 ft of the sidewalk in the front 
yard (front setback), provided an utility easement is already in 
place in that location.

6.  Lighting poles may be alternating sequence from one side of 
the street to the other, to ensure continuous light pockets.

H. Character of Street Lighting
1.  All lamp posts should have a base, a middle and a top.
2.  Where applicable, the style of street fixtures should be consis-

tent with the dominant style of the buildings on the street. 
3.  Metal halide lights are encouraged, while high pressure sodium 

lights are discouraged since they visually render all colors the 
same.

4.  Cobra-heads should not be used in residential streets or pedes-
trian-oriented commercial streets. Cobra-heads should only be 
used on high-volume traffic streets and should be decorative 
and have a supplemental non cobra-head light mounted at 12 
to 14 feet to light the sidewalk.

5.  Lighting should be as energy efficient as possible, utilizing the 
most current technologies available.

Type A - Street Lighting on Eureka, Redlands, Orange, and 6th St.

Type B - Street Lighting on All Other Streets

Type C - Street Lighting at Major Intersections

20'
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A. Circulation
This section defines overall concepts for mobility and circulation 
within Downtown.  It emphasizes a multi-modal approach 
to circulation, such that convenient access to, and circulation 
within, Downtown is afforded to all transportation modes.  This 
multi-modal approach is based on the premise that a successful 
Downtown environment requires not only good automobile 
circulation, but also choices and opportunities for effective and 
convenient transit, pedestrian, and bicycle circulation. 

Both employees and visitors should be able to conveniently 
park and then walk around Downtown in an attractive, safe and 
comfortable environment.  They should also be able to travel to 
Downtown by transit or bicycle.  The Plan therefore strives for a 
balance between all transportation modes.

B. The Street System
The street system provides the backbone for all transportation 
modes in the Downtown.  The Downtown street system essentially 
comprises a grid-type system, with a variety of differently sized 
streets serving different functions.  Principal access to/from 
the Interstate 10 just to the north of Downtown is provided by 
Eureka Street, Orange Street and 6th Street, which all have ramps 
to/from I-10.  Other key entry corridor streets into the Downtown 
are Redlands Boulevard, Brookside Avenue, Citrus Avenue, Cajon 
Street, Texas Street, and Church Street.

The functional classification of Downtown streets is shown in the 
figure to the right, which depicts the roadway circulation network.  
This classification describes how various streets are expected to 
operate with respect to traffic flow in the Downtown.  This diagram 
is consistent with the City’s General Plan.

C. Level of Service

1.  City of Redlands General Plan Standards
 The City of Redlands General Plan establishes standards for 

traffic level of service for intersections located in the City.  
Section 5.20 of the Circulation Element contains the following 
policies:

a. Maintain LOS C or better as the standard at all intersections 
presently at LOS C or better.

b. Within the area identified in General Plan Figure 5.3 
maintain LOS C or better; however, accept a reduced LOS 
on a case by case basis upon approval by a four-fifths 
(4/5ths) vote of the total authorized membership of the 
City Council.

c. Where the current level of service at a location within 
the City of Redlands is below the Level of Service (LOS) 
C standard, no development project shall be approved 
that cannot be mitigated so that it does not reduce 
the existing level of service at that location except as 
provided in Section (b).

2. Downtown Specific Plan Level-of-Service Criteria
 Measure “U”, a voter initiative, was approved by the voters 

in 1997 and amended the Redlands General Plan.  Measure 
“U” statutorily exempts new development projects located 
in the Downtown Specific Plan, as the boundaries existed in 
December 1997, from these provisions with a four-fifths vote 
of The City Council.  The result is new development projects 
located in the Downtown Specific Plan (1997 Boundaries) 
can have a reduced level-of-serve (LOS) standard on approval 
by a four-fifths vote of The City Council.  The Downtown 

Specific Plan proposes a modified level of service standard for 
the Specific Plan area, that existed in December 1997, to be LOS 
E.  The expanded areas associated with the revised boundaries 
of the Specific Plan shall comply with the general plan level of 
service policies stated in section C.1. above. The rationale is that the 
downtown area is different to the rest of the City, for the following 
reasons:

 
 Because of the intensity and mix of uses it is not practical to 

maintain an LOS C standard in the downtown.  A vibrant and 
successful downtown contains a compact, higher intensity and 
greater mix of land uses than other areas of the City which is 
acknowledged in Measure “U”.  It also needs to be a walkable and 
a pedestrian-friendly environment. Traffic speeds on downtown 
streets are limited to 25 mph.  Convenient and comfortable 
pedestrian circulation is important.  It is not an environment for 
wide streets or high speed traffic – both of which are detrimental 
to the downtown dynamic and aesthetics.  It is therefore not 
desirable or practical, and it is often not feasible because of 
existing and older buildings, to widen streets.  Maintaining LOS C 
would lead to too much of the surface area being devoted to street 
space, which would be counter to the key goals of the Downtown 
Specific Plan.  It would also encourage further auto use, and would 
conflict with establishing transit-oriented districts around the 
downtown rail station.  Many cities have realized the infeasibility 
of maintaining LOS C, or even LOS D, in downtown areas and have 
recognized the practicality of adopting LOS E standards in their 
downtown areas.

 
 Therefore, based on the above, future development projects in the 

Downtown Specific Plan will be subject to a reduced LOS standard 
as follows:

a. The LOS standard for all intersections located within the 
Downtown Specific Plan boundaries, as existed in December 
1997, is Level of Service E.

 D Major Streets
"Major Streets" are the principal streets that traffic will use to access 
the Downtown.  They are the widest streets and they provide principal 
connections to other areas of the City.  The following streets are 
classified as Major Streets:
 1. Redlands Boulevard
 2. Brookside Avenue
Redlands Boulevard is the principle east-west roadway serving the 
Downtown.  As such it carries some of the highest traffic volumes as 
well as supporting a number of regional and local transit routes.

E. Secondary Streets
These streets are also key streets for access to Downtown, but also 
serve an important role for traffic circulating within the Downtown.  
These streets will typically not be as wide as the Major Streets.  They do 
however typically also connect outside the Downtown to other parts 
of the City.  The following streets are classified as Secondary Streets:
 1. Orange Street
 2. Eureka Street
 3. Citrus Avenue
 4. Texas Street
 5. Cajon Street
Orange Street is the principal north-south thoroughfare in Downtown 
and it also provides access to I-10 westbound.  Eureka Street provides 
north-south access in the west side of Downtown and also provides 
access to the Downtown from I-10 eastbound.

F. Collector Streets
The primary function of these streets is for circulation within the 
Downtown.  They typically do not connect outside of the Downtown to 
other areas.  The following streets are classified as Collector Streets:
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Major Streets Secondary Streets Collector Streets Local Streets

    Street Types Diagram

Specific Plan AreaPedestrian / visual connection at Third Street

 1. 6th Street
 2. Church Street
 3. Pearl Avenue
 4. Stuart Avenue
6th Street provides north-south circulation in the eastern part 
of Downtown, as well as access to and from I-10 from the east.  
However, 6th Street only extends as far south as Olive Avenue, so it 
functions as a Collector Street. Stuart Avenue is an important  street 
that provides critical circulation for traffic traveling east and west 
between the I-10 freeway and Redlands Boulevard.  Although Stuart 
Avenue is not fully improved to a Collector standard, it can provide 
the necessary traffic volumes utilizing a local street standard until 
such time it is necessary to be fully improved.

F. Local Streets
All other streets are considered Local Streets.  The function of all 
other local streets is to support the circulation of local traffic to 
specific land uses and buildings in the Downtown.  While they 
complete the circulation grid, these streets are not expected to 
carry through-traffic or high traffic volumes.  

G. Pedestrian / Visual Connection
Facilitating the movement of pedestrians and assuring visual 
permeability are key aspects of the Plan.  A north-south pedestrian 

visual connection at Third Street between Stuart Avenue and 
Shoppers Lane (Oriental Avenue extension) is proposed.   This 
connection breaks up the large block between Eureka and 
Orange and it also potentially provides circulation across the 
train tracks.  This connection would also be where the pedestrian 
crossing would occur for the "split" transit station between 
Eureka and Orange .
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H. Street Improvements
A number of street improvements are identified in the Specific Plan, 
all of which are potential opportunities for street extensions or 
connections that will enhance the street grid in Downtown.  Many 
of the potential improvements will only be achieved in conjunction 
with potential future redevelopment of certain areas, and as such 
are defined as "opportunities" in the Specific Plan rather than as 
definite projects (they are not included in the Specific Plan Project 
Description analyzed in the EIR – unless otherwise noted).  

I. Proposed Street Improvements
 The following improvements are built into the Specific Plan and 
are analyzed in the Specific Plan EIR:

1.  3rd Street Connection between Redlands Boulevard and State 
Street.  3rd Street will be extended south one-block from 
Redlands Boulevard to connect to a westerly connection of 
State Street, as part of the redevelopment of the Redlands Mall.  
It will be a two-way local street with one lane in each direction, 
with diagonal on-street parking.

2.  Conversion of State Street from a one-way to two-way Street 
between Orange Street and 8th Street.  This section of State 
Street, which is currently one-way eastbound, will be converted 
to a two-way street with one lane and angle parking in each 
direction.  This will require: street re-striping, potential modifi-
cation of planters, and reconstruction of the traffic signal at 
Orange and State Streets.  No new significant construction for 
street widening is required.  The timing of this improvement 
would only occur with the extension of State Street to the west 
or as determined by the City Council.

3.  State Street Extension West of Orange Street.  State Street will 
be extended west one block from Orange Street to a southerly 
extension of 3rd Street, as part of the redevelopment of the 
Redlands Mall.  It will be a two-way local street with one lane in 
each direction, with diagonal on-street parking.

J. Potential Street Improvements
The following improvements are considered potential opportunities 
that could occur with future redevelopment, and are not analyzed 
in the Specific Plan EIR:

4.  Oriental Avenue Connection between 3rd Street and Eureka 
Street. Oriental Avenue may be connected between 3rd Street 
and Eureka Street to provide a local street connection in this 
area, in conjunction with the Krikorian project.  If connected, it 
will be a two-way street with one lane in each direction. 

5.  Stuart Avenue Connection.  If and when the existing shopping 
center on the east side of Orange Street between Pearl Street 
and the railroad redevelops, consideration should be given to 
extending Stuart Avenue from Orange Street to 6th Street.  This 
would enable Stuart Avenue to provide a continuous connec-
tion through the Downtown area.  Such a connection should 
be a two-way local Street with one lane in each direction and 
on-street parking.

6.  New North-South Street Connection to East of Texas Street.  
At such time as the area bounded by Eureka Street, Redlands 
Boulevard, Texas Street and Oriental Avenue is redeveloped, a 
new north-south street connecting Redlands Boulevard and 
Oriental Avenue should be constructed to provide for enhanced 
local circulation in this area.  Such a connection should be a 
two-way Local Street with one lane in each direction and on-
street parking.
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    Street Improvement Diagram
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K. Street Closures
A full and continuous street grid is important to the effective 
circulation of all modes, including walking in Downtown.   Closing 
or vacating streets permanently for new developments may have 
negative long-term effects on Downtown circulation by making 
the street system more confusing to users and forcing higher 
traffic volumes on to other streets, thereby degrading both traffic 
and pedestrian conditions and creating longer blocks that are not 
pedestrian friendly. 

The Specific Plan does not allow for any future closure or vacation 
of any street in the Downtown area that is classified in the General 
Plan as a Major Arterial, Secondary Arterial, or Collector Street.  
Stuart Avenue has been an important roadway for east and west 
bound traffic from the I-10 freeway to Redlands Boulevard within 
the downtown, therefore, Stuart Avenue should not be closed or 
vacated.

The closure or vacation of local streets is discouraged by the City.    
Local streets, at the discretion of City Council, may be closed or 
vacated in connection with an application for a new development 
project.  The closure or vacation of any other street, or a request 
for closure or vacation of a local street not accompanied by a 
new development project, may only occur upon approval of an 
amendment to this Specific Plan.

Proposed Street Improvements Potential Street Improvements

3rd Street connection between Redlands Blvd and State St

Conversion of State St from one-way to two-way between 
Orange Street and 8th Street

State Street extension west of Orange Street

Oriental Ave connection between 3rd St and Eureka St

Stuart Ave connection

New north-south Street connection to east of Texas St

4

5

6

2

3

1
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M. Transit Circulation
Bus service to Downtown is provided by Omnitrans which runs 
four routes into/through Downtown.

Key transit streets in the Downtown, those serving multiple 
transit routes and needing to accommodate buses, are shown in 
the Figure to the right and include:
 1.  Redlands Boulevard
 2.  Eureka Street
 3.  Orange Street
 4.  Stuart Avenue

Currently all bus routes serving Downtown travel along the 
section of Redlands Boulevard between Eureka Street and Orange 
Street, and stop between 3rd Street and Orange Street to provide 
convenient transfers between routes.    This has several negative 
impacts, including pedestrians crossing Redlands Boulevard 
midblock, and the lack of on-street parking due to the bus stops.  
This bus transfer point could possibly be relocated to Stuart Avenue 
(See discussion below).

Commuter rail transit through Downtown is planned in the future . 
The Redlands Passenger Rail, currently being planned by SANBAG, 
will be a new passenger train service running from Redlands to 
Downtown San Bernardino, utilizing the existing rail right-of-way.  
A rail station is planned in Downtown adjacent to the historic Santa 
Fe Depot between Orange Street and Eureka Street.  

The final site for the station platform has yet to be determined.   
However, the street entrance frontage to the station will be Stuart 
Avenue between Orange Street and Eureka Street.  Stuart Avenue 
could provide vehicular access to the station, and be the location not 
only for bus access but also for bus transfers, and for kiss-and-ride 
drop-off of transit passengers.  The existing bus transfer location on 
Redlands Boulevard could possibly be relocated to Stuart Avenue 
and be integrated with the rail station.  

The SANBAG study has estimated the need for 260 to 300 parking 
spaces at the rail station.  These will possibly be provided in a parking 
structure adjacent to the rail station.

L. The City encourages transit oriented 
development within a 1/4 mile radius of a transit 
station.  State Law permits a residential density 
bonus. 

Transit oriented development within this area 
should consider:

Transit Proximity: Number of jobs and residents 
within 1/4 mile walking distance of transit.

Density: Higher numbers of residents and jobs 
per acre are often a Smart Growth planning 
objective, and are effective at reducing travel and 
other impacts, especially when accompanied by 
high levels of regional accessibility, mix of uses, 
and quality urban design. Development density 
is a useful indicator of Smart Growth plans, and is 
usually measured in terms of total population and 
employment per acre. Density also reduces the need 
to convert green field land to urban uses.

Diversity: Land use mix measures the relative 
balances of jobs and housing as well as the mix of 
retail and non-retail jobs within walking/ biking 
distance or, secondarily, short driving distance. 
Diversity is correlated with reductions in vehicle 
trips and vehicle miles, and is therefore an indicator 
of a Smart Growth plan.

Design: Smart Growth concepts often involve 
walkable neighborhoods. When measured in 
terms of connectivity and density of the street and 
pedestrian networks and sidewalk completeness, 
walkable urban designs are correlated with reduced 
vehicle travel, and represent a useful indicator of 
Smart Growth.
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Rail Transit Key Transit Streets Rail Transit Station 1/4 Mile (5 min) and 
1/2 Mile (10 min) 
Walk Circles around 
Transit Station

    Transit Diagram
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N. Pedestrian Circulation
The pedestrian circulation system in Downtown should be convenient 
and safe, and should provide an attractive walking environment that 
will encourage people to park their cars one time and then walk to 
multiple destinations.  

The pedestrian circulation system is shown in the Figure to the right, 
which illustrates the key streets in Downtown that are expected to 
accommodate the highest pedestrian activity.   

The core of the pedestrian circulation system in the Downtown is 
comprised of the following streets:

1.  Oriental Avenue 
2.  3rd Street
3.  State Street  

Other key streets for pedestrian circulation are:  
 1.  Redlands Boulevard
2.  Orange Street
3.  Citrus Avenue
 4.  6th Street

These streets serve the vast majority of the existing and planned retail 
commercial, office commercial, entertainment, civic, and institutional 
uses in the Downtown.

A key element of the pedestrian circulation system in Downtown will 
be a railroad tracks crossing at 3rd Street.   The crossing could either 
be at-grade or overhead via a bridge.  This will provide for direct and 
convenient pedestrian circulation between the parking structure, the 
bus transfer area, and the rest of Downtown.

Both the design and operation of the Downtown street system – and 
the above identified streets in particular – should be responsive to 
the needs of pedestrians, and should provide a balance between 
vehicular use of the roadway and pedestrian use of the sidewalks 
and street crossings.  

In order to provide a pedestrian-friendly environment in Downtown, a 
high quality of streetscape needs to be provided.  Typical streetscape 
and roadway design elements will include the following:

1.  Wider sidewalks
2.  Sidewalk bulbouts at intersections (where feasible) and 

mid-block locations
3.  Landscaping and pedestrian amenities (trees, shade areas 

and seating)
4.  On-street parking (to provide a buffer between passing 

cars in the roadway environment and pedestrians in the 
sidewalk  environment)

5.  Clearly marked crosswalks
6.  Wider crosswalks
7.  Crosswalks with special paving
8.  Improved lighting

All these design features provide an improved environment for the 
pedestrian and facilitate walking, many of which reduce or minimize 
the physical conflicts between vehicles and pedestrians.  The following 
pages describe and illustrate the street standards for key streets in 
terms of roadway and right-of-way widths.  These standards will help 
create a street hierarchy throughout Downtown.

O. Bicycle Circulation 
The bicycle circulation system in Downtown should provide a 
convenient, safe and attractive environment to encourage people 
to ride bicycles.  

The bicycle circulation system is shown in the figure to the right, which 
illustrates the bicycle routes and types of facilities in Downtown.  These 
routes are designed to provide a linked system in Downtown.  They are 
consistent with the City of Redlands Non-Motorized Transportation 
Plan.

As per the City of Redland’s General Plan Policy 5.50 three categories 
of bicycle facilities are defined:

1.   Class I: Bike Path or Bike Trail.  Provides a completely separated 
right of way designated for the exclusive use of bicycles and 
pedestrians with cross flows by motorist minimized.

2.   Class II: Bike Lane. Provides a restrictive right of way within 
the roadway, with a lane designated for the exclusive or 
semi exclusive use of bicycles with through travel by motor 
vehicles or pedestrians prohibited, but with vehicle parking 
and cross flows by pedestrians and motorist permitted. 

3.  Class III: Bike Route. Provides right of way designated by 
signs or permanent markings and shared with pedestrians 
and motorists.  

The main spine of the bicycle network in Downtown is a multi-use 
path known as the Orange Blossom Trail.  The Orange Blossom Trail will 
traverse the Downtown from east to west along the Santa Fe rail line 
right-of-way or in close proximity. The bicycle trail along with pocket 
parks and amenities associated with the trail will provide unique 
opportunities for open space through the downtown.  Until the final 
alignment can be completed, interim Class II and Class III trails utilizing 
the existing street system will provide for bicycle circulation.  

The Interim Trail will be a loop utilizing streets north and south of 
the current Santa Fe ROW.  North of the Santa Fe Rail ROW at Texas 
Street a Class II route will follow Stuart Street easterly to Orange; pass 
through the Vons Shopping Center and pedestrian opening to Sixth 
Street then south to the Santa Fe Rail ROW where sufficient width is 
available for a trail and transit use easterly of Sixth.  South of the Santa 
Fe Rail ROW at Center Street a Class II route will follow State Street 
easterly to Eureka Street, south on Eureka Street to Olive (a portion 
to be Class III as there is insufficient roadway for a lane), then east on 
Olive to Sixth Street, then north to the Santa Fe Rail ROW.  

The other elements of the bicycle circulation system will be as 
follows:

Class I Bikeways will use the following streets
1.  Redlands Boulevard from Fern Ave to Highland Avenue

Class II Bikeways will use the following streets
1.  Brookside Avenue from the west edge of the Specific Plan 

to Eureka Street
2.  Texas Street from the Santa Fe Railroad to Redlands Boulevard 

(continued on page 36)
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P. Street Standards and Streetscape
Downtown street standards are generally those identified in the 
General Plan for the respective street types.  However, it is not always 
possible to meet these standards for a number of reasons:

1.  The Downtown environment is unique in that it includes 
many of the older buildings in the city.  

2.  Because of the existing built density, it is not always feasible 
to  widen streets.  

3.  It is not necessarily desirable to widen streets as wider streets 
are less pedestrian friendly.  

For these reasons, the Specific Plan generally does not require the 
existing roadway curbs to be moved.  Unless otherwise identified, 
existing roadway widths will remain as is.  However, the configuration 
and dimensions of the roadway space may be changed slightly 
– primarily to accommodate on-street parking where feasible.

However, current sidewalk widths (and in certain cases the General 
Plan street standards) are generally too narrow for a pedestrian 
friendly Downtown environment.   Current sidewalk widths are 
often only around eight feet.  The Specific Plan therefore calls for 
wider sidewalks – up to 15 feet on key pedestrian streets, which in 
certain cases leads to either similar right-of-way standards but slightly 
narrower roadway standards, or wider right-of-ways than outlined in 
the General Plan standards.

The roadway standards for key streets in Downtown are shown in the 
following figures.  The diagrams show mid-block standards.  The use 
of sidewalk extensions at intersections is encouraged as a means of 
facilitating pedestrian movements and reducing the width of streets 
that pedestrians have to cross.  Such sidewalk extensions (bulbouts) 
will typically be provided in the same width taken by the parking lane 
that occurs in the mid-block street segment.

Street Section  Key

Redlands Boulevard

Eureka Street

Orange Street

State Street

Sixth Street

Class II Bike Lane or Class III Bike Route will use the following 
streets

1.  Citrus Avenue from Eureka Street to east of Church 
Street

Class III Bikeways will use the following streets
1.  Texas Street from Interstate 10 to the Santa Fe Railroad 

and from Redlands Boulevard to State Street
2.  Orange Street from Interstate 10 to Citrus Avenue
3.  Church Street from Interstate 10 to Redlands Boulevard

These facilities will connect to adjacent bicycle routes as shown 
in the figure on the previous page.

In order to maximize the attractiveness and the effectiveness of 
the bicycle system, the following policies should be implemented 
(consistent with the City’s General Plan).

1.  Seek assistance from major employers in providing 
support facilities to encourage use of bikes for 
commuter proposes. 

2.  Throughout the downtown provide bicycle racks 
and lockers, drinking fountains, trash receptacles, 
and other amenities to complement the downtown 
environment. 

3.   Incorporate bike storage and other support facilities into 
TDM plans at employment sites and public facilities, 
when feasible based upon distance from bikeways.

These guiding and implementing policies will help to create a 
more convenient, safe and attractive environment that encourages 
cyclists to ride in Downtown.
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Q. Redlands Boulevard
Redlands Boulevard will remain a key roadway through 
Downtown however, vehicular traffic should be calmed.  As one 
of the principal gateways into the Downtown, a landscaped 
median should be provided on Redlands Boulevard east of 6th 
Street and west of Eureka Street.  The Boulevard will also have 
on-street parking, curb extensions at intersections, and extensive 
sidewalk landscaping.  Additional right-of-way for the sidewalks 
will be taken through dedication as new buildings develop.  The 
roadway should be 76' and the minimum ROW should be 96' for a 
minimum width of 106' of ROW and sidewalk easement to allow 
for a 15' sidewalk on each side of the street.

R. Eureka Street
Eureka Street will be another important gateway street into the 
Downtown.  The design intent for Eureka Street is similar to Orange 
Street (which will continue to carry higher traffic volumes) but with 
wider sidewalks (because of the opportunities afforded by future 
redevelopment).  The current ROW is 77' with a 64' roadway.  The 
roadway should be a minimum of 64'.  Sidewalks are currently 5' wide 
on the west side of the street and 8' wide on the east side. The minimum 
ROW should be 80' and a minimum of 94' of ROW plus sidewalk 
easement to allow for 15' sidewalks on both sides of the street.  There 
are currently medians from Pearl to Redlands Boulevard.  Medians 
should be maintained on Eureka Street from Pearl to Redlands.

Redlands Blvd., Proposed Street Section and Plan

Redlands Blvd., Illustrative Photo

REDLANDS BOULEVARD
Eureka

Eureka Alternative

Orange

State
6th

15’15’

106’ R.O.W. and easements
76’

8’12’12’12’12’12’8’ 15’15’ 14.5’ 14.5’12.5’12.5’ 10’

94’ R.O.W. and easements
64’

15’15’ 14.5’ 14.5’12.5’12.5’ 10’

94’ R.O.W. and easements
64’

15’ 15’9’ 9’12’ 12’ 12’ 12’

96’ R.O.W. and easements (Min: 86’ ROW)
56’

10’ 10’ 18’18’12’ 12’

80’ R.O.W.
56’

15’ 15’8’8’ 12’ 12’ 12’ 12’10’

104’ R.O.W. and easements
74’

REDLANDS BOULEVARD
Eureka

Eureka Alternative

Orange

State
6th

15’15’

106’ R.O.W. and easements
76’

8’12’12’12’12’12’8’ 15’15’ 14.5’ 14.5’12.5’12.5’ 10’

94’ R.O.W. and easements
64’

15’15’ 14.5’ 14.5’12.5’12.5’ 10’

94’ R.O.W. and easements
64’

15’ 15’9’ 9’12’ 12’ 12’ 12’

96’ R.O.W. and easements (Min: 86’ ROW)
56’

10’ 10’ 18’18’12’ 12’

80’ R.O.W.
56’

15’ 15’8’8’ 12’ 12’ 12’ 12’10’

104’ R.O.W. and easements
74’

Eureka St., Cooperative Alternative Proposed Street Section and Plan

REDLANDS BOULEVARD
Eureka

Eureka Alternative

Orange

State
6th

15’15’

106’ R.O.W. and easements
76’

8’12’12’12’12’12’8’ 15’15’ 14.5’ 14.5’12.5’12.5’ 10’

94’ R.O.W. and easements
64’

15’15’ 14.5’ 14.5’12.5’12.5’ 10’

94’ R.O.W. and easements
64’

15’ 15’9’ 9’12’ 12’ 12’ 12’

96’ R.O.W. and easements (Min: 86’ ROW)
56’

10’ 10’ 18’18’12’ 12’

80’ R.O.W.
56’

15’ 15’8’8’ 12’ 12’ 12’ 12’10’

104’ R.O.W. and easements
74’

Eureka St., Base Alternative Proposed Street Section

There may be opportunities for the developer to work cooperatively 
with the City to provide parallel parking 'punch outs' along their 
frontage. If a developer is willing to dedicate an additional 5', the 
lanes may be re-striped with two 12' lanes. This would allow for 8' 
parallel parking and/or enhanced landscape 'bulb-outs' as shown 
in the "Cooperative Alternative" shown below.

15' 8' 12' 12' 12' 12' 12' 8' 15'

106' ROW and Easements
76'

15' 14.5' 14.5'12.5'12.5' 10' 15'
64'

94' ROW and Easements

15' 8' 12' 12' 10' 12' 12' 8' 15'
74'

104' ROW and Easements
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S. Orange Street
Orange Street is a key roadway through Downtown and is a 
"gateway street".   Because the street is already pedestrian-
friendly, the existing configuration will be maintained.  Although 
sidewalk widths are narrow, many of the adjacent buildings are 
older and unlikely to be replaced.  Where buildings are replaced 
in the future, sidewalk widths should be increased to 15 feet 
(may be achieved though easement rather than dedication). 

The current ROW for Orange Street is 86' with a roadway width 
of 66'.  The ROW should be maintained at a minimum of 86' and 
a minimum of 96' of combined ROW plus sidewalk easement be 
required for a 15' sidewalk on each side of the street.

Orange Street, Proposed Street Section and Plan

Existing Conditions, Orange Street

T. State Street
The existing widths of State Street will remain the same, although 
the roadway will be converted through re-striping to a two-way 
roadway.   This will improve traffic flow throughout the State Street 
area and into/from the Redlands Mall, which are two of the key 
core areas for local traffic and pedestrian activity.

The current ROW of  State Street is 80' and the roadway east of 
Orange is 56'. The roadway west of Orange is 58'.  Changing State 
Street to a two-way street is subject to extending State Street west 
of Orange Street and/or a future action by the City Council.

Existing Conditions, State Street

State Street, Proposed Street Section and Plan

REDLANDS BOULEVARD
Eureka

Eureka Alternative

Orange

State
6th

15’15’

106’ R.O.W. and easements
76’

8’12’12’12’12’12’8’ 15’15’ 14.5’ 14.5’12.5’12.5’ 10’

94’ R.O.W. and easements
64’

15’15’ 14.5’ 14.5’12.5’12.5’ 10’

94’ R.O.W. and easements
64’

15’ 15’9’ 9’12’ 12’ 12’ 12’

96’ R.O.W. and easements (Min: 86’ ROW)
56’

10’ 10’ 18’18’12’ 12’

80’ R.O.W.
56’

15’ 15’8’8’ 12’ 12’ 12’ 12’10’

104’ R.O.W. and easements
74’

REDLANDS BOULEVARD
Eureka

Eureka Alternative

Orange

State
6th

15’15’

106’ R.O.W. and easements
76’

8’12’12’12’12’12’8’ 15’15’ 14.5’ 14.5’12.5’12.5’ 10’

94’ R.O.W. and easements
64’

15’15’ 14.5’ 14.5’12.5’12.5’ 10’

94’ R.O.W. and easements
64’

15’ 15’9’ 9’12’ 12’ 12’ 12’

96’ R.O.W. and easements (Min: 86’ ROW)
56’

10’ 10’ 18’18’12’ 12’

80’ R.O.W.
56’

15’ 15’8’8’ 12’ 12’ 12’ 12’10’

104’ R.O.W. and easements
74’ 15' 12'

96' ROW and Easements (Min. 86' ROW)

9' 12' 12' 12' 9' 15'
66' 56'

80' ROW

12' 18' 18' 12'10' 10'
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U. Sixth Street
The current ROW for 6th Street varies but is typically 64' with 52' 
of roadway.  The roadway should be expanded to a minimum of 
64'. Sidewalks vary along 6th Street and in many locations are only 
5' wide.  The minimum ROW should be 80' and a minimum of 94' 
ROW plus sidewalks easement to allow for a 15' sidewalk on both 
sides of the street.  There are currently medians from the Santa Fe 
Railroad crossing the Redlands Boulevard.

REDLANDS BOULEVARD
Eureka

Eureka Alternative

Orange

State
6th

15’15’

106’ R.O.W. and easements
76’

8’12’12’12’12’12’8’ 15’15’ 14.5’ 14.5’12.5’12.5’ 10’

94’ R.O.W. and easements
64’

15’15’ 14.5’ 14.5’12.5’12.5’ 10’

94’ R.O.W. and easements
64’

15’ 15’9’ 9’12’ 12’ 12’ 12’

96’ R.O.W. and easements (Min: 86’ ROW)
56’

10’ 10’ 18’18’12’ 12’

80’ R.O.W.
56’

15’ 15’8’8’ 12’ 12’ 12’ 12’10’

104’ R.O.W. and easements
74’

6th Street, Proposed Street Section and Plan

Eureka St., Cooperative Alternative Proposed Street Section and Plan

REDLANDS BOULEVARD
Eureka

Eureka Alternative

Orange

State
6th

15’15’

106’ R.O.W. and easements
76’

8’12’12’12’12’12’8’ 15’15’ 14.5’ 14.5’12.5’12.5’ 10’

94’ R.O.W. and easements
64’

15’15’ 14.5’ 14.5’12.5’12.5’ 10’

94’ R.O.W. and easements
64’

15’ 15’9’ 9’12’ 12’ 12’ 12’

96’ R.O.W. and easements (Min: 86’ ROW)
56’

10’ 10’ 18’18’12’ 12’

80’ R.O.W.
56’

15’ 15’8’8’ 12’ 12’ 12’ 12’10’

104’ R.O.W. and easements
74’

There may be opportunities for the developer to work cooperatively 
with the City to provide parallel parking 'punch outs' along their 
frontage. If a developer is willing to dedicate an additional 5' the 
lanes may be re-striped with two 12' lanes. This would allow for 8' 
parallel parking and/or enhanced landscape 'bulb-outs' as shown 
in the "Cooperative Alternative" shown below.

15' 14.5' 14.5'12.5'12.5' 10' 15'
64'

94' ROW and Easements

15' 8' 12' 12' 10' 12' 12' 8' 15'
74'

104' ROW and Easements
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Projecting bay windows create a safer place by providing more 
"eyes" on the alley

Parking within the alley is away from the 
Vehicular Path

The backs of housing transformed 
into a mews

V. Guidelines
The following Circulation Guidelines describe the optimal 
character of intersections, crosswalks, and alleys that work in 
tandem with the other circulation elements presented in this 
Section.

W. Intersections
1.  Intersections are the primary location for the pedestrian 

crossing of streets.
2.  Curb extensions (bulb-outs) shorten crossing distances 

and provide sidewalk space for curb ramps and landings. 
They will be installed along certain portions of Redlands 
Boulevard.

3.  Installing curb extensions physically deters parking at inter-
section corners and improves the visibility of pedestrians.

4.  A curb ramp needs to be installed at both ends of the cross-
ing in a direct line of travel, consistent with the standards of 
the Americans With Disabilities Act as well as local and state 
codes.

X. Size of Intersections
1.  The dimension of the curb radius affects the pedestrian 

safety of an intersection.  The smaller the radius, the less 
area required to cross and the slower the speed of a vehicle 
making a turn.

2.  Depending on traffic, the curb radius at the end of bulbed-
out intersections along Redlands should be 10 to 25 feet.

3.  Depending on traffic, the curb radius at a non-bulbed out 
intersection with parallel parking should be limited to 20 
feet as the effective turning radius is 28 feet. 

4.  Where large vehicles (trucks and buses) will be frequent 
and streets are narrow, curbs at intersections should be of 
granite.  Using granite for curbs minimizes the damage by 
trucks.

5.  Where larger radii are required, consideration should be 
given to alternative paving to simulate a small turning radii.

Y. Character of Crosswalks
1.  In commercial areas, crosswalks should be marked by a 

paving design that is clearly different from the street paving 
through design and texture.

2.  In residential areas, cross walks should be marked clearly for 
vehicular and pedestrian traffic.

3.  Mid-block crossings shall not be permitted.
  

Z. Alleys, General
1.  Alleys should provide access to parking, delivery and servicing of 

businesses.
2.  New alleys should never be one-way.
3.  Some alleys may be successfully transformed into pedestrian 

ways with shops, kiosks, or even restaurant tables opening onto 
the alley. 

4.  On end lots, garages should be brought close to the alley to 
minimize the apparent width of the alley.

5.  Alleys should be discouraged to be used as fire emergency 
routes.  All fire routes should be directed towards the street.

6.  Appropriate space in alleys should be allocated for transformers, 
trash enclosures (where necessary) and other required dry utility 
components.

7.  Alleys in residential neighborhoods should take on a green 
appeal, emphasizing the plotting of trees at 30 feet on-center.

8.  Alternatively where reflective and permeable paving materials 
are used (i.e. pavers, saw cut concrete, etc.) alley paving and 
driveways may be continuous and indistinguishable. 

9.  Where alleys intersect streets, the continuation of street 
elements (curb, sidewalk, material, and sidewalk grade) should be 
maintained.  The street curb should be continued, as a flush curb 
or as a valley gutter, across the alley entry.

10. Transition to alley pavement texture, when different from street 
pavement, should occur inside the sidewalk.  The grade and 
paving material of the sidewalk should carry across the alley 
entrance.

11. Mews and carriage houses are encouraged on alleys to promote 
a safe environment and bring 'eyes' onto the alley.

12. A screen wall should be used at alley ends to leave an opening 
of 28 feet when back buildings are set back further from the 28 
foot minimum alley width.

13. The screen wall should be a wing wall one story in height and of 
the same materials as the primary façades of the corner building.

A retail alley made into a pedestrian shopping street
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Intersection utilizing a granite material for the curbs on the corners

Bulbed-out sidewalk with integrated landscaping

Special paving in the intersection

Bulb-out intersection with a continued paving for the crosswalk that is separate from 
the asphalt paving of the street

Crosswalks can be paved differently than the street

i. Size of Alleys
1.  For any new alleys, the alley width from building face to building 

face should be at least 28 feet at ground level.
2.  Side yard setback at alley opening should be 4 feet on a 20 foot 

alley.
3.  Alley paving should never exceed 20 feet wide.
4.  The maximum amount of alley parking is gained with “head-in” 

parking, perpendicular to alley.  When parking vehicles, clear of 
the alley the ROW should require a 17- to 20-foot driveway (i.e. 
distance between edge of alley and garage).

5.  Parallel parking along the alley requires a driveway width of 7.5 
to 10 feet.  Parallel parking is generally recommended when it is 
the only option to meet required parking codes.

6.  Parking should be adjacent to garages to preserve narrow alley 
dimensions between the garages.

7.  Where alley parking is prohibited, garages should be set back 
a minimum of 4 feet from alley edge, to yield a minimum 
24-foot turning distance between garage and opposite edge of 
pavement, or a 28- foot turning distance between garage face to 
garage face. 

8.  At alley intersections, a 10-foot triangle of clear visibility above 
24 inches over pavement should be maintained. Turning for 
trucks can be accommodated through unpaved but stabilized 
surfaces at corners.

9. No linear alley should be greater than 300 feet.
10. Balconies or overhangs at a minimum clearance height of 10' 

can extend to the ROW.

ii. Location of Alleys
1.  Alley configurations should be used in large blocks, so that lots 

can front on all adjacent block fronts. 
2.  Alleys should always be located in the middle of blocks. It is 

desirable that the length of an alley is not visible from the public 
realm.

3.  Alley entrances are discouraged on streets facing public green 
spaces.

4.  Alley entrances are encouraged to align with each other when 
across a street or should be separated by a minimum of 75 feet.

5.  Alley entrances should be a minimum of 75 feet from an inter-
section measured from the ROW.
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Potential New Parking 
Structures in Downtown

300 Foot Pedestrian Shed

A. Introduction
The parking supply is important to the economic vitality of 
Downtown.  There should be sufficient parking available and it 
should be conveniently accessible.  However, the provision of 
parking is costly and parking consumes significant amounts 
of physical space.   The supply of parking should therefore be 
carefully balanced with the actual operational need for it.  An 
oversupply of parking takes up valuable land that could be used 
for better purposes and encourages additional auto use.  

B. The Parking Vision
The Specific Plan vision for parking in Downtown is therefore to 
provide sufficient parking to ensure the economic viability and 
success of the Downtown, to provide that parking cost-effectively 
and in convenient locations to users, and to efficiently manage 
parking in a manner that supports a walkable and pedestrian-
friendly downtown environment.

The Specific Plan takes a holistic approach to parking, by 
recommending increased management of the parking supply 
by the City, including increased City ownership and operation of 
parking, in order to achieve a more efficient utilization of overall 
parking resources in the Downtown.  This approach is based on 
a “Park Once” strategy, where downtown visitors can park once 
in conveniently located lots or garages, and then walk around 
Downtown as they shop, dine, and visit entertainment without 
having to re-park their cars.  The Plan anticipates the increased 
use of public-private partnerships in the provision and operation 
of parking, including shared use parking, in the Downtown.

    Proposed Parking Garages
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Enlarging the sidewalk between parking spaces to enhance the pedestrian experience

On-street parking made seamless

Traditional on-street parking next to retail

C. General Parking Characteristics in Downtowns
Downtowns contain many different land uses, that are located 
in close proximity, and that interact with each other.  Downtown 
users and visitors can therefore park and leave their car to visit 
multiple destinations by walking rather than driving.  

Downtowns are also often the focus of a transit system, with 
the most intensive transit service of any area of the City.  Use of 
transit is therefore often higher in downtown areas.  This is true 
of Downtown Redlands with the existing bus system focusing 
a number of routes on the Downtown and the planned Orange 
Blossom Trail providing a non-motorized connection into 
Downtown, and the planned Redlands Passenger Rail Line with 
a station in Downtown.

The proximity of many different land uses and buildings in 
Downtown, and the different time profiles of peak parking 
demands of these uses, means that parking spaces can be shared 
between uses – resulting in fewer total spaces being necessary 
than for “stand-alone” buildings in more suburban locations.  

Joint use parking facilities that are in public ownership are able 
to balance the peak parking needs that often occur at different 
times among adjacent/nearby properties, or in the Downtown in 
general, thereby reducing the overall number of spaces needed.

All of the above factors lead to (a) less overall parking being 
required in downtowns than in suburban locations and for 
“stand-alone” buildings, and (b) better opportunities to manage 
and share parking resources, particularly if the majority of parking 
spaces are in public ownership or under public control.   

Research and experience in other cities has shown that actual 
parking needs in downtown areas are often between 25% and 
50% less than the theoretical requirements of parking codes.  
Some cities have therefore not only reduced parking requirements 
in downtown areas, but have also instituted a “flat rate” parking 
requirement for commercial land uses – in some cases as low as 
2.0 or 2.5 spaces per 1,000 sq. ft.

D. Current Parking in Downtown Redlands
There are currently about 6,750 parking spaces in the Downtown 
Area.   Of these about 45% are under public control (1,410 on-
street spaces and 1,600 off-street spaces), with the remaining 
3,740 under private control.   While there are some areas 
where parking is well utilized, and some may even feel there is 
insufficient parking, such as the State Street corridor, there is a 
considerable amount of parking in the Downtown that is typically 
unoccupied.  

The highest overall times of peak parking demand in Downtown 
are 12:00 noon to 1:00pm and 2:00 to 3:00pm on weekdays, with 
a very similar pattern of parking utilization during these times.  At 
these highest overall times of peak parking demand the overall 
parking supply in the Downtown is however only about 50% 
occupied.  Figures A and B show the measured occupancies for off-
street and on-street parking by block for 12:00 noon to 1:00pm on 
a weekday.   While parking in some areas is over 70% occupied, in 
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other areas it is less than 40% or 50% occupied.   Parking utilization 
on Saturdays is very similar but slightly lower than weekdays. 
Figures C and D show measured parking occupancies for 12:00 
noon to 1:00pm on a Saturday.  The highest parking occupancies 
generally occur in and around the State Street corridor.  It should 
be noted that parking occupancies for individual blocks do vary 
by hour of day, with some blocks exhibiting higher occupancies 
at 2:00 to 3:00pm than at 12:00 noon to 1:00pm and some blocks 
exhibiting lower occupancies.  Parking demands in the evenings 
are much lower than during the day, although certain specific 
areas are still well utilized, for example the State Street corridor 
and the area around the Krikorian theaters.  

One of the inefficiencies in the current parking supply is that many 
of the unoccupied spaces are in private supply and not available 
to the general public.  In addition, some of the other unoccupied 
spaces may not be conveniently located for the areas of highest 
demand.  

Nevertheless, the data indicate that there is still a substantial 
amount of surplus parking in locations close to areas of high 
demand.  For example, at the time of peak parking demand there 
are currently many unoccupied public parking spaces in the 
Centennial Plaza garage, the Redlands Mall lots and garage, and 
the public parking lot at Citrus & Eureka, which are all within a 
convenient two to three block walk of State Street. 

The perception of a parking shortage in certain areas such as 
State Street arises because on-street parking is free and largely 
uncontrolled (with little effective enforcement).  There is little 
incentive for visitors to park in nearby lots or garages, and no 
discouragement to employees using on-street spaces all day that 
instead should be available for short-term visitors.

Current parking conditions in Downtown Redlands are therefore 
primarily a result of a lack of parking management rather than a 
lack of parking supply.   In fact the data shows there is currently an 
overall oversupply of parking in the Downtown.   

E. Future Parking Needs in Downtown Redlands
Future new development in Downtown will of course need 
parking.   However, the amount of future additional parking that is 
provided should be closely related to the overall needs of parking 
in Downtown.  

Firstly, the existing parking supply should be better managed and 
used more effectively.  Secondly, future parking supplies should be 
provided at rates appropriate to the Downtown environment (i.e. 
rates that are less then current code).  Further, future development 
will displace existing surface parking – some of which will need 
replacing (if it is currently utilized).  Finally, as new development 
occurs in Downtown, and as a more compact and integrated 
urban form is desired, future parking supply should be provided 
in parking garages rather than surface lots.
The Downtown Specific Plan parking strategy addresses these 
issues to ensure that future parking is provided in the right 
amount and managed in the most effective manner.

F. Downtown Redlands Parking Strategy
The Downtown Parking Strategy comprises the following 
elements, designed to provide an integrated and comprehensive 
approach to parking in the Downtown Area.  These are taken from 
the Downtown Parking Study.

1.   Park Once
The Plan is based on the “Park Once” concept, where people are 
encouraged to park once in one location and then walk around 
downtown to multiple destinations.  This reduces the need 
for parking, reduces vehicular traffic and vehicle emissions, 
consolidates the parking supply into fewer strategic locations, and 
improves the pedestrian environment by increasing pedestrian 
volumes on sidewalks (which also increases the volume of 
potential patrons passing by on-street businesses).  

2.   Allow Shared Parking
The Plan allows the use of shared parking in order to minimize 
overall parking supply needs and to allow for the most efficient 
utilization of parking resources.  The existing zoning code allows 
for shared parking between the individual uses of  mixed use 
development projects.  The Plan extends this to incorporate the 
shared use of parking by all land uses throughput the Downtown 
Area – i.e. rather than reserving separate parking supplies for 
specific land uses, development projects, and/or buildings, parking 
spaces in Downtown can instead be shared between all uses.  This 
sharing of spaces between uses with different peak hours and 
peak days of parking needs (such as office, retail, restaurant, and 
entertainment uses) allows for a more efficient overall utilization 
of the parking supply, and a more appropriately sized parking 
supply.  It also leads to more convenient parking for customers 
and visitors to Downtown.

3.   Better Use of Existing Parking Supply
The Plan supports the more efficient utilization of the current 
privately held parking supply, by encouraging land uses with 
surplus parking to offer that parking for use by others – either by 
shared use agreements with land uses that need a parking supply, 
or allowing public use of some of their parking.

4.   Encourage Use of Alternative Modes to Reduce Parking 
Demand
The City should encourage the use of alternate transportation 
modes, such as transit and bicycling, and should encourage 
transportation demand management programs, to reduce the 
overall demand for parking.   The planned Redlands Passenger 
Rail Line provides a unique opportunity to reduce auto trips and 
parking demand in the downtown area.

5.   Make Existing Parking Locations More Attractive
Existing public parking garages, or private garages that are 
available for public parking, should be made more attractive and 
pleasant to use, including brightening up the interiors, adding 
lighting and security stations, and adding way finding and 
directional signs for users.  
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6.   Encourage Employees to Use Off-Street Parking Facilities
The City should work with the private sector, the downtown business 
community, and public institutions, to encourage employees to use 
off-street parking lots and garages, rather than short-term on-street 
spaces, so that the on-street spaces are conveniently available for 
visitors.  This can also be facilitated by increased and more effective 
enforcement of short-term on-street parking 

7.   Provide Better Parking Supply Information
The City should prepare and distribute, with ongoing updates 
as necessary, enhanced parking supply information for visitors 
and employees, including brochures and maps showing parking 
locations, installing on-street directional and way finding signage to/
from parking locations, and encouraging the “Park Once” strategy.

8.   Improve the Downtown Pedestrian Environment
The City should improve the pedestrian environment in the 
Downtown, to encourage walking and the use of “Park Once”, by 
improving sidewalks and pedestrian amenities (such as benches, 
shade trees, sidewalk lighting, as specified in Section 3.6 – Landscape 
Guidelines of this Specific Plan).

9.  Modify the Parking Code Requirements for Downtown
The Plan makes various modifications to allow reduced parking 
requirements in the downtown (described in more detail later in 
this section), to reflect the generally lower overall parking needs of 
downtowns, as follows: 

(i)   Provides for reduced parking requirements for certain 
uses, with an ultimate goal of establishing flat rates for 
commercial uses.

ii)  Increases the allowable distances to the locations of off-site 
code parking.

(iii)  Provides exemptions from code requirements for certain 
uses or sizes of uses.

(iv)  Provides for reduced parking requirements for existing 
uses that are willing to share their on-site parking with 
others or make it available to public use.

10.   Increase Amount of Parking Under Public Ownership/Control
The number of parking spaces under public ownership or control in 
the Downtown Area should be increased under the Plan, in order to 
maximize the potential for the efficient management and sharing of 
parking resources.  New development should be discouraged from 
building private parking.  

11.  Increase the Parking Supply as Needed
The City should increase the amount of public parking in the 
Downtown, either with additional surface lots or with new parking 
structures, as and when appropriate.   These future parking facilities, 
which will need to be built as and when demand dictates, should be 
public facilities provided for either by the City, or with some form of 
public-private partnership.

12.  A Downtown Parking Management Plan
The City should implement the Parking Management provisions 
of the Downtown Parking Study to manage the supply and 
operations of parking in the Downtown.   The Plan should be 
maintained and updated as necessary. 

13.  A Downtown Parking District 
The City should consider the establishment and operation of 
a Downtown Parking District which could manage all parking 
operations in Downtown including enforcement and maintenance, 
as well as the construction of new public shared parking facilities.  
This should cover the area of the Specific Plan, and could replace 
the existing Parking District and the Parking In-Lieu Fee areas. 

14.  Identify Long Term Revenue Strategies
The City should identify long-term revenue strategies to support 
the future provision and operation of public parking facilities.  
While the current downtown and economic environment make 
it difficult to charge for parking, in the mid-to longterm it may 
be necessary to charge for parking, both to regulate the efficient 
use of parking resources and to provide revenue for new parking 
construction and ongoing operations.  

One option that should be considered is the use of on-street 
parking meters.  This not only will provide revenues, but will also 
regulate parking to increase the convenience to visitors.  Revenues 
from parking meters should remain within the Downtown Parking 
District, for parking and sidewalk improvements. 

Future revenue options should also include the use of in-lieu 
parking fees (whereby private developments pay in-lieu fees for 
the City to provide parking rather than private developments 
building their own exclusive parking), as well as public-private 
partnerships. 

Traditional on-street parking next to retail
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G. Parking Garages
A key feature of the Specific Plan is the future provision of City 
(or joint public-private) parking garages within Downtown to 
support the Park Once plan.   These should be public garages 
to facilitate shared parking and parking management.  Parking 
garages are anticipated at some or all of the locations listed below.  
The number of garages eventually needed and the exact size of 
these potential parking garages will need to be more precisely 
determined in the future, according to actual needs.  

Southeast corner of Eureka Avenue and Stuart Avenue
A garage at this location would serve the Town Center, the general 
downtown, and the Redlands Passenger Rail Station.  A garage 
could provide approximately 900 parking spaces.  Some of these 
spaces would be for attached residential uses.

Southwest corner of Orange Street and Oriental Avenue
A garage at this location would serve the Town Center and the 
general downtown, and could provide approximately 720 spaces.  
Some of these spaces would be for attached residential uses.

Southeast corner of Citrus Avenue and 5th Street
A garage at this location – just east of the existing City Hall – would 
replace the existing inefficient parking structure, and would serve 
the existing Civic Center and the State Street corridor.  A garage 
at this location could provide approximately 275 or more parking 
spaces.

These locations were selected after careful consideration of land 
availability, lot size and garage feasibility, and access and egress 
considerations.  They were recommended for the following 
reasons:

•  They are located in key locations – for example adjacent to 
the proposed rail station and the Town Center, and adjacent 
to the State Street corridor, where the need for parking will 
be the greatest.

•  The majority of these locations are able to intercept traffic 
coming from the east and the north before it reaches the 
center of downtown thereby reducing vehicular circulation 
in the core area.  The Eureka/Stuart location is particularly 
accessible to the I-10 freeway for rail commuters and 
downtown visitors alike.

•  They are currently mostly available lots – with two in public 
ownership.  Other locations may require a public-private 
partnership.

•  Providing more structures rather than fewer larger structure 
enables parking supply to be located closer to more 
destinations, and disperses traffic over more streets rather 
than concentrating traffic in one location.

There are other potential locations for additional parking garages 
in the future, for example the southwest corner of Redlands 
Boulevard and 7th Street (currently a Bank of America surface lot), 
or the north side of Citrus Avenue between 6th Street and 7th 
Street (currently a Wells Fargo Bank lot).  However, most locations 
are in private ownership, so garages in these locations would need 
to be constructed with some form of public-private partnership or 
when those lots redevelop. 

H. Parking Code Modifications
The parking requirements and standards contained in Chapter 18 
of the Redlands Municipal Code shall be followed, except for the 
provisions required in this Specific Plan.

The Specific Plan provides for the following modifications for the 
Municipal Code parking requirements in the Downtown Area.  These 
modifications are introduced in order to provide a parking supply 
that is more closely tailored to the actual needs of downtown land 
uses, to avoid the over-provision of parking supply, and to allow 
greater flexibility in the provision of required parking.  They are 
also intended to facilitate and encourage smaller businesses and 
land uses in Downtown for which parking requirements in the past 
have been too restrictive and have discouraged businesses from 
locating in downtown.

Permeable paving  can be used in parking lots

Parking lots can be surrounded by on-street retail on the ground floor  or can be integrated 
into the building so as to minimally impact the public realm
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Land Use Parking Requirement
Retail    2.5 spaces per 1,000 sq. ft

Restaurant    7.0 spaces per 1,000 sq. ft.

Office    3.0 spaces per 1,000 sq. ft.

Civic Office    3.0 spaces per 1,000 sq, ft.

Hotel – Rooms    0.8 spaces per room

Hotel – Meeting Space  15.0 spaces per 1,000 sq. ft.

Cinema/Theater    1.0  space per 6 seats 

Residential Minimum:   1 space per DU    -   Maximum:  2 spaces per DU

I. Reduced Parking Requirements
The Specific Plan should implement various modifications to the 
parking requirements for Downtown.  Table A, above shows the 
proposed parking requirements for the Downtown Specific Plan 
Area, for key land uses.  
 
J. Table A, Specific Plan Area – Parking Requirements
Parking requirements for land uses not shown in Table A, shall be 
as specified in Chapter 18 of the Redlands Municipal Code.  

The parking requirements in Table A already allow for shared 
parking between land uses throughout the Downtown.   For any 
mixed use development project in the Downtown, either the 
requirements in Table A shall apply, or the requirements from a 
shared parking analysis as specified in Section 18.164.325 of the 
Redlands Municipal Code shall apply, whichever is the lowest.

Further reductions in parking requirements, or the adoption of a 
flat rate for commercial uses, should be considered in the future, 
as development occurs and parking conditions are monitored.

K. Exemption from Parking Requirements
Restaurants located in the historic buildings located in the area 
bounded by Orange Street on the west, Fifth Street on the east, 
BNSF Railroad tracks on the north, and the northern property 
lines of the parcels fronting on Redlands Boulevard (Between 
Orange Street and Fifth Street) to the south shall not be required 
to comply with the parking requirements in this Specific Plan or 
the Redlands Municipal Code, Section 18.164.240, for the provi-
sion of customer parking spaces only, to the extent such parking 
requirements would be applicable to such restaurants.

L. Distance to Off-Site Code Required Parking
The Downtown Specific Plan extends the distance within which 
off-site code-required parking can be located to 1,000 feet.

M. Allow Tandem and Stacked Parking
The Downtown Specific Plan allows the use of tandem spaces 

and stacked parking (vertical lifts) to count towards required 
parking supplies.

Table A: Specific Plan Parking Requirements
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A. Water Master Plan
To provide required fire flow to the Specific Plan area, a portion of the 
existing system must be upgraded.  Proposed system improvements to 
meet fire flows are presented in the figure below.  The water system will 
require complete system looping.  Minimum water main sized for the 
project area shall be 8-inches, and sizes shall be verified by project specific 
hydraulic analysis.  In addition, offsite system analysis will be required to 
ensure offsite infrastructure is sufficient to provide water supply to the 
project area.  Analysis shall include evaluation of water supply, service 
zone boosting, conveyance and storage.

B. Wastewater
To provide wastewater service to the project, the project may be served 
using the existing collection system and supplemented with the system 
shown in the Figure to the right.  However, as identified in the City’s 
current Wastewater System Master Plan, off-site improvements will 
be required to adequately serve the project.  Improvements include 
construction of gravity sewers along Palmetto Avenue, Alabama Street 
and San Bernardino Avenue.  To determine project specific wastewater 
infrastructure requirements, wastewater system analysis must be 
completed. 

C. Drainage
Two major drainage projects have been planned for the Downtown area 
by the City’s Municipal Utilities and Engineering Department.  Each are 
shown in the figure to the right below.  In order to adequately convey 
drainage from the project area, these systems together with system 
extensions shown the reference figure will be required.

D. Dry Utilities
As new development occurs, undergrounding of utilities shall be required 
for lines that are less than 66 kV.  For lines 66kV or greater, the City may 
consider working with a developer to utilize existing undergrounding 
funds to underground these larger utilities.

Proposed Water System

Refer to the Flood Control Standards and 
Guidelines in Section 3.4 that describe the 
measures that private developers should 
undertake to protect their buildings from flood 
danger.

    Proposed Water System
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 Proposed Storm Drain System

Proposed Sanitary Sewer System

    Proposed Storm Drain System

    Proposed Sewer System
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a. Introduction to the code
This chapter provides the Mandated Standards and the Discretionary 
Guidelines that guide private development within the Specific Plan 
area.  The Code is arranged through a regulating Plan, which breaks 
Downtown into several zones. The Regulating Plan, which is on pages 
56-57, regulates the specifics of development and prescribes how it 
should relate to the public realm and to existing built form.

This code is applied through  'Mandated Standards' and 
'Discretionary Guidelines.'  'Mandated Standards' are required 
for all future development.  Mandated Standards describe the 
architectural and landscaping forms that must be used to maintain 
the appropriate character in Downtown.  'Discretionary Guidelines' 
are suggested to developers to further this intent, but are not compulsory.  
The appropriateness of each Guideline is best determined on a site-
by-site basis. 

When used in this Specific Plan, the words "shall", "must", "is to",  
"are to", "is/are (not) permitted", and "is/are restricted/allowed" 
refer to Mandated Standards that are enforceable by law, while 
the word "should" or "may" refer to Discretionary Guidelines that 
are encouraged, but not mandatory.   Interpreting any provision of 
this Code shall be the responsibility of the Development Services 
Department and the Development Services Director.

The Code is separated into four elements, each of which describes 
related Standards and Guidelines:

a1.  land use Standards:  These Standards list the various land 
uses permitted and not permitted in each area of the Regulating 
Plan.  

How the review process works:

Once your application has been received by the Development  
Services Department it is reviewed by a Planner for completeness. 
If required information is missing, he/she will send you a letter 
that tells you what is missing. When the application is deemed 
complete, it will be stamped received and the development 
review process will begin. 

Development projects are first considered by the Development 
Review Committee, which identifies technical issues that are 
reviewed with the application.  Next a project goes to the 
Environmental Review Committee, which evaluates the project's 
impacts on the environment and recommends mitigation 
measures.  At the Planning Commission meeting your application 
will be presented by a Planner and discussed. You are encouraged 
to attend and join the discussion.  The Commission can decide to 
take the following actions: to approve the application, to approve 
it with stipulations or as amended,  to postpone it for added 
information, or they may vote to deny the application. You will 
be notified of the results by mail.  If your application was denied, 
this mailing will detail the steps you need to take if you wish to 
appeal to the City Council.

a2.  Building Standards and Guidelines: These regulations 
identify Standards that relate to:

Floor-area-ratio
Density 
Building form (height and length)
Lot coverage
Frontages
Setbacks
Location of Parking
Vehicular Access
Encroachments
Flood Mitigation 

 These regulations also identify guidelines that relate to:
Frontage Types
Building Types

a3.  architectural Standards and Guidelines: These standards 
and guidelines discuss the architectural character of Downtown 
Redlands, provide specific standards, and give design 
suggestions for architectural elements and features.

a4.  landscaping Standards and Guidelines:  These standards 
and guidelines ensure that landscape features will give a 
dynamic character to private development and relate directly to 
the public realm, provide specific standards, and give suggested 
landscaping features for the Plan area that are compatible for 
Downtown.

This Code amends the regulations of the Downtown Specific 
Plan.  All future development in the Plan area shall be consistent 
with the Specific Plan provisions contained in this document.  For 
information regarding Nonconforming Buildings and Uses see the 
Redlands Municipal Code.

All forms and uses shall be subject to the applicable provisions of 
the Zoning Ordinance of the City of Redlands.  Where differences 
between the Specific Plan and Zoning Ordinance occur, the Specific 
Plan shall prevail.  When the Specific Plan does not address a 
particular issue or rule, the Zoning Ordinance shall prevail.  

A change of occupancy shall require compliance with the Certificate 
of Occupancy procedures of the Zoning Ordinance of the City of 
Redlands.

B. Zone Descriptions
The Specific Plan area is divided into nine sub-areas that are applied 
to individual properties, as shown on the Regulating Plan on the 
following pages. The zones organize the Downtown into areas with 
different urban form and regulations.

B1.  town center:  The Town Center zone is applied to areas 
south of Pearl Avenue, north of Citrus Street, mainly between 
Eureka and Orange.  The zone is characterized by largely 
continuous commercial and mixed-use development that 
presents a consistent face to the street with little space between 
buildings. Ground floors are activated with retail and flex-uses, 
with different uses at the upper levels. The intent of the Town 
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Center area is to augment the central core area of Downtown, 
so that auto-dominated uses are discouraged, streetscapes 
are pedestrian-friendly in character, and off-street parking 
is mandated either in public garages or away from street 
frontages, behind buildings. 

B2.  corridor 1:  The Corridor 1 zone is applied to Eureka Street 
as a connector to the Town Center, both from the 10 freeway 
southward and from the residential neighborhoods northward. 
Its development is appropriated for a high traffic volume street 
that is also pedestrian friendly and complimentary to the rest of 
Downtown. The buildings in this area are of similar height and 
intensity as buildings in the Town Center and accommodate 
mixed-use residential and a wider array of permitted uses.  The 
streetscape is urban in character with large trees to mitigate the 
automobile dominance of the street.

B3.  corridor 2:  The Corridor 2  zone is applied to Orange Street, 
the principle pedestrian north-south axis from the rail station, 
along the edge of the Town Center and into the State Street 
district.   The intent of the Corridor is to act as a north-south 
seam between the State Street district and the new Town 
Center. It is designed as a pedestrian-oriented street with wide 
sidewalks and traffic calming measures. The buildings in this 
area are less intensive than those along the Eureka Corridor 
and continuous with the historical character of the State Street 
district.  Urban standards for this Corridor are sensitive to the 
historic fabric of pre-existing buildings and urban form along 
Orange Street.

B4.  corridor 3 east and West:  The Corridor 3 East and West 
zones are applied to Redlands Boulevard, on the two sides 
of the Town Center as a major thoroughfare to and from the 
Town Center. This Corridor is divided into two sections in order 
to differentiate the permitted, conditionally permitted, and 
prohibited land uses, as well as the different urban standards 
in each area. Corridor 3 West will transition from car-related 
commercial uses to a high-density residential and mixed use 
development pattern.  The buildings along Corridor 3 are similar 
in intensity to Corridor 1 (Eureka Street).  Corridor 3 East acts as 
an important connector between then State Street and Orange 
Street areas.

B5.  State Street District:  The State Street District zone is applied 
to historical State Street, the current pedestrian-oriented heart 
of Redlands, between Orange and 9th Street. The District also 
extends south towards Citrus Avenue.  Through restoration, 
rehabilitation and infill, the distinct historical character of the 
original three blocks east of Orange Street are preserved as a 
vital, pedestrian-oriented area.  At the same time this form is 
extended outward.

B6.  neighborhood 1:  The Neighborhood 1 zone is applied to 
areas immediately around the Town Center.  This zone helps 
to provide a transition between the less dense and primarily 
single-family residential areas within the Neighborhood 2 
zone and the denser Town Center and State Street District. The 
uses are primarily residential with permitted office and small 

scale retail. The intensity of development in the zone in most 
places is meant to leverage its proximity to the freeway and the 
rail tracks.

B7.  neighborhood 2:  The Neighborhood 2 zone is applied to areas 
on the edges of the Plan area.  The character of existing historical 
single-family neighborhoods is preserved through rehabilitation 
and through recommendations that create residential typologies 
that are seamless with pre-existing neighborhoods.

B8.  transit Village overlay:  The Transit Village Overlay is applied to 
those properties that are within 1/4 mile of the transit station.  The 
Overlay supports mixed use developments, a mix of housing types 
and enhanced pedestrian and bicycle access to the transit station. 
A residential density bonus of 25% may be granted pursuant to 
entering into a development agreement with the City.

B9.  Service commercial: The Service Commercial zone is applied 
to an area at the Northeast corner of the Specific Plan; located 
between 7th Street and Church Street, South of the Interstate  
10 Freeway.  The area contains a mix of uses consisting of heavy 
commercial, light industrial and single family residential uses.  
The Service Commercial zone is intended to preserve the existing 
businesses in this area and encourage new local service businesses 
on vacant or underutilized parcels or rehabilitation-conversion of 
existing residential building to non-residential uses such as offices 
or small scale retail.

c. Split-Zone Parcels
Sometimes a parcel has more than one zoning designation.  These 
"split zoning" designations are included to reflect the character 
desired for the adjacent street spaces.  In the case of a "split zoning" 
designation where buildings are designed across two zones, 
development should reflect the desired character of their adjacent 

How to use this Code:

1.  Verify that your site is within the boundaries of this Specific 
Plan by looking at the map on the pages 56-57 and reading the 
Legal Description in the Appendix.

2.  Read this Introduction page and then determine what zone 
your site is in by looking at the map on pages 56-57.

3.  Look at the standards and guidelines that relate to your zone 
in each section of the Code. Note that some standards and 
guidelines are applied to the entire Plan area. 

4.   You should use these standards and guidelines as you develop 
and design your project.  These standards and guidelines were 
developed in order to create a coherent sense of place.

5.  Finally, talk to the Development Services Department if 
you have questions or concerns.  The Development Services 
Department is responsible for administering the Specific Plan.
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streets as per zoning.  This may result in individual buildings of varying 
heights and blocks with building or parts of buildings with different 
densities.  It should be assumed that depth of a Corridor zone is 40-
60' depending on the design and the nature of the building.  The 
Development Services Director has discretion to determine the exact 
dimensions of the zone.
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corridor 2 corridor 3 West corridor 3 east State Street District neighborhood 1 neighborhood 2 Service 
commercial*

Pa P P P P cuP P

cuP cuP cuP X cuP X cuP

X cuP cuP X X X cuP

P P P X X X P

cuP P P X X X P

P P P P X X P

P P P P cuP cuP P

X cuP cuP X X X X

P P P P P X P

X X X X X X X

P P P P P cuP P

P P P P X X P

P P P P X X P

cuP cuP cuP X cuP X X

X P P X X X P

P P P P cuP X P

P P P P cuP X P

X cuP cuP X X X cuP

X cuP cuP X X X cuP

Pa / cuP P P Pa / cuP X X X

P P P P X X P

Pa / cuP P P Pa / cuP X X P

Pa P P X X X P

P P P P X X P

cuP cuP cuP X X X X

P P P P cuP cuP P

X X X X X X cuP

cuP P P cuP X X P

X cuP cuP X X X X

cuP cuP cuP X X X cuP

P P P P X X P

P P P P X X P

P P P P X X X

Pa / cuP P P Pa / cuP Pa / cuP X P

cuP cuP cuP X X X X

X X X X X X X

P P P P X X P

P P P P X X P

cuP cuP cuP cuP cuP X cuP

PA / CUP - Permitted Above First Floor Subject to Conditional Use Permit

development pattern in Downtown Redlands.   This table identifies 
permitted, conditionally permitted, and prohibited land uses. 
Some uses are permitted only above the ground floor, meaning 

type of use town center corridor 1 (eureka)

commercial - office
Administrative and office Pa Pa

Shopping center* cuP cuP

retail

Automobile and motorcycle sales (new) X X

Auto parts and accessories X X

Building supplies and services cuP cuP

Business supply retail P P

Convenience sales P P

Drive-thru restaurants X X

Eating/drinking establishments (no drive-thru facilities) P P

Erotic books and paraphernalia X X

Food and beverage retail sales P P

Furniture sales (including antique sales) P P

General merchandise P P

Liquor sales general (off sale) cuP cuP

Nurseries, garden supplies X X

Specialty retail sales (e.g. clothing, books, art, etc.) P P

Wine sales primarily (off sale) P P

Services

Automotive repair services (brake, muffler, painting, etc.) X X

Automotive service station X X

Beauty parlor/ nail salon Pa / cuP Pa / cuP

Banks and credit unions P P

Barber shop Pa / cuP Pa / cuP

Building maintenance services Pa Pa

Business support services P P

Cinema / theater cuP cuP

Communication services P P

Consignment store/ pawn shop cuP X

Drapery and carpet service cuP cuP

Drive-thru, non-financial cuP X

Drive-thru financial cuP cuP

Drug store, pharmacy P P

Dry cleaning P P

Entertainment, including small performance venues P P

Financial, insurance and real estate services Pa / cuP Pa / cuP

Laundromat cuP cuP

Massage parlor X X

Medical/health care services (includes medical massage) P P

Office equipment and service P P

Parking structure - Public or Private cuP cuP

P - Permitted Use     CUP - Permitted by Conditional Use Permit      X - Not Permitted     PA - Permitted Above First Floor

a. land use
In this Specific Plan, land use is secondary to form.  However, 
designating general areas for preferred land uses and addressing 
permitted/prohibited uses helps to create a more unified 

* A building or set of buildings which contain retail units with 
interconnecting walkways, enabling visitors to easily walk from unit to 
unit. Includes "strip mall": open area shopping center with stores are 

arranged in a row, with a sidewalk in front.  Typically developed as a unit and 
have large street-facing parking lots.
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corridor 2 corridor 3 West corridor 3 east State Street District neighborhood 1 neighborhood 2 Service 
commercial*

Pa P P P P cuP P

cuP cuP cuP X cuP X cuP

X cuP cuP X X X cuP

P P P X X X P

cuP P P X X X P

P P P P X X P

P P P P cuP cuP P

X cuP cuP X X X X

P P P P P X P

X X X X X X X

P P P P P cuP P

P P P P X X P

P P P P X X P

cuP cuP cuP X cuP X X

X P P X X X P

P P P P cuP X P

P P P P cuP X P

X cuP cuP X X X cuP

X cuP cuP X X X cuP

Pa / cuP P P Pa / cuP X X X

P P P P X X P

Pa / cuP P P Pa / cuP X X P

Pa P P X X X P

P P P P X X P

cuP cuP cuP X X X X

P P P P cuP cuP P

X X X X X X cuP

cuP P P cuP X X P

X cuP cuP X X X X

cuP cuP cuP X X X cuP

P P P P X X P

P P P P X X P

P P P P X X X

Pa / cuP P P Pa / cuP Pa / cuP X P

cuP cuP cuP X X X X

X X X X X X X

P P P P X X P

P P P P X X P

cuP cuP cuP cuP cuP X cuP

PA / CUP - Permitted Above First Floor Subject to Conditional Use Permit

that they may exist in mixed-use buildings.  A land use that is not 
listed in the table requires discretionary approval on a case-by-case 
basis.   When proposed development abuts an established existing 

use, such new or remodeled development shall be designed to 
minimize adverse impacts of the existing use.

* All permitted uses and conditionally permitted uses listed in chapter 18.100 
(Commercial Industrial District) of The Redlands Municipal Code shall be 
permitted or conditionally permitted in the Service Commercial District.  

Should a conflict exist between the uses listed as permitted or conditionally 
permitted in the CM District and The Specific Plan , the more restrictive 
language shall apply.
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corridor 2 corridor 3 West corridor 3 east State Street District neighborhood 1 neighborhood 2 Service 
commercial*

P P P P X X P

X X X X X X P

cuP P P P X X P

P P P P P X P

X X X X X X P

X X X X X X P

X X X X X X X

X X X X P P X

cuP cuP cuP cuP X X cuP

P P P P P X P

P P P P P X P

P P P X P P X

X X X X P P X

P P P P P X P

P P P P P X P

cuP cuP cuP cuP X X P

cuP cuP cuP cuP cuP cuP cuP

Pa / cuP Pa / cuP Pa / cuP X cuP cuP cuP

Pa / cuP Pa / cuP Pa / cuP X X X P

P P P P P P P

X cuP cuP X X X P

X X X X X X cuP

cuP cuP cuP cuP X X cuP

X X X X X X P

P P P P X X P

X P P X X X P

X P P X X X P

X X X X X X P(1000' Separation)

X cuP cuP X X X P

X X X X X X P

X cuP cuP X X X P

X X X X X X X

P P P X X X P

X X X X X X X

X X X X X X P

X cuP cuP X X X P

X X X X X X P

PA / CUP - Permitted Above First Floor Subject to Conditional Use Permit

type of use town center corridor 1 (eureka)

Services (continued)

Personal services (see list of acceptable services below) P P

Pest control X X

Pet grooming / training  cuP cuP

Professional services P P

Social Service Agencies P X

Tattoo parlor X X

Thrift store X X

residential and lodging

Bed and breakfast X X

Hotel cuP cuP

Live/Work units P P

Residential units in mixed projects above retail uses on first floor P P

Multi-family P P

Single family detached X X

civic and Public

Administrative Civic P P

Cultural Civic P P

Gymnasium and health clubs cuP cuP

Religious cuP cuP

Schools Pa / cuP Pa / cuP

Service clubs and lodges Pa / cuP Pa / cuP

Miscellaneous

Artist Studio / Gallery P P

Auto and truck rental X X

Camper, mobile home sales and service X X

Cell towers cuP cuP

Citrus packing house P X

Electrical equipment sales and service P P

Equipment rental X X

Trade, Vocational & Business Schools Pa / cuP X

Emergency Shelter & Transitional Housing X X

Furniture re-upholstery X X

Machinery, equipment, supplies X X

Plumbing, heating, refrigeration service and supplies X X

Radio and transmitter towers X X

Sign companies P P

Tire retreading X X

Van and storage X X

Veterinary clinics, animal boarding cuP X

Warehouses and contractor storage yards X X

P - Permitted Use     CUP - Permitted by Conditional Use Permit      X - Not Permitted     PA - Permitted Above First Floor

The following are acceptable Personal Services.  Personal Services other than those listed here are not permitted.

Balloon-o-gram services
Catering services
Color consulting services
Consumer buying services 

Credit card notification services (i.e., lost 
or stolen card reporting) 
Discount buying services 
Electrolysis (i.e., hair removal) salons 

Estheticism (i.e., skin care) services 
Hair replacement services 
Make-up (except permanent) salons 
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corridor 2 corridor 3 West corridor 3 east State Street District neighborhood 1 neighborhood 2 Service 
commercial*

P P P P X X P

X X X X X X P

cuP P P P X X P

P P P P P X P

X X X X X X P

X X X X X X P

X X X X X X X

X X X X P P X

cuP cuP cuP cuP X X cuP

P P P P P X P

P P P P P X P

P P P X P P X

X X X X P P X

P P P P P X P

P P P P P X P

cuP cuP cuP cuP X X P

cuP cuP cuP cuP cuP cuP cuP

Pa / cuP Pa / cuP Pa / cuP X cuP cuP cuP

Pa / cuP Pa / cuP Pa / cuP X X X P

P P P P P P P

X cuP cuP X X X P

X X X X X X cuP

cuP cuP cuP cuP X X cuP

X X X X X X P

P P P P X X P

X P P X X X P

X P P X X X P

X X X X X X P(1000' Separation)

X cuP cuP X X X P

X X X X X X P

X cuP cuP X X X P

X X X X X X X

P P P X X X P

X X X X X X X

X X X X X X P

X cuP cuP X X X P

X X X X X X P

PA / CUP - Permitted Above First Floor Subject to Conditional Use Permit

Party Planning services 
Personal shopping services
Photo finishing services
Photographers

Scalp treating services 
Shoeshine and shoe repair services
Sun tanning salons 
Tailors

Valet parking services 
Wedding Planning services 
Weight loss centers, non-medical

Acceptable Personal Services, continued:
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This Section defines the relationship between 
individual buildings and the public realm.

Pages 62-69 lay out the Building Standards 
and guidelines that each development should 
follow, including a section on sustainability.

Pages 70-71 discuss flood control mitigation 
interventions.  All developers must be aware 
of flood mitigation standards and guidelines, 
which are an important consideration in the 
Downtown area.

Pages 72-75 suggest a menu of proposed 
frontage types, explaining which zones are 
appropriate for each.

Pages 76-81 provides a menu of suggested 
building types, explaining which zones are 
appropriate for each.

Refer to the Landscape Guidelines Section 3.6 
for information about ways frontages can be 
further enhanced.

Refer to the Architectural Guidelines Section 
3.5 for more information regarding appropriate 
design for the Specific Plan area.

a. Building Standards and Guidelines
These building regulations relate to the interface between the 
public and private realms, where individual buildings meets the 
public arena.  Clarifying the nature of this interaction is important 
for establishing and maintaining a certain character in Downtown 
Redlands.

The most important element in defining the public realm is the 
"street wall", which is made up of building facades built on a 
"frontage line."  The frontage line is the line to which a building 
must be built.  The frontage line is the opposite of the "setback" 
line in that a setback line establishes the minimum front yard, with 
buildings permitted to be located further back from that minimum 
dimension. Conversely, a frontage line requires that buildings must 
be built up to the frontage and are not permitted to be located 
further back from that line.  This ensures a tight street wall that is 
more friendly to pedestrians and more visually appealing. 

The building regulations in this section relate to:
Floor-area-ratio
Density
Building form (height and length) 
Lot coverage
Frontages 
Setbacks
Location of parking
Vehicular access
Encroachments
Flood mitigation measures *
Suggested frontage types
Suggested building types

* Most of Downtown Redlands lies within a flood plain. In order to 
minimize potential damage from flooding, mitigation measures 
shall be undertaken that raise the ground level on all new retail, 
commercial, and multi-family developments to safe levels. 
Mitigation measures should comply with all ADA and related 
requirements for accessibility.  They should provide safe and easy 
access for all people into buildings.  Ramps and related measures 
should interfere with the public realm as  little as possible and 
encroach minimally in to the pedestrian's path along the sidewalk.  
See pages 70-71 of this section for a discussion of the specific 
mitigation measures required along with suggested ramping 
configurations for handicapped access.
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B. Goals
1.  Buildings should have frontages that help define and 

enliven the public realm.  Care should be given to create 
building facades that are engaging and scaled to the 
pedestrian.

2.  Frontages should be built that orient buildings to the street 
with clear fronts and backs. 

3.   New frontages should be designed so that they are 
compatible with existing fabric in order for them to be 
integrated with the historical character and scale of the area.

4.  The more urban the setting and the greater intended spatial 
definition, the greater the frontage occupancy should be. 

5.  It is not desirable that any voids in frontage occupancy are 
located at block corners.  This helps to establish a street wall 
that will appropriately define the public realm. 

6.  Occupied frontage that is located at block corners should 
have two primary facades (composed of the same materials) 
that are oriented to the two streets.

 
7.  Buildings should be designed to mitigate their 

environmental impact in relation to solid waste generation 
and energy use during construction and over the life of the 
building.

c. a note on Density
In the Building Standards table in this section, the Specific Plan 
includes density requirements for the Plan area.  The goal of these 
standards is to promote smart growth in downtown Redlands. This 
means 'getting the density right' so that there is enough critical 
mass to support transit, retail, commercial, and service uses all 
within walking distance of each other and of housing options.

In downtown Redlands, this means that density should be 
concentrated around the transit station so that Downtown has 
a significant number of residents and jobs per acre.  Achieving 
the correct density must go hand in hand with ensuring transit 
accessibility, increasing the diversity of development and housing 
types and seeking out quality urban design and building practices, 
in order for the City to achieve it's smart growth objectives.

D. transit Village overlay
In accordance with the Transit Village Development Act of 1994, the 
City of Redlands is incorporating the following goals, policies and 
standards that pertain to an area identified herein as the Transit 
Village Overlay.  

Within the Transit Village Overlay area a density bonus for residential 
uses of 25 percent may be granted pursuant to a developer entering 
into a development agreement with the City of Redlands.

The standards and guidelines and land use plan promote public and 
private investment to accomplish the following:  

1.  Provide for an area centered around a transit station that is 
planned and designed so that residents, workers, shoppers, and 
other find it convenient and attractive to patronize transit.

2.  Provide for a mix of housing types, including apartments, within 
not more than a quarter mile of the transit station.

3.  Provide for retail, entertainment and civic uses in proximity to 
the transit station.

4.  Provide attractive well designed landscaped pathways that 
provide viable pedestrian and bicycle access to the transit 
station. 

5.  The design of the transit system shall encourage and facilitate 
intermodal service and access by other modes other than single 
occupant vehicles.

The City anticipates that there will be demonstrable public benefits 
beyond the increase in transit usage by creating the Transit Village 
Overlay area as follows:

1.  A reduction in traffic congestion and a reduction in the need 
for parking for uses within the transit village overlay area. 

2.  Improvement to air quality as there will be less dependence 
upon single occupant vehicles for travel.

3.  Increased transit revenue yields as there will be more potential 
users of transit given the intensity of development within the 
Transit Village Overlay.

4.  Increased ability to provide higher density housing and thereby 
increasing the potential number of affordable housing units in 
the area.

5.  Redevelopment of underdeveloped and underutilized parcels 
within the area.

6.  Expansion of opportunities for live-travel options for transit 
needy groups.

7.  Promotion of infill development.
8.  Promotion of a safe, attractive, pedestrian-friendly environment 

around the transit station and connecting to the downtown.
9.  Promotion of job opportunities.
10. Improved cost effectiveness through the use of existing 

infrastructure and available rail right of way.
11.  Increased sales and property tax revenue.
12.  Reduction in energy consumption.
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e1. Green Building Design Guidelines:
1.  Buildings shall be designed with solar orientation with each elevation responding 
appropriately to its orientation.  Possible ways of designing a project for solar orientation 
are:

a.  Building overhangs and spectrally-selective glazing should be used to reduce 
solar heat gain on windows.  Do not use heavily tinted glass unless necessary for 
security or privacy purposes.

b.  South facing elevations should incorporate overhangs.
c.  Design roofs on the south side of buildings to allow for the installation of 

photovoltaic panels.  Centralize rooftop equipment to allow for greater roof area 
available for photovoltaics.

d.  Minimize paved areas to lessen heat buildup around the building that will add 
to the load on the building envelope.  Provide landscaped planters adjacent to 
buildings to influence the microclimate found around the building.  

e.  Provide fins, louvers, landscaping, and/or other shade devises on east and west 
facing windows of buildings to reduce solar gain and glare.

f.  Consider providing exterior finishes with high reflectivity and high thermal 
emittance or wall shading elements to reduce solar gain.

g.  Use reflective roofing products or “green roofs” to reduce cooling loads.
h.  Design windows to maximize daylight and views.  Consider passive daylighting 

strategies that bring daylight deep into occupied spaces such as:
•  High Ceilings
•  Light colored interior surfaces
•  High clerestory windows
•  Light shelves

i.  Use light sensors to reduce use of electricity when adequate daylight exists.
j.  Use roof monitors for daylighting upper floors.
k.  Shape and plan the interior to enhance daylight distribution. Orient buildings so 

that maximum solar exposure is north and south facing, where solar control is 
easiest, and minimum exposure is east and west facing.

l.  Integrate energy producing equipment such as wind turbines and photovoltaic 
equipment into the architectural design of buildings.

2.  Consider providing changing rooms, lockers & showers for cyclists & joggers.
3.  Consider incorporating thermal mass into building structure.
4.  Specify recycling of demolition & construction waste in construction contracts. 
5.  Where possible use narrow floor plates for access to daylight, views & natural cooling. 
Consider designing floor plans that give north and south elevations the most exposure 
to sunlight allowing for deep penetration of natural light into the core of buildings.
6.  Consider installation of Energy Star appliances and low-flow water fixtures.
7.  Insulate building envelop and HVAC systems to prevent heat/gain loss.
8.  Utilize tankless water heaters.
9. Design for natural ventilation by utilizing: operable windows; aligning building on street 
grid to capture prevailing breezes for reduced summer energy demands for cooling.

e2. outdoor Space (green, permeable, pedestrian oriented)
1.  Expand tree canopy.
2.  Preserve existing mature trees where possible.
3.  "Plant out" the public right of way and a building's private and semi-private space
4.  Use permeable surfaces to absorb stormwater recharge ground water. 
5.  Design for rain gardens, bioswales, and stormwater retention ponds to and absorb 
stormwater and filter pollutants headed to discharge streams.
6.  Widen sidewalks through development to support street dining and street furniture.

The City supports projects that consider access of economic and 
recreational amenities, jobs, schools, transit, regional connectivity, 
and how to best preserve and limit impact on surrounding eco 
system. The following guidelines are intended to help architects, 

DEVELOPMENT INCENTIVES:

In order to accommodate new sustainable 
approaches and technologies, new 
incentives and programs can be adopted 
through a resolution that can be updated 
on a regular basis. 

To encourage greater sustainability within 
the City of Redlands, the City is offering 
a FAR bonus to projects that employ one 
of more of the environmentally friendly 
development strategies:

1) become eligible for a Leadership in 
Energy and Environmental Design  (LEED) 
Silver designation; and/or
2) use roof(s) for storm water management 
(e.g. green roofs), and/or energy 
production (e.g. solar collectors); and/or
3) save and preserve a historic structure 
or a contributing structure to a historic 
district.

Additionally, to expand the amount  
of green space in the City, projects
that cannot fulfill their on-site open
space and/or green space requirements 
may receive development permits by 
building:  a community garden, stormwater 
parkway, or retrofitted green sidewalk 
extension in the immediately adjacent or 
surrounding area of the development.

A community garden is defined as: 
an area dedicated to growing fruits, 
vegetables, flowers, and plants accessible 
to community members. 

A stormwater parkway is defined as: an 
dedicated area in the public right of 
way with permeable surfaces and plants 
intended to capture and filter stormwater 
runoff from streets.

A retrofitted green sidewalk extension is 
defined as: an extension or bulbout in the 
sidewalk intended to provide room for 
plants, trees, and street furniture acting as a 
pocket park.  

developers, and builders work towards a healthy city that supports a 
sustainable urban form, strong community, and thriving economy.   The 
City Council is making a commitment to ensure that the construction of 
all new civic buildings within the Plan boundaries are LEED certified. 

e. environmental Footprint and Green Building Design Guidelines
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e5. Sustainable Materials (healthy, long-lasting, low impact)
1.  Use life cycle cost assessment when choosing materials.
2.  Use renewable, reusable or recyclable building materials.
3.  Apply low or Non-VOC paints, finishes, flooring, carpet, fixtures for improved air quality.
4.  Design operable windows and mixed mode ventilation for indoor spaces.
5.  Limit construction waste.
6.  Provide on-site recycling and composite receptacles.
7.  Re-use existing structures when possible.
8.  Use rapidly renewable structures.
9.  Use low/Non-VOC cleaning materials.
10.  Minimize embodied and environmental impacts of material use.
11. Use local materials and readily available materials to reduce transportation miles.

e3. transportation (connectivity, Safety, access)
1.  Prioritize pedestrian and bicycle mobility.
2.  Build alternative transit infrastructure (car free streets/paseos, bike lanes/parking, carshare-priority parking, transit stops, and shelters).
3.  Price parking (peak pricing strategies for meters and garages).
4.  Unbundle parking (parking spaces and units are sold and rented separately).
5.  Build parking structures rather than surface lots.
6.  Participate in employee parking cashout programs.
(According to a 2002 study "Down the Drain: The Impact of Sprawl on Colorado’s Water Supply," a one-acre parking lot produces about 16 
times the volume of runoff that comes from a one- acre meadow.)

e4. Water (conservation, Storage, reuse)
1.  Install low flow appliances and fixtures.
2.  Taylor water treatment to "end use" to reduce energy usage. 
3.  Reduce potable water use in buildings.
4.  Capture rain water with cistern.
5.  Use timed drip irrigation systems.
6.  Re-use grey water for irrigation and landscaping.
7.  Use permeable surfaces to absorb stormwater.
8.  Use native species and drought-tolerant plants for landscaping.
9.  Build green roof to capture stormwater, provide natural habitat.
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Building 
Profile

Floor Area Ratio 
(FAR)1 2.0, 3.0 with bonus2 2.0, 3.0 with bonus2 2.0, 3.0 with bonus2

Density
30.04 DU / net acre.

25% density bonus within 1/4 
mile of transit station

30.04 DU / net acre.
25% density bonus within 
1/4 mile of transit station

30.04 DU / net acre.
25% density bonus within 1/4 

mile of transit station

Primary building4 
eave height

Min. 2 stories, max 5 stories, 
not to exceed 65'

Min. 2 stories, max 5 
stories, not to exceed 65'

Min. 25', max 3 stories, not to 
exceed 45'.  4th and 5th floors 
OK with min. 6' additional 
setback above 3rd floor.

Length3 80' maximum of any one 
building increment

80' maximum of any one 
building increment

80' maximum of any one 
building increment

Lot Coverage

For lots up to 5000 SF, 
maximum coverage is 
100%.  For lots greater 
than 5000 SF, maximum 
coverage is 75%. 

For lots up to 5000 SF, 
maximum coverage is 
100%.  For lots greater 
than 5000 SF, maximum 
coverage is 75%.

For lots up to 5000 SF, 
maximum coverage is 100%.  
For lots greater than 5000 SF, 
maximum coverage is 75%. 

Frontages 
and 

Setbacks
(continued 

on next 
page)

Distance from Curb to 
Building Face

20' preferred. Where 
existing adjacent buildings 
are at distances < 15', new 
construction shall be at a 
minimum distance of at 
least 15'. Where existing 
adjacent buildings are at 
distances of between 15 ' 
and 20', new buildings shall 
align.

20' preferred. Where 
existing adjacent 
buildings are at distances 
< 15', new construction 
shall be at a minimum 
distance of at least 15'. 
Where existing adjacent 
buildings are at distances 
of between 15 ' and 20', 
new buildings shall align.

20' preferred. Where existing 
adjacent buildings are 
at distances < 15', new 
construction shall be at a 
minimum distance of at least 
15'. Where existing adjacent 
buildings are at distances of 
between 15 ' and 20', new 
buildings shall align.

Distance from Curb to 
Building Face on Side 

Streets

20' preferred. Where existing 
adjacent buildings are 
at distances < 15', new 
construction shall be at a 
minimum distance of at least 
15'. Where existing adjacent 
buildings are at distances of 
between 15 ' and 20', new 
buildings shall align.

15' preferred, 10' minimum 15' preferred, 10' minimum

Building Occupancy 
at Frontage Line 

(Frontage Occupancy)
90% minimum 80% minimum 90% minimum
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F. Standards
This Chart describes the MANDATED BUILDING STANDARDS that 
are specific to each zone in the Plan area.  All new development in 
the Plan area shall be consistent with the provisions that pertain 
to their corresponding zone, contained in this Section.  

Zone name town center corridor 1 corridor 2

Description
Between Texas and 6th Streets, and 
between Citrus Ave. and Pearl Ave.

Eureka Street Orange Street

1.75, 2.25 with 
bonus2 1.75, 2.25 with bonus2 1.0, 1.75 with bonus2 1.5, 2.0 with bonus2 1.0, 1.75 with bonus2 2.02

30.04 DU / net acre.
25% density bonus 
within 1/4 mile of 

transit station

30.04 DU / net acre.
25% density bonus 
within 1/4 mile of 

transit station

30.04 DU / net acre.
25% density bonus 
within 1/4 mile of 

transit station

30.04 DU / net acre.
25% density bonus 
within 1/4 mile of 

transit station

4 - 14.52 DU / net acre.
25% density bonus 
within 1/4 mile of 

transit station

30.04 DU / net acre.
25% density bonus 
within 1/4 mile of 

transit station

Min. 25', max 5 
stories, not to 
exceed 65'

Min. 2 stories, 
max 5 stories, 
not to exceed 
65,' except when 
directly adjacent to 
Corridor 2, where 
max is 3 stories, not 
to exceed 45'

Max 3 stories, not to 
exceed 45'

Min. 2 stories, max 
4 stories, not to 
exceed 55'.  Max 
height of 65' can 
only occupy up to 
60% of a parcel

Max 2.5 stories, not 
to exceed 35'

3 stories, not to 
exceed a maximum 
height of 55'

120' maximum of 
any one building 
increment

120' maximum of 
any one building 
increment

60' maximum of 
any one building 
increment

80' maximum of 
any one building 
increment

60' maximum of 
any one building 
increment

Not Applicable

For lots up to 
5000 SF, maximum 
coverage is 
100%.  For lots 
greater than 5000 
SF, maximum 
coverage is 75%

For lots up to 
5000 SF, maximum 
coverage is 
100%.  For lots 
greater than 5000 
SF, maximum 
coverage is 75%

For lots up to 
5000 SF, maximum 
coverage is 100%.  
For lots greater than 
5000 SF, maximum 
coverage is 75%

For lots up to 
5000 SF, maximum 
coverage is 80%.  
For lots greater than 
5000 SF, maximum 
coverage is 75%

For lots up to 
5000 SF, maximum 
coverage is 70%.  
For lots greater than 
5000 SF, maximum 
coverage is 60%.

Maximum Lot 
Coverage is 50%

20' preferred. 
Where existing 
adjacent buildings 
are at distances 
< 15', new 
construction shall 
be at a minimum 
distance of at least 
15'. Where existing 
adjacent buildings 
are at distances of 
between 15 ' and 
20', new buildings 
shall align

20' preferred. 
Where existing 
adjacent buildings 
are at distances 
< 15', new 
construction shall 
be at a minimum 
distance of at least 
15'. Where existing 
adjacent buildings 
are at distances of 
between 15 ' and 
20', new buildings 
shall align

align with adjacent 
properties

15' - 20' 20-25' 20'

15' preferred, 10' 
minimum

20' preferred, 15' 
minimum

align with adjacent 
properties, but 
minimum 10'

10' minimum 10' minimum 20'

50% minimum 80% minimum 90% minimum
67% minimum, 90% 

maximum
50% minimum, 80% 

maximum
Not Applicable

corridor 3 West corridor 3 east State Street District neighborhood 1 neighborhood 2 Service commercial

Redlands Blvd., west of 
Eureka St.

Redlands Blvd., east of 
Orange St.

State Street and surrounding 
blocks

Immediately surrounding 
the Town Center 

and State Street District

On the edges of the Specific 
Plan area

East of 7th Street, South 
of I-10 

When proposed development abuts an established existing use, 
such new or remodeled development shall be designed to minimize 
adverse impacts on the existing use.   See the Appendix for definitions 
of terms.

M a n D at e D  S ta n D a r D S

DUA = Dwelling Units per Acre
SF = Square Feet
< = Less Than
> = More Than

1.   Enclosed parking structures  shall not be counted toward the calculation of 
Floor Area Ratio.

2.   To qualify for the FAR bonus, a project must do one or more of the following:
A) be eligible for a Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) 

Silver designation; and/or
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1.75, 2.25 with 
bonus2 1.75, 2.25 with bonus2 1.0, 1.75 with bonus2 1.5, 2.0 with bonus2 1.0, 1.75 with bonus2 2.02

30.04 DU / net acre.
25% density bonus 
within 1/4 mile of 

transit station

30.04 DU / net acre.
25% density bonus 
within 1/4 mile of 

transit station

30.04 DU / net acre.
25% density bonus 
within 1/4 mile of 

transit station

30.04 DU / net acre.
25% density bonus 
within 1/4 mile of 

transit station

4 - 14.52 DU / net acre.
25% density bonus 
within 1/4 mile of 

transit station

30.04 DU / net acre.
25% density bonus 
within 1/4 mile of 

transit station

Min. 25', max 5 
stories, not to 
exceed 65'

Min. 2 stories, 
max 5 stories, 
not to exceed 
65,' except when 
directly adjacent to 
Corridor 2, where 
max is 3 stories, not 
to exceed 45'

Max 3 stories, not to 
exceed 45'

Min. 2 stories, max 
4 stories, not to 
exceed 55'.  Max 
height of 65' can 
only occupy up to 
60% of a parcel

Max 2.5 stories, not 
to exceed 35'

3 stories, not to 
exceed a maximum 
height of 55'

120' maximum of 
any one building 
increment

120' maximum of 
any one building 
increment

60' maximum of 
any one building 
increment

80' maximum of 
any one building 
increment

60' maximum of 
any one building 
increment

Not Applicable

For lots up to 
5000 SF, maximum 
coverage is 
100%.  For lots 
greater than 5000 
SF, maximum 
coverage is 75%

For lots up to 
5000 SF, maximum 
coverage is 
100%.  For lots 
greater than 5000 
SF, maximum 
coverage is 75%

For lots up to 
5000 SF, maximum 
coverage is 100%.  
For lots greater than 
5000 SF, maximum 
coverage is 75%

For lots up to 
5000 SF, maximum 
coverage is 80%.  
For lots greater than 
5000 SF, maximum 
coverage is 75%

For lots up to 
5000 SF, maximum 
coverage is 70%.  
For lots greater than 
5000 SF, maximum 
coverage is 60%.

Maximum Lot 
Coverage is 50%

20' preferred. 
Where existing 
adjacent buildings 
are at distances 
< 15', new 
construction shall 
be at a minimum 
distance of at least 
15'. Where existing 
adjacent buildings 
are at distances of 
between 15 ' and 
20', new buildings 
shall align

20' preferred. 
Where existing 
adjacent buildings 
are at distances 
< 15', new 
construction shall 
be at a minimum 
distance of at least 
15'. Where existing 
adjacent buildings 
are at distances of 
between 15 ' and 
20', new buildings 
shall align

align with adjacent 
properties

15' - 20' 20-25' 20'

15' preferred, 10' 
minimum

20' preferred, 15' 
minimum

align with adjacent 
properties, but 
minimum 10'

10' minimum 10' minimum 20'

50% minimum 80% minimum 90% minimum
67% minimum, 90% 

maximum
50% minimum, 80% 

maximum
Not Applicable

corridor 3 West corridor 3 east State Street District neighborhood 1 neighborhood 2 Service commercial

Redlands Blvd., west of 
Eureka St.

Redlands Blvd., east of 
Orange St.

State Street and surrounding 
blocks

Immediately surrounding 
the Town Center 

and State Street District

On the edges of the Specific 
Plan area

East of 7th Street, South 
of I-10 

M a n D at e D  S ta n D a r D S

B) use its roof(s) for storm water management (e.g. green roofs), and/
or energy production (e.g. solar collectors); and/or

C) save and preserve a historic structure or a contributing structure to 
a historic district.

3.    "Building Length" refers to the length of a building facade along the 

frontage line.
4.   The 4th and 5th floors, where permitted, shall be treated with variation 

in massing and articulation to maximize pedestrian orientation.  
Examples may include incorporation of a plaza or forecourt, or enhanced 
fenestrations.
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Frontages 
and 

Setbacks
(continued 

from 
previous 

page)

Side Yard Setback 0'
0', 5' minimum  when lot is 
adjacent to a residentially 
zoned property

0', 5' minimum  when lot is 
adjacent to a residentially zoned 
property

Rear Setback

5' minimum. 3' minimum where 
there is an alley. 10' minimum 
where rear setback is adjacent 
to a residential use.

5' minimum. 3' minimum 
where there is an alley. 10' 
minimum where rear setback 
is adjacent to a residential use.

5' minimum. 3' minimum where 
there is an alley.

Allowable
Encroachments

into the
Right of Way

Awnings, balconies, bay windows, 
signs, ramps, galleries, and arcades. 

Awnings, balconies, windows, and 
signs may encroach a maximum of 
5' into the right-of-way.  Galleries 
and Arcades may come to within 2' 
of the curb. See following pages for 
ramps encroachment allowances.  
Must meet ADA requirements.

Outdoor dining is allowed in the 
right-of-way by approval of the 
Director of MUED and Community 
Development.

Awnings, balconies, bay 
windows, ramps, and signs. 

Awnings, balconies, windows, 
and signs may encroach 
a maximum of 5' into the 
right-of-way.   See following 
pages for ramp encroachment 
allowances.

Outdoor dining is allowed in 
the right-of-way by approval 
of the Director of MUED and 
Community Development.

Awnings, balconies, bay 
windows, signs, ramps, galleries, 
and arcades. 

Awnings, balconies, windows, 
and signs may encroach a 
maximum of 5' into the right-of-
way.  Galleries and Arcades may 
come to within 2' of the curb. 
See following pages for ramps 
encroachment allowances.

Outdoor dining is allowed in 
the right-of-way by approval 
of the Director of MUED and 
Community Development.

Parking

Primary Street Setback 40' minimum where feasible 40' minimum where feasible 40' minimum where feasible

Side Street Setback
5'. Parking must be screened 
by walls min. 36", max 42" or 
hedges trimmed to 42" max

not required, but parking must 
be screened by walls min. 36", 
max 42" or hedges trimmed to 
42" max

not required, but parking must 
be screened by walls min. 36", 
max 42" or hedges trimmed 
to 42"

Side Yard Setback 5' minimum 5' minimum 5' minimum

Rear Setback 5' minimum 5' minimum 5' minimum

Parking Visibility

Where structured parking is 
visible from Stuart Avenue 
or from 3rd Street, retail uses 
should be provided for at least 
50' from the corner of the 
building.

- -

Vehicular Access

Where alleys are present, 
vehicular access shall be from 
the alley.  If property has a face 
along a side street, vehicular 
access shall be from the side 
street and if these two options 
do not exist, then parking access 
may be from the front.

Where alleys are present, 
vehicular access shall be from 
the alley.  If property has a face 
along a side street, vehicular 
access shall be from the side 
street and if these two options 
do not exist, then parking 
access may be from the front.

Where alleys are present, 
vehicular access shall be from 
the alley.  If property has a face 
along a side street, vehicular 
access shall be from the side 
street and if these two options 
do not exist, then parking access 
may be from the front.
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Zone name town center corridor 1 corridor 2

Description
Between Texas and 6th Streets, and 
between Citrus Ave. and Pearl Ave. Eureka Street Orange Street

0' - 5'

0', 5' minimum  when 
lot is adjacent to a 
residentially zoned 
property

0' 5' minimum 10' minimum
0'; 5' minimum if adjacent 
to a residential structure

5' minimum. 3' 
minimum where 
there is an alley. 10' 
minimum where rear 
setback is adjacent to 
a residential use.

5' minimum. 3' 
minimum where 
there is an alley. 10' 
minimum where rear 
setback is adjacent to 
a residential use.

3' min. where there is 
an alley, 5' minimum  
when lot is adjacent to 
a residentially zoned 
property

5' minimum 10' minimum
0'; 5' minimum if adjacent 
to a residential structure

Awnings, balconies, 
bay windows, ramps, 

and signs. 

Awnings, balconies, 
windows, and signs 
may encroach a 
maximum of 5' into 
the right-of-way.   See 
following pages for 
ramp encroachment 

allowances.

Outdoor dining is 
allowed in the right-
of-way by approval of 
the Director of MUED 
and Community 
Development.

Awnings, balconies, bay 
windows, signs, ramps, 

galleries, and arcades. 

Awnings, balconies, 
windows, and signs may 
encroach a maximum 
of 5' into the right-
of-way.  Galleries and 
Arcades may come to 
within 2' of the curb. 
See following pages for 
ramps encroachment 

allowances.

Outdoor dining is 
allowed in the right-
of-way by approval 
of the Director of 
MUED and Community 
Development.

Awnings, balconies, bay 
windows, signs, ramps, 
galleries, and arcades. 

Awnings, balconies, windows, 
and signs may encroach 
a maximum of 5' into the 
right-of-way.  Galleries 
and Arcades may come to 
within 2' of the curb. See 
following pages for ramps 

encroachment allowances.

Outdoor dining is allowed in 
the right-of-way by approval 
of the Director of MUED and 
Community Development.

Awnings, balconies, 
bay windows, ramps, 
forecourts, porches, 

and stoops, etc.  

Awnings, balconies, 
bay windows, ramps, 
forecourts, porches, 
and stoops, etc. 
may encroach a 
maximum of 5' into 
the right-of-way.   See 
following pages for 
ramps encroachment 
allowances.

Awnings, balconies, 
bay windows, ramps, 
forecourts, porches, 

and stoops, etc.  

Awnings, balconies, 
bay windows, ramps, 
forecourts, porches, 
and stoops, etc. 
may encroach a 
maximum of 5' into 
the right-of-way.   See 
following pages for 
ramps encroachment 
allowances.

Awnings, balconies, 
bay windows, ramps, 
forecourts, porches, 

and stoops, etc.  

Awnings, balconies, 
bay windows, ramps, 
forecourts, porches, 
and stoops, etc. 
may encroach a 
maximum of 5' into 
the right-of-way.   See 
following pages for 
ramps encroachment 
allowances.

40' minimum where 
feasible

40' minimum where 
feasible

40' minimum where feasible
40' minimum where 

feasible
75% of lot depth where 

feasible
5' minimum from front 

property line

not required, but 
parking must be 
screened by walls 
min. 18", max 24" or 
hedges trimmed to 
24"

5'. Parking must be 
screened by walls 
min. 36", max 42" or 
hedges trimmed to 
42" max

5'. Parking must be 
screened by walls min. 
36", max 42" or hedges 
trimmed to 42" max

5'. Parking must be 
screened by walls 
min. 36", max 42" or 
hedges trimmed to 
42" max

10'. Parking must be 
screened by walls min. 
36", max 42" or hedges 
trimmed to 42" max

5'. Parking must be 
screened by walls min. 
36", max 42" or hedges 
trimmed to 42" max

5' minimum 5' minimum 0' 5' minimum 5' minimum 5' minimum

5' minimum 5' minimum 2' minimum 5' minimum 5' minimum 5' minimum

Where structured 
parking is visible, the 
ground floor along 
Redlands should 
be lined with retail 
spaces.

Where structured 
parking is visible, the 
ground floor along 
Redlands should be 
lined with retail uses.  
This floor shall be a 
minimum of 12’ in 
height.

- - - -

Where alleys are 
present, vehicular 
access shall be from 
the alley.  If property 
has a face along a 
side street, vehicular 
access shall be from 
the side street and if 
these two options do 
not exist, then parking 
access may be from 
the front.

Where alleys are 
present, vehicular 
access shall be from 
the alley.  If property 
has a face along a 
side street, vehicular 
access shall be from 
the side street and 
if these two options 
do not exist, then 
parking access may 
be from the front.

Where alleys are present, 
vehicular access shall be 
from the alley.  If property 
has a face along a side 
street, vehicular access 
shall be from the side 
street and if these two 
options do not exist, then 
parking access may be 
from the front.

Where alleys are 
present, vehicular 
access shall be from 
the alley.  If property 
has a face along a 
side street, vehicular 
access shall be from 
the side street and 
if these two options 
do not exist, then 
parking access may 
be from the front.

Where alleys are 
present, vehicular 
access shall be from 
the alley.  If property 
has a face along a side 
street, vehicular access 
shall be from the side 
street and if these two 
options do not exist, 
then parking access 
may be from the front.

Where alleys are 
present, vehicular 
access shall be from 
the alley.  If property 
has a face along a side 
street, vehicular access 
shall be from the side 
street and if these two 
options do not exist, 
then parking access 
may be from the front.

corridor 3 West corridor 3 east State Street District neighborhood 1 neighborhood 2 Service commercial

Redlands Blvd., west of 
Eureka St.

Redlands Blvd. east of 
Orange St.

State Street and 
surrounding blocks

Immediately surrounding 
the Town Center 

and State Street District

Immediately surrounding 
the Town Center 

and State Street District

East of 7th Street, South 
of I-10

M a n D at e D  S ta n D a r D S
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0' - 5'

0', 5' minimum  when 
lot is adjacent to a 
residentially zoned 
property

0' 5' minimum 10' minimum
0'; 5' minimum if adjacent 
to a residential structure

5' minimum. 3' 
minimum where 
there is an alley. 10' 
minimum where rear 
setback is adjacent to 
a residential use.

5' minimum. 3' 
minimum where 
there is an alley. 10' 
minimum where rear 
setback is adjacent to 
a residential use.

3' min. where there is 
an alley, 5' minimum  
when lot is adjacent to 
a residentially zoned 
property

5' minimum 10' minimum
0'; 5' minimum if adjacent 
to a residential structure

Awnings, balconies, 
bay windows, ramps, 

and signs. 

Awnings, balconies, 
windows, and signs 
may encroach a 
maximum of 5' into 
the right-of-way.   See 
following pages for 
ramp encroachment 

allowances.

Outdoor dining is 
allowed in the right-
of-way by approval of 
the Director of MUED 
and Community 
Development.

Awnings, balconies, bay 
windows, signs, ramps, 

galleries, and arcades. 

Awnings, balconies, 
windows, and signs may 
encroach a maximum 
of 5' into the right-
of-way.  Galleries and 
Arcades may come to 
within 2' of the curb. 
See following pages for 
ramps encroachment 

allowances.

Outdoor dining is 
allowed in the right-
of-way by approval 
of the Director of 
MUED and Community 
Development.

Awnings, balconies, bay 
windows, signs, ramps, 
galleries, and arcades. 

Awnings, balconies, windows, 
and signs may encroach 
a maximum of 5' into the 
right-of-way.  Galleries 
and Arcades may come to 
within 2' of the curb. See 
following pages for ramps 

encroachment allowances.

Outdoor dining is allowed in 
the right-of-way by approval 
of the Director of MUED and 
Community Development.

Awnings, balconies, 
bay windows, ramps, 
forecourts, porches, 

and stoops, etc.  

Awnings, balconies, 
bay windows, ramps, 
forecourts, porches, 
and stoops, etc. 
may encroach a 
maximum of 5' into 
the right-of-way.   See 
following pages for 
ramps encroachment 
allowances.

Awnings, balconies, 
bay windows, ramps, 
forecourts, porches, 

and stoops, etc.  

Awnings, balconies, 
bay windows, ramps, 
forecourts, porches, 
and stoops, etc. 
may encroach a 
maximum of 5' into 
the right-of-way.   See 
following pages for 
ramps encroachment 
allowances.

Awnings, balconies, 
bay windows, ramps, 
forecourts, porches, 

and stoops, etc.  

Awnings, balconies, 
bay windows, ramps, 
forecourts, porches, 
and stoops, etc. 
may encroach a 
maximum of 5' into 
the right-of-way.   See 
following pages for 
ramps encroachment 
allowances.

40' minimum where 
feasible

40' minimum where 
feasible

40' minimum where feasible
40' minimum where 

feasible
75% of lot depth where 

feasible
5' minimum from front 

property line

not required, but 
parking must be 
screened by walls 
min. 18", max 24" or 
hedges trimmed to 
24"

5'. Parking must be 
screened by walls 
min. 36", max 42" or 
hedges trimmed to 
42" max

5'. Parking must be 
screened by walls min. 
36", max 42" or hedges 
trimmed to 42" max

5'. Parking must be 
screened by walls 
min. 36", max 42" or 
hedges trimmed to 
42" max

10'. Parking must be 
screened by walls min. 
36", max 42" or hedges 
trimmed to 42" max

5'. Parking must be 
screened by walls min. 
36", max 42" or hedges 
trimmed to 42" max

5' minimum 5' minimum 0' 5' minimum 5' minimum 5' minimum

5' minimum 5' minimum 2' minimum 5' minimum 5' minimum 5' minimum

Where structured 
parking is visible, the 
ground floor along 
Redlands should 
be lined with retail 
spaces.

Where structured 
parking is visible, the 
ground floor along 
Redlands should be 
lined with retail uses.  
This floor shall be a 
minimum of 12’ in 
height.

- - - -

Where alleys are 
present, vehicular 
access shall be from 
the alley.  If property 
has a face along a 
side street, vehicular 
access shall be from 
the side street and if 
these two options do 
not exist, then parking 
access may be from 
the front.

Where alleys are 
present, vehicular 
access shall be from 
the alley.  If property 
has a face along a 
side street, vehicular 
access shall be from 
the side street and 
if these two options 
do not exist, then 
parking access may 
be from the front.

Where alleys are present, 
vehicular access shall be 
from the alley.  If property 
has a face along a side 
street, vehicular access 
shall be from the side 
street and if these two 
options do not exist, then 
parking access may be 
from the front.

Where alleys are 
present, vehicular 
access shall be from 
the alley.  If property 
has a face along a 
side street, vehicular 
access shall be from 
the side street and 
if these two options 
do not exist, then 
parking access may 
be from the front.

Where alleys are 
present, vehicular 
access shall be from 
the alley.  If property 
has a face along a side 
street, vehicular access 
shall be from the side 
street and if these two 
options do not exist, 
then parking access 
may be from the front.

Where alleys are 
present, vehicular 
access shall be from 
the alley.  If property 
has a face along a side 
street, vehicular access 
shall be from the side 
street and if these two 
options do not exist, 
then parking access 
may be from the front.

corridor 3 West corridor 3 east State Street District neighborhood 1 neighborhood 2 Service commercial

Redlands Blvd., west of 
Eureka St.

Redlands Blvd. east of 
Orange St.

State Street and 
surrounding blocks

Immediately surrounding 
the Town Center 

and State Street District

Immediately surrounding 
the Town Center 

and State Street District

East of 7th Street, South 
of I-10

M a n D at e D  S ta n D a r D S
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Undesirable Flood Control Measure

Desirable Flood Control Measure

The photos above compare undesirable and desirable 
configurations of elevated storefronts. In the first undesirable 
configuration, a storefront is set back too far from the sidewalk 
behind a large lawn and a ramp leading to a stairway, which 
disallows handicapped access.  

The second and third photos depict desirable flood mitigation 
schemes in which special paving and landscaping mask grade 
changes. Frequent stairways invite pedestrians up into the 
adjacent stores. 

G. Flood control Standards
For all new retail, commercial, and multi-family development, flood 
mitigation measures shall be undertaken that raise the ground 
floors to safe levels.   The following flood control regulations will 
become null and void when the City has fully implemented a 
cohesive flood control program with adequate storm drainage 
systems in the Downtown area that eliminate flooding concerns. 
Until that point: 

G1. Goals
1.  Provide flood control mitigations that raise the ground floors 

on all new retail, commercial, and multi-family development 
so that measures implemented are seamless with existing 
fabric in terms of scale, frontage, and fenestration.

2.   Ensure that measures implemented do not detract from the 
experience of the pedestrian and that the measures encroach 
as little as possible into the public right of way, while at the 
same time are as accessible as possible.

G2. Standards
All development in the Downtown area must adhere to these 
standards: 

1.  Measures undertaken must raise ground levels to comply 
with safe levels as established by FEMA Flood Zone maps (1' 
- 3')  "Safe Levels" will be established on a case by case basis 
by the Project Engineer and reviewed and approved by the 
Chief Building Official.

2.  Measures undertaken shall comply with the American 
Disabilities Act and the State Building Code, providing 
appropriate ramping for handicapped access. 

3.  Wheelchair ramps may extend or project into a required 
rear or sideyard but shall be designed to minimize the 
encroachment in the required front yard.

4.  Measures undertaken shall not present large blank walls to 
the public right-of-way.  At least 75% of a building's frontage 
should be activated with steps, landscaping, street furniture, 
etc.

5.  There shall be breaks in any flood control intervention such 
as raised sidewalks, every 30 feet.  Examples of features that 
can break up the monotony of flood control interventions 
include stairways, entrances, and planting features. (Refer to 
Landscape Standards) 

6.  Window sills of new buildings shall be in character (in terms 
of height and placement) with adjacent buildings.

7.  A ramp may only occupy up to 15 % of building frontage.  
Properties with limited frontage may be exempted from 
this through a design review by the Development Services 
Department.

8.  Ramps and ramp handrails on all ramps > 20', must be 
hidden behind street walls or landscaping features such as 
hedges. (Refer to Landscape Standards)

9.  Elevated sidewalks, arcades, and galleries can only be utilized 
when the new development is ≥ 120' in width.

Desirable Flood Control Measure
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10.  All commercial buildings < 120' in street width should use 
internal ramps.

11.  All commercial buildings > 120' in street width may use 
external ramps.

12.  For commercial buildings, no ramps are allowed in the public 
right-of-way and/ or front setback, except in the following 
circumstances:

a.  When the ramp fronts the side of a building near a corner.
b.  When the ramp is shielded from the street or covered 

under an element such as an arcade or gallery.

G3. Wheelchair access

This intervention above can be used in an area with a 
1' or less flood level.  In this image a ramp that enters 
the front door of the business, does not extend into the 
public-right-of-way and gradually slopes up 1 foot.   The 
total length of the ramp is 12 feet.

In these two interventions sketched above, ramps are provided along the side of the building so that they interfere as little as 
possible with the sidewalk and street wall.  At the same time, the fact that the ramps are accessed directly from the sidewalk 
ensures their easy access.  These interventions are appropriate for all areas in Downtown, because they can accommodate 
longer ramps.  The red dotted line illustrates that the sill heights of new development should be consistent with the sills of 
adjacent properties.

This diagram above shows how ramps can be incorporated into 
an arcade or gallery  frontage.  The ramped gallery or arcade is 
most appropriate mid-block, but can also be used at block cor-
ners, provided that the ramps are positioned on side streets and 
that they are hidden below the arcade or gallery ceiling.

c.  If the length of the ramp within the public right-of-way 
or front setback is ≤ 25% of the width of the sidewalk.  
In this case, no handrails are allowed in the public 
right-of-way or front setback.

13.  For residential buildings, ramps may not be located in the 
public right-of-way or in the front setback.
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h. Frontage type Guidelines
Frontage types represent a range of additions to the basic façade 
of the building.  The following are an assortment of encouraged 
frontage types that are both compatible with the character of 
Downtown Redlands and also address flood control concerns.  
While not required, the frontage types offer some important 
recommendations for developers.

The actual choice and review of a type should be dictated 
by individual building designs and ultimately,  the Planning 
Commission or City Council's discretion.  Frontages should be 
determined on a case-by-case basis and the guidelines herein serve 
as general criteria for determining if a building or development 
is in sync with the desirable form of the area.   The frontage types 
presented here are samples and do not limit other frontage 
types.

Because special consideration in the Specific Plan area must be 
given to flood control issues, the frontage types suggested here 
should be used in tandem with the flood mitigation measures 
presented on the previous pages.

1. ARCADE

Arcade:  a frontage wherein the facade is a colonnade that overlaps 
the sidewalk, while the facade at sidewalk level remains at the prop-
erty line.  This type is conventional for retail use. The arcade shall be 
no less than 12 feet wide and may overlap the whole width of the 
sidewalk to within 2 feet of the curb. Arcades shall not be setback 
greater than 3 feet from the curb. Arcade frontages are appropriate 
for the Town Center, Corridor 2, and State Street. The Arcade frontage 
type does not need to follow the normal requirements for buildings 
to be set back a specific distance from the curb.

Street Section

Street Plan

Illustrative Photo

12
' -

 1
5'

12' - 17' 2' - 3'
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2. GALLERY

Gallery: a frontage wherein the facade is aligned close to the property 
line with an attached cantilevered shed or a lightweight colonnade 
overlapping the sidewalk. This type is conventional for retail use. The 
gallery shall be no less than 12 feet wide and may overlap the whole 
width of the sidewalk to within 2 feet of the curb.  Galleries shall not 
be setback more than 3' from the curb.  Gallery frontages are appro-
priate for the Town Center, Corridor 2, and State Street.  The Gallery 
frontage type does not need to follow the normal requirements for 
buildings to be set back a specific distance from the curb.

3. SHOPFRONT

Shopfront:  a frontage wherein the facade is aligned close to 
the property line with the building entrance at sidewalk grade.  
This type is conventional for retail use. It has a substantial 
glazing on the sidewalk level and an awning that may overlap 
the sidewalk to the maximum extent possible.  Shopfronts are 
appropriate for the Town Center, Corridor 2, Corridor 3 east and 
west, and State Street.

min. 15'

Street Section

Street Plan

Illustrative Photo

Street Section

Street Plan

Illustrative Photo

12' - 17' 2' - 3'

12
' -

 1
5'
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4. FORECOURT

Forecourt:  a frontage wherein a portion of the facade is close to the 
property line and the central portion is set back.    The forecourt created 
is suitable for vehicular drop-offs.   Large trees within the forecourts may 
overhang the sidewalks.  Forecourt frontages are appropriate for all zones 
except for the Neighborhood 2 zone.  Only one forecourt is allowed per 
block and courtyards are exempt from frontage occupancy requirements.  
Forecourts should be no more than 1/3 of the block length.

5. STOOP

Stoop: a frontage wherein the facade is aligned close to 
the property line with the first story elevated from the 
sidewalk sufficiently to secure privacy for the windows. 
The entrance is usually an exterior stair and landing. This 
type is recommended for ground-floor residential use.  
Stoop frontages are appropriate for the Town Center, 
Corridor 2, and Neighborhood 1.

Street Section

Street Plan

Illustrative Photo

Street Section

Street Plan

Illustrative Photo
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7. FRONT YARD

Front Yard: a frontage wherein the façade is set back sub-
stantially from the property line, but unlike a Common Yard, 
the front yard is fenced and may or may not be visually con-
tinuous with adjacent yards. The deep setback and fence 
provides a buffer from high speed thoroughfares. A porch 
and fence can also be incorporated.  Front yard frontages are 
appropriate for the Neighborhood 1 and 2 zones. 

6. DOOR YARD

Door Yard: a frontage wherein the façade is set back 
a close distance from the property line, thereby mak-
ing it smaller than a Common Yard. This front space is 
enclosed by a low fence and may share a wall with an 
adjacent yard. Landscaping is limited  Door yards are 
appropriate for Neighborhoods 1 and 2.

Street Section

Street Plan

Illustrative Photo

Street Section

Street Plan

Illustrative Photo
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                                                                                       Low Rise Walk-Up

name
type a

Main Street retail / office

type B

Main Street Mixed-use

lot configuration
(uses may be in various 
configurations to include parking, 
office, retail, and residential.)

Building height 
(height is governed by requirements 
of  each zone)

1 story with mezzanine, min. 25' 2 stories and up

open Space Sidewalk / Courtyard / Roof Area Sidewalk / Courtyard / Roof Area

Parking types Street / Surface lot behind Street / Surface lot behind

notes
A simple "Main Street" configuration.  Appropriate for 

Corridor 2 and State Street zones.

Upper floors can incorporate residential, office, or com-
mercial uses. Appropriate for Town Center, Corridor 1, 
Corridor 2, Corridor 3 east and west, State Street, and 

Neighborhood 1 zones.

SUGGESTED COMMERCIAL BUILDING TYPES 

Residential

Retail

Office

Parking

Precedent Images

I. Building type Guidelines
The following charts present suggested commercial and 
residential building types that have been selected because of their 

appropriateness to Downtown Redlands.  They are organized from 
least to most dense.  The building types presented here are samples 
and do not limit other permitted uses by building types.
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Mid Rise Elevator

name
type c

Mixed-use with Podium Parking

type D

commercial Block

lot configuration
(uses may be in various 
configurations to include parking, 
office, retail, and residential.)

Building height 
(height is governed by requirements 
of  each zone)

3-5 Stories 3-5 Stories

open Space Sidewalk / Courtyard / Roof Area Sidewalk / Courtyard / Roof Area

Parking type On grade garage Attached or detached garage, or rear parking lot

notes
Parking is hidden from street and accessed through rear 
alley.  Appropriate for Town Center, Corridor 1, Corridor 2, 

Corridor 3 east and west, and State Street zones.

Parking is hidden from street and accessed through 
rear alley.  Appropriate for Town Center, Corridor 1, Cor-

ridor 2, and Corridor 3 east and west zones.

Residential

Retail

Office

Parking

Precedent Images
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Low Rise Walk-Up

name
type a

Single Family 

type B

Duplex / triplex / Quadplex

type c

townhouse

lot configuration
(uses may be in various 
configurations to 
include parking, office, 
retail, and residential.)

notes

Several single-family units may be 
placed around a central courtyard 

or patio in a "Detached Court" 
formation.  Appropriate for the 
Neighborhood 1 and 2 zones.

Appropriate for the Neighbor-
hoods 1 and 2 zones.

Several townhouse units may be placed around 
a central courtyard or patio in an 

"Attached Court" formation.  Appropriate for 
the Neighborhoods 1 and 2 zones.

Building height 
(height is governed by 
requirements of
 each zone)

2-3 Stories 1-3 Stories 2-3 Stories

Suggested unit Size 1,900-2,600 s.f. 1,900-2,200 s.f. 1,000 - 2,000 s.f.

access From the Street From the Street From the Street

open Space Front/Rear Yard / Roof Area Front/Rear Yard / Roof Area Front/Rear Yard / Roof Area

Parking types Integral/Detached Integral/Detached Integral/Detached

SUGGESTED RESIDENTIAL BUILDING TYPES

Residential

Retail

Office

Parking

Precedent Images
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Low Rise Walk-Up

name
type D

Flat with townhouse on top

type e

Sideyard apartment

lot configuration
(uses may be in various 
configurations to include parking, 
office, retail, and residential.)

notes Appropriate for the Neighborhood 1 zone. Appropriate for the Neighborhood 1 zone.

Building height 
(height is governed by require-
ments of
 each zone)

3 Stories 3 Story

Suggested unit Size 1,000-2,000 s.f. 1000 - 1500 s.f.

access From the Street From the Street

open Space Front/Rear Yard / Roof Area Side Yard / Roof Area

Parking type Integral / Tandem Integral

Residential

Retail

Office

Parking

Precedent Images
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Mid Rise - Elevator

name
type F

Semi-Stacked Flats

type F

Stacked Flats

lot configuration
(uses may be in various 
configurations to include parking, 
office, retail, and residential.)

notes

Several stacked flats may be placed around a central 
courtyard or patio for an "Attached Semi-Stacked 
Court" formation.   Appropriate for the Neighbor-

hood 1, Town Center, Corridor 1, and Corridor 3 east 
and west zones.

Several stacked flats may be placed around a central 
courtyard or patio for an "Attached Stacked Court" 

formation.  Appropriate for the Neighborhood 1, 
Town Center, Corridor 1, and Corridor 3 east and 

west zones.

Building height
(height is governed by requirements 
of  each zone)

2-4 Stories 4-5 Stories

access Through Lobby / Courtyard Common Lobby

open Space Courtyard/Balconies / Roof Area Balconies / Terraces/ Courtyard / Roof Area

Parking types Structured/Sub/Podium Podium/Sub

SUGGESTED RESIDENTIAL BUILDING TYPES

Residential

Retail

Office

Parking

Precedent Images
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Mid Rise - Elevator

name
type G

'Donut" Building

lot configuration
(uses may be in various 
configurations to include parking, 
office, retail, and residential.)

note

The parking garage can be fully wrapped with building program 
or can be left open to a rear alley for access and ventilation.  Ap-
propriate for the Neighborhood 1, Town Center, Corridor 1, and 

Corridor 3 east and west zones.

Building height
(height is governed by requirements 
of
 each zone)

3-5 Stories

access Common Lobby

open Space Balconies / Terraces / Courtyard / Roof Area

Parking types Above-grade parking structure

Residential

Retail

Office

Parking

Precedent Images
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This Section offers guidelines for general 
architecture, retail, parking, and residential 
architecture.

Refer to the Building Standards and Guidelines 
Section 3.4 for information about building form, 
height, setbacks, FAR, parking rules, etc. 

Refer to the Landscape Guidelines Section 3.6 
for information about ways you can enhance  
the areas of your property that directly relate 
to the public realm.
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Pedestrian interest

a. architectural Standards and Guidelines
The standards and guidelines presented in this section reflect 
the vision, intentions and suggestions of the City of Redlands.  
They are meant to ensure the high quality of the various 
architectural and urban design dimensions of ongoing and 
future developments within the City.  These provisions include 
both mandatory standards and discretionary guidelines.  When 
used in this section, the words “shall”, “must”, “is to”, “are to”, 
“is/are (not) permitted”, and “is/are restricted/allowed” refer to 
mandated standards that are enforceable by law.  The words 
“should” and “may” refer to discretionary guidelines that are 
encouraged, but not mandatory.  Interpreting any provision 
of this Code shall be the responsibility of the Development 
Services Director. The discretionary guidelines provide the basic 
preferences and orientations of the City, left for discretionary 
design interpretation by the various architects and urbanists, 
as well as the various City staff that will collaborate with 
them in the processes.  When evaluating these standards and 
guidelines, the final approval for development projects is 
with the approving authority which may be the Development 
Services Director, the Planning Commission or City Council in 
accordance with the implementation provisions of the Specific 
Plan.

Architectural standards and guidelines are important for 
establishing an aesthetic that is unified across the entire 
Specific Plan area.  The standards and guidelines in this Section 
are meant to apply across all zones of the Specific Plan area.

B. Purpose of the Guidelines
These guidelines are crafted to support the vision of the 
Redlands Downtown Master Plan by:

1. Establishing a measure of architectural harmony 
across the entire Plan area.  Contextually-appropriate 
architecture  should respect the character and traditions 
of Downtown Redlands, while at the same time new 
building typologies and architectural styles should be 
sought that are distinct to Redlands.

2. Encouraging the design of building frontages that 
support pedestrian activity.  Particular emphasis should 
be placed on achieving an intimate scale and a concern 
for craftsmanship.  Ground floors of buildings should 
be "activated" in order to peek pedestrian interest 
and to encourage vibrant streetscapes.  "Activated" 
frontages are building fronts that are directed towards 
the street, incorporate indoor and outdoor spaces that 
are visible from the sidewalk and street, have large 
display windows, hanging signs, landscaping, and street 
furniture.  Site amenities such as seating, shade, public 
art, special landscaping and paving can be used to 
activate the street.

3. Supporting the historical vernacular of the City 
and the region. Every development project should 
make a conscientious effort to respect the historical 
characteristics of the building site, structure(s), 
neighboring properties, as well as the larger Downtown 
design goals.   Historic buildings and historically-relevant 
architectural features should be preserved.

4. Encouraging sustainability at all levels from the design of the 
site to the design of the urban realm, including pedestrian 

Doors and Windows
Archways and Loggias
Residential Buildings
Porches and Stoops
Balconies
Roofs
Ancillary Buildings
Construction Criteria

Landscaping, corners that 'bulb-out' and bollards, cater to the pedestrian

orientation, access to transit, paving and shading strategies, 
and mixed-use configurations .

5. Facilitating the review process that makes the architectural 
expectations of the community more predictable. .

c. components
The guidelines cover the architectural nature of the following:

Retail Entrances
Retail Fenestration
Signage
Service Functions
Structure and Surface Parking
Residential Garages
Parking Configuration and Access
Historical Features
Building Facades
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D1. retail Building entrances
1.  Commercial buildings with long frontages are encouraged to 

provide frequent building entrances along the street when 
possible. 

2.  Ground floor retail or commercial space should be located at 
the building frontage.  

3.  Side or rear building entrances should always be 
accompanied by a front, street-facing entrance.

4.  Entry ways to stores should be recessed for visual interest  
and to ensure that doors do not swing into the sidewalk 
right-of-way. 

5.  Building entries should create a focus or sense of entry for 
the structure. Wall recesses, roof overhangs, canopies, arches, 
signs and similar architectural features are integral elements 
of the building design which call attention to the importance 
of the entry.

6.  In the Town Center, Corridor 1, Corridor 2, State Street, 
Neighborhood 1, and Neighborhood 2 zones, whenever a lot 
frontage exceeds 80 feet, buildings should also have operable 
entry doors at a maximum of 50'. Operable entry doors as 
required in the Code should remain unlocked at all times that 
the establishment they serve is open.

D2. retail Fenestration
1.  Storefronts are the most important elements of a pedestrian-

oriented streetscape; together with display windows, awnings 
and signs, storefronts make up the character of each building.  
They should provide generous openings at ground level to 
allow views of display windows by pedestrians and traffic.   

2.  The minimum percentage of surface that is to be glazed 
along retail frontages should be 70 percent of the façade up 
to height of 16 feet. 

3.  Maximum height of sill above sidewalk should be 18 inches 
along retail frontages.  

4.  Maximum percentage of glass that may be blocked with 
interior fixtures or paper signs along any frontage with retail 
should be 25 percent.

5.  Maximum height above sidewalk that any retail glazing may 
be blocked with fixtures along any frontage should be 4 feet 
from the exterior ground line. 

6.   Pedestrian activity should be encouraged by providing views 
into shops, offices and restaurants. 

7.  At sidewalk level, buildings should be primarily transparent. 
A minimum of 50 percent of all first floor facades with 
street frontage should consist of pedestrian entrances, 
display windows or windows affording views into retail, 
offices, gallery or lobby space. The building wall subject 
to transparency requirements should include the portion 
between three feet and ten feet above the sidewalk. 

8.  All glass in windows and doorways should be clear for 
maximizing visibility into stores. A minimal amount of neutral 
tinting of glass to achieve sun control is acceptable if the 
glass appears essentially transparent when viewed from the 
outside. Opaque and reflecting glass should not be used.  
Glazing should be at least 70 percent transparent.

9.  Individual windows should be recessed a minimum of 2 
inches (preferably more).

r e ta I l  G u I D e l I n e S

Transparent  building at sidewalk level. A well-delineated building base

An Activated Street Frontage

Illustration of an appropriately-scaled window sill for display
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D3. retail Signage
The provisions of the City of Redlands Sign Code (Sec 15.36 of 
Redlands Municipal Code) shall be followed in the Specific Plan 
area. Where a conflict between the Sign Code and these Design 
Guidelines occurs the more restrictive provision shall apply 
unless specific language in the Design Guidelines permits a sign 
type that is otherwise prohibited by the Sign Code. The principal 
goal for signs are identification and not advertising.  The design 
/ aesthetics of signage and minimizing clutter by limiting the 
overall number of signs is a central theme.

D4. General Signage 
1.  Signage design should be carefully integrated with site 

and building design to create a unified appearance for the 
total property. 

2.  Signs should be carefully located for safety so as not to 
block driveway views of oncoming traffic. 

3.  Illumination projected onto the sign face is encouraged. 
In the event a sign is illuminated, the light source should 
be fully shielded from view or if it is in view, it must use a 
low-wattage bulb. Internally illuminated plastic signs are 
prohibited in the Town Center, State Street, and Corridor 
2 districts except for signs for a movie theater, which may 
be internally lighted at the discretion of the Planning 
Commission.  

4.  Buildings should be designed to include a “signage zone” 
above retail use frontage.  A signage zone is the area above 
the front windows, below the second floor.  By defining 
a relatively consistent signage zone across all buildings 
along a street, the pedestrian is more able to "read" and 
understand the urban environment.

5.  Horizontally oriented signs should not protrude above the 
sill line of the second floor. 

6.  A master signage program shall be designed for new 
projects containing three or more business establishments. 

 7.  Signs on older buildings are encouraged to use a typeface 
from the period the building was built. 

8.  In the case of existing signs or pre-existing signs that can 
be verified by photographic record and are at least 60 years 
old, the sign may be restored or recreated in its original 
form. Signs qualifying under this provision are exempt 
from the provisions of this guideline but remain subject to 
Planning Commission discretionary review. 

9.  All movie theater signs- including building- mounted signs 
and marquees- shall be subject to review and approval by 
the Planning Commission. 

10.  Awnings may include logos and text and shall not be 
backlit.

11.    Live performance uses may have marquees advertising 
plays or music similar to a theater.

r e ta I l  G u I D e l I n e S

Textured signage, pavement, and landscaping

Signage defines Redlands' character
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D5. Sign types
1.  The following sign types are recommended in the Specific 

Plan area (see right): 
A.  Awning Valance: A sign or graphic attached to or 

printed on an awning's valance. 
B.  Hanging: A sign attached to and located below any 

eave, canopy or awning. 
C.  Marquee: A sign installed at a movie theater to identify 

the theater and advertise the movies currently playing. 
D.  Projecting: Any sign which projects from and is 

supported by a building wall with the display of the 
sign perpendicular to the building wall. 

E.  Wall: A sign affixed directly to an exterior wall or fence. 
F.  Window: A sign affixed to or behind a window. 
G.  Blade: A sign that projects at a right angle from the 

face of the building and is located on a pier adjacent to 
the transom windows.

H.  Individual backlit letters, halo lighting and reversed 
channel letters

I.    Monument signs (a sign supported by one or more 
upright or braces on the ground) may be used in the 
Service Commercial, Town Center and Corridor districts 
only.

2.  Movie theaters may use any or all of the following types of 
signs: 

A.  Building-mounted marquee to identify the movie 
theater and any or all of the movies showing in the 
theater. 

B.  Free-standing marquee to identify the movie theater 
and any or all of the movies showing in the theater. 

C.  Building-mounted signs to identify the movie theater. 
D.  A marquee directly over the ticket window(s) for the 

convenience of ticket buyers to identify movies and 
show times. 

E.  Movie posters to display current and coming 
attractions. 

3.  The following signs are prohibited in the Specific Plan area: 
A.  Flashing signs
B.  Pole signs, including freeway-oriented signs. 
C.  Portable or mobile signs, except as permitted per 

Redlands Municipal Code, Section 15.36. 565. 
D.  Signs which cover or interrupt architectural features. 
E.  Off-site signs.
F.  Neon signs, except as approved by the Planning 

Commission for a movie theater. 
4.  The following signs are not recommended in the Specific 

Plan area: 
A.  Roof and parapet signs
 B.  Internally illuminated plastic signs in the Town Center, 

Orange Street, and State Street Districts, except for 
signs developed in conjunction with a cinema or 
theater. All plastic signs are prohibited, unless approved 
by the Planning Commission. 

D6. Sign area and number 
1.  There shall be no maximum height for letters on a wall 

or freestanding signs, except that letters on a box office 
marquee sign identifying movies and/or show times shall 

r e ta I l  G u I D e l I n e S

Awning Valance Sign Hanging Sign

Wall Sign
Window Sign

Marquee Sign Projecting Sign

Reversed Channel Letter Sign 
can be illuminated with LED 

lighting 

Blade Sign
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not exceed three (3") inches in height. 
2. All wall signs shall have an equal margin above and below 

the sign. 
3. The sign size limits listed for the C-3 General Commercial 

District in the Redlands Municipal Code shall apply to all 
Districts of the Specific Plan area, with the exception that 
movie theaters shall be subject to the following size limits: 

A.  Building-mounted marquee signs shall be limited to 
the larger of either two hundred (200) square feet or 
twenty (20) square feet per screen in a multi-screen 
theater. All screens in a multi-screen may be used to 
calculate the marquee size. 

B.  Freestanding marquee signs shall be limited to 
the larger of either a) two hundred (200) square 
feet or b) twenty (20) square feet per screen in a 
multi-screen theater. Freestanding marquee signs 
may be increased to a maximum of twenty-five (25) 
square feet per screen, subject to approval by the 
Planning Commission or City Council depending on 
the final acting body, and if it is determined that the 
sign's architectural design is of such a quality and/or 
character as to warrant the increase in marquee size. All 
screens in a multi-screen may be used to calculate the 
marquee size. 

C.  The size of a building-mounted marquee shall be 
calculated separately from a freestanding marquee. 
Allowable sign area in excess of the amount used 
may not be transferred from a building marquee to 
freestanding marquee or from a freestanding marquee 
to a building marquee. 

D.  Building-mounted signs (exclusive of marquees) 
shall be limited to a maximum of two hundred (200) 
square feet. One sign may be increased in size in 
excess of two hundred (200) square feet, subject to 
approval by the City Council, if it is determined that the 
sign's architectural design is of such a quality and/or 
character as to warrant the increase in size. Up to two 
(2) square feet of sign per foot of building frontage 
may be permitted, subject to approval by the Planning 
Commission, if it is determined that the design of 
proposed signs is of such a quality and/or character as 
to warrant the increase of total area. 

E.  No maximum size for box office marquees is 
established.  The size of a box office marquee shall not 
be counted toward the total sign area on a theater. 

F.  Exterior poster cases shall be limited to a maximum 
size of thirty-nine inches (39") wide by fifty-two inches 
(52") high. The size of poster cases shall not be counted 
toward the total sign area on a theater. 

4.  Sign Height Limits (all dimensions are above grade). These 
height limits shall not apply to signs located on a movie 

theater building:
A.  Awning Valance and Projecting: 12 feet 
B.  Monument: 4 feet 
C.  Hanging and Wall: 15 feet 
D.  Window: 7 feet 
E.  Freestanding theater marquee: 20 feet to the top of the 

marquee area. The overall height of the sign structure 

may exceed 20 feet (up to the maximum height limit 
in the land use district), subject to approval by the 
Planning Commission, if it is determined that the sign's 
architectural design is of such quality and/or character 
as to warrant the increase in height. In no case shall the 
top of the marquee area exceed 20 feet in height above 
the ground. 

5.  Projecting signs should be limited to a 2 foot projection 
from the wall face they are mounted on and should be 
not greater than 10 square feet in area of a single face. 
Projecting Signs should clear public sidewalks and private 
walkways by at least 7 feet. 

6.  Multi-family residential properties of 12 or more units may 
have one sign of 10 square feet or less. 

7.  Address numerals are not counted toward signage area, nor 
are traffic direction or public information signs. 

8.  The following limits shall apply to the number of signs at a 
movie theater: 

A.  Building-mounted marquee: Maximum of one (1) sign. 
B.  Freestanding marquee: Maximum of one (1) sign. 
C.  Exterior poster cases: Maximum of one (1) poster case 

for every two (2) screens. Poster cases must be located 
within forty (40) feet of an entrance into the theater 
lobby. Poster cases may be located in a freestanding 
structure more than forty feet (40') from a lobby 
entrance if approved by the Planning Commission. 
Poster cases on a freestanding structure shall be 
limited to a maximum of one (1) for every four (4) 
screens. 

9.  Any sign greater than 120 square feet in area shall require 
approval by The City Council through approval of a sign 
conditional use permit.

D7. retail Service Functions 
1.  Service functions should be located behind buildings, 

where possible and on side streets in other cases.
2.   Service functions should be screened from view.
3.   Food or dining establishments should use air conditioned 

space for dumpsters. 

r e ta I l  G u I D e l I n e S
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e1. historical Features
1.  New developments which are built on or adjacent to 

designated historic sites, older buildings of substantial 
historic character, or within historic districts should 
be respectful of the historic building or site. While not 
mimicking the older structure, the development should 
consider the compatibility of size, shape, scale, materials, 
details, textures, colors and landscape features.  

2.  Plans to renovate or alter an historic site should 
demonstrate a diligent effort to retain and rehabilitate the 
historic resource.  It is recognized that, in some instances, 
the location or condition of an historic building may be 
such that it is not feasible to preserve and rehabilitate. 
When the location of a building is such that retention on 
its existing site is not feasible, an effort should be made 
to move the structure to another suitable location within 
the City of Redlands with of the cost to be paid by the 
developer of the original site. When structural, cost or 
construction considerations do not make retention of an 
historic building feasible, consideration should be given to 
retaining part of the structure.  

3.  Historic buildings that are renovated should follow "The 
Secretary of Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation and 
Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Building" published 
by the U. S. Department of the Interior, National Park 
Service. A copy of the Standards and Guidelines is available 
at the City of Redlands Development Services Department.  

e2. Building Facades
1.  Building walls that face a public street should express 

the constraints of traditional, lasting materials. Simple 
configurations and solid craftsmanship are favored. 
Because buildings are three dimensional, designs and 
materials should be consistent on all elevations visible 
from public streets.

2.  Buildings should occupy the perimeter of a block and 
front facades should face the street. 

3. Wood elements such as trim and visible window framing 
should be painted or sealed with an opaque or semisolid 
stain.

4. In order to ensure that new buildings appear substantial 

and integral, changes of exterior color, texture or material 
should be accompanied by changes in plane. An exception 
is the articulation of the base of a building or first floor of a 
mixed use building.    (See below)

5. Material or color changes at the outside corners of buildings 
give an impression of thinness and artificiality and are not 
recommended. 

6. Wood, metal or concrete panels should not be applied to 
stucco walls as decoration.

7. Plywood siding, light, transparent, “Driftwood” stains, and 
thin layers of stone or unit masonry which appear veneer-
like should be avoided.

8.  Foundation walls of stoops and porches should be 
consistent with the foundation treatment of the building.

9.  The ground floor of a building should be clearly articulated 
as a base (articulation of separation with cornice).  Vertical 
relation between retail and residential/commercial needs to 
be maintained. This does not preclude further subdivisions 
on the ground floor retail, nor does it require every vertical 
element to be continuous from ground floor to upper floors.

10. Building facades should be composed such that some 
appear more dominant, and others less so, even within one 
block.

11. The frontages of new buildings shall be harmonious with 
the block face on both sides of its street. 

12. The design of the building's base, as well as the quality and 
durability of its materials, should be emphasized because it 
is the portion of a building that has the greatest effect on 
pedestrian activity. 

13.  Residential buildings should be predominantly punched 
walls.  Occasional curtain wall bays are allowed.  Window 
frames should sit at least 3" behind the front building 
surface,  (See below)

14.  Vinyl siding should not be used.
15.  Building color should be consistent with the historical 

and/or architectural period.
  

This building does not follow the guideline that changes of material and texture 
should be accompanied by changes in plane.  The brick is not differentiated from the 

wood of the windows

Example of punched facade

X
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e3. Doors and Windows
1.  Building facades should not present blank walls to the 

street and should incorporate fenestration or other 
sufficient detailing (as determined by Development 
Services Department) a minimum of every 40 feet (movie 
theaters and play houses exempt).

2.  Where clearly visible from the street:
A.  It is recommended that specialty windows (oval, 

octagonal, Palladian) are limited to one per section 
of facade. 

B.  Triangular and diamond shaped windows are not 
recommended.

C.  If exterior shutters are used, they should be sized 
and mounted appropriately to fit their window (with 
appropriate hardware even if actually non-operable). 

D.  Glass block is not recommended in front facades.
E.  Windows should be grouped only if they are 

separated by a mullion at least 5” wide, to create a 
horizontal composition. The maximum combined 
horizontal dimension should not exceed three times 
the combined vertical dimension.

F.  Window sills should project a minimum of 1” from 
building face.

G.  All lintels should be consistent with the building 
style.

H.  Security doors and window grilles should be 
approved by the Development Services Department.

I.  Doors, except garage doors, should be or appear to 
be constructed of Planks or raised panels (not flush 
with applied trim).

J.  Where masonry is used, all entryway and window 
openings should have concrete, or masonry lintels.

K.  Vinyl clad windows are not recommended.
L.  All header trim around entry ways and window 

openings should be at least 2 inches taller than the 
adjacent trim.

M.  All glazing should be at least 70% transparent.
N.  Any building utilizing masonry or stucco as the 

exterior material should not have window frames 
flush with the outside Plane of the wall. At least a 3 
inch inset is required and 5 inches is preferred.

e4.  archways & loggias
1. The vertical dimension of the openings between columns, 

piers, or posts on archways or loggias (a loggia is a gallery 
formed by a colonnade open on one or more sides) 
should be at least 1.6 times the horizontal dimension of 
the openings.  (See left).

2. Arches should be no less than 8 inches thick.
3. Screens are not suggested for placement on loggias or 

archways.

4. Keystones are not suggested above trabeations.

Fenestration and detailing that is 
geared to the pedestrian

Articulated Passageway

Vertical dimensioning of  the openings of archways and loggias

Windows are transparent, with 
minimal glazing

Glass block is not recommended for 
building exteriors

Triangular windows are not recommended

X

X
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F1. Structured Parking
1.  Particular attention shall be placed in the design and 

programming of the base of parking structures on streets 
that require pedestrian continuity, the building should be 
masked by a habitable liner building, and the decks above 
shall be screened from view by a designed facade.

2.  Structured parking should be located behind the block 
perimeter buildings except at the proposed City Park-
Once Garages, or where existing block dimensions 
preclude it, or where such garages are visible from side 
streets only.

3. Garages can be designed to look like occupied buildings.
4.   Where structured parking is to be hidden from the street, 

they should be visible at the actual vehicular entry points.
5.   Vehicular and service entries to garages should be 

designed to look like a part of the building.

F2. Surface Parking
1.  Surface parking should be located at setbacks as outlined 

in the Building and Architecture Standards and Guidelines 
Chart and should be masked by a street wall or building. 

2.  Permeable surfaces for parking and maneuvering areas 
are encouraged.  Acceptable permeable surfaces include:

A.  Pervious concrete
B.  Pervious pavers (products such as Unipaver, Eco-

stone and SF Rima or an approved equivalent)
C.  Other permeable surfaces may be approved by the 

Director.  (See: Condon, Patrick and Stacy Moriarty, 
eds. 1999. Second Nature: Adapting LA’s Landscape 
for Sustainable Living. LA: Treepeople.)

F3. Integral residential Garages
1.   Garage doors should not face the street, except that in a 

string of attached houses, a pair of single-car garage doors 
may face a side street, near the corner.  Said garage doors, 
should match the style of the building and should be 
approved by the Development Services Department.

2.  Under no circumstances should a two-car garage door 
that faces the primary facade be permitted. 

F4. Parking configuration in Block
1.  Parking should occur behind the buildings that occupy 

the perimeter of the block.
2.   Parking areas should be designed with a clear pedestrian 

passages leading to the street.

F5. access to parking
To help ensure frontage occupancy:

1.  Parking, including parking garages, should be accessed 
from an alley or side street when possible. The opening of 
a parking lot or garage on a frontage should not exceed 
two lanes in width.

2.  Pedestrian entrances to all parking lots and parking 
garages should be directly from a frontage line. Only 
underground parking garages should be entered directly 
from a building.

3.  Parking should not be located on a street or section of 
street that fronts on a public green space as noted in the 
Regulating Plan.

4.  Parking should be a minimum of 55' from an intersection 
measured from the Right-of-Way.

Pa r K I n G  G u I D e l I n e S

A two car garage facing the primary street should not be permitted

Parking is accessed from a back alley rather than the front of the house

Porous concrete

Pervious paversParking access minimall impacts the street 
frontage and parking is behind the  building, off 

the main street

X
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Mediterranean Porch: raised stucco base with planter, 
decorative tiles on step risers and wooden beam and column 

brackets with a clay tiled roof

Craftsman Porch: projecting rafters and eaves, and exposed 
brick or river rock for steps and column base,

Victorian Porch: ornamental wooden column and railing 
and horizontal beam between columns and roof

G1. General residential Guidelines
1. Non-retail frontages should contain at least passive elements 

focused to the pedestrian. These may include architectural 
detailing, art work, landscaped area, building-attached street 
furniture, or windows and counters for public service use. 

2. Multiple housing types and designs should be incorporated 
into large development projects in order to encourage 
affordability and housing choice.

G2. Porches and Stoops
1. Porches are encouraged on projects within the Neighborhood 

zones. They help create frontages compatible with the scale 
and character of single-family neighborhood fabric.

2.  A porch should encroach into the front setback, enriching the 
experience of the front yard.  Encroachments are permitted up 
to 6' in accordance with the Redlands Municipal Code.

3.  When a porch contains the main entrance to a building, the 
lead walk should connect directly from the porch to the 
sidewalk.

4.  For porches to be most effective and functional, the minimum 
width of a porch from the face of the building to the porch 
edge should be 8 feet.

5.  Porches can extend into the second story of a building.  
However, double volume porch elements are discouraged in 
Neighborhood zones, as they are not typical of Redlands and 
would be out of scale.

6.  Porches can either be recessed elements with a roof 
continuous with the building roof or they may be protruding 
elements added on to the face of a building. 

7.  The appearance of a porch ceiling is important. This is one 
of the first surfaces to greet people when they approach a 
building. 

8.  Porches may extrude beyond the side facades of the buildings 
to create porte-cocheres. 

9.  Specific porch architecture details such as roof slopes, eave 
overhangs, column and railing proportions and shapes, 
materials, and relationships of porch to the building itself 
should be designed appropriate to each individual style. 
For reference, use Abram’s Guide to American House Styles 
published by Harry N. Abrams, Inc., 2004.

G3. Balconies 
1 Balconies are encouraged on projects facing major public 

spaces such as parks and plazas.
2. Standard balconies should have a minimum width of 6 feet 

and a maximum width of 8 feet.
3.  Balconies should be structurally supported by brackets or 

beams when facing public streets.
4.  Balconies on primarily retail streets should not project more 

than 2 feet from the building face.
5.  Balconies should be permitted to wrap around corners. 

When doing so, the corner beneath the balcony should be 
articulated with brackets and supports.

6.  No balconies should be positioned within the retail floors of 
buildings.

7.  All balconies should be accessible from inside the building.
8.  Balconies are encouraged along public rooms of buildings 

such as living and dining rooms.
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9.  The underside of standard balconies should be 
architecturally designed to make a pleasant pattern when 
viewed from the street.

10. Standard balconies should not be completely enclosed to 
the natural elements.

11.  In Mediterranean style buildings, standard balconies 
should only be made of wood or metal.

12. In Craftsman style buildings, standard balconies should 
only be made of wood.

13.  Screens are not recommended for placement on stoops, 

porches, or balconies.

G4. roofs
1.  Material requirement for roofs should be appropriate to the 

architectural style of the building.
2.  Ancillary roofs (attached to walls or roofs) should be sloped 

no less than 3:12.
3.  Dormers should be used sparingly and when used, they 

should be light habitable spaces, placed flush with or a 
minimum of 3 feet from side building walls.

4.  Roof penetrations, except stucco or brick chimneys, should 
be placed so as not to be easily visible from streets and 
painted to match the color of the roof, except those of metal 
which may be left unpainted.

5.  Roof-vent penetrations should be located at least 10 feet 
from any exterior building face.

6.  Eaves should be continuous, unless overhanging a balcony 
or porch.

7.  Overhang of eaves should be a minimum of 2 feet from the 
building face.

8.  Cornices are suggested on buildings with flat roofs. They 
should include a projection beyond the building face.

9.  Gutters and downspouts, when used, should be made of 
galvanized steel, copper (not copper coated), or aluminum.

10.  Gutters and downspouts should be square or half-round / 
round.

11.  Attic vents should be appropriate to the building style.
12.  The maximum recommended pitch of roofs on stoops, 

porches, and balconies is 30 percent.
13.  Gable ends on stoops, porches, and balconies should have 

no less than an 18 degree slope.
14.  Asphalt shingles are not suggested for roofs of stoops or 

ground level porches.

G5. ancillary Buildings
1.  The requirements for materials of ancillary buildings, in 

terms of quality and design are the same as those for 
primary buildings except that Ancillary buildings may be of 
a different material than the main structure. 

2.  Roofs of ancillary buildings, if one story tall, should follow 

the same guidelines. 

G6. construction criteria
1.  The use of plywood or unsightly barriers on building 

windows during renovation and/or construction is not 
permitted. Construction barriers must be attractive and of 
professional quality.

2.  Temporary walkways shall assure that pedestrians are moved 
safely along perimeters of construction sites. 

G7. Green roofs
1.  Sensitively-designed green roofs are encouraged on new 

and existing development.
2.  A green roof, whatever its initial function (e.g. designed to 

retain storm water, act as a visual amenity, etc.) should strive 
for design excellence.

3.  Green roofs should be planted with vegetation that is 
appropriate to the Redlands climate and the micro-climate 
of the roof.  

4.  Location, wind, rainfall, air pollution, building height, 
shade, and soil depth are all factors to be considered when 
determining plant type and design. 

5.  Green roofs should be designed with attention to the views 
from and to the roof.

6.  Access to the green roof site is critical, not only for 
installation and ongoing maintenance, but also for bringing 
materials, soil and plants. 

7.  Sufficient maintenance time and budget should be 
allocated, particularly in the first two years of the green roof 
project. 

8.  Green roofs reduce cooling costs and extend the life of 
the structure.  They also can improve aesthetics, clean 
stormwater runoff, and decrease the heat-island effect 
prevalent in urban areas.

9.  Each project should select carefully between the two basic 
types of green roof systems: "extensive" and "intensive", 
which have different costs, and depth and choice of plants.  
Extensive green roofs are often not accessible and typically 
have lower weights, costs, plant diversity, maintenance 
requirements, etc.  Intensive green roofs are often accessible 
and typically have greater weight, deeper soil, higher 
capital costs, more plant diversity, and more maintenance 
requirements.

A green roof atop the Chicago City Hall.
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Potted plant set out on a bracketed wrought iron balcony

A quadruplex with a single-family house front

Detached single family house. Appropriate in Neighborhood 2 only
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This Section defines the landscaping features 
that should be used to help beautify the public 
realm. 

Refer to the Public Space and Circulation 
Sections (2.3 and 2.4) for information about 
the public improvements that interface with 
private developments. 

Refer to Redlands Municipal Code Section 12.52 
for information on trees and tree protection.
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a. landscape Standards and Guidelines
Landscaping features help give a dynamic character to the parts of 
private developments that relate directly to the public realm.  This in 
turn improves the pedestrian experience.  Also, having trees in yards, 
gardens, and spaces along streets improves environmental quality 
and the economic, physical and social health of our community.  
Trees also foster civic pride.  The standards and guidelines presented 
in this section work in tandem with the Public Space and Circulation 
Elements, presented in Section 2 (which tend to focus on public 
rather than private improvements) and Section 12.52 of the Redlands 
Municipal Code “Trees and Tree Protection Along Streets and in 
Public Places.”  Issues that are not covered or are partially covered 
in this Specific Plan are governed by Section 12.52 of the Redlands 
Municipal Code.

These provisions in this section include both mandatory standards 
and discretionary guidelines.  When used in this section, the words 
“shall”, “must”, “is to”, “are to”, “is/are (not) permitted”, and “is/are 
restricted/allowed” refer to mandated standards that are enforceable 
by law.  The words “should” and “may” refer to discretionary guidelines 
that are encouraged, but not mandatory.  Interpreting any provision 
of this Code shall be the responsibility of the Development Services 
Director.
   
When evaluating these standards and guidelines, the final approval 
for development projects is with the approving authority which may 
be the Development Services Director, the Planning Commission or 
City Council in accordance with the implementation provisions of 
the Specific Plan.

B. General Guidelines
1.   Landscape features should be designed to respect the 

historical elements and character of Downtown Redlands.  
2.  Landmark, native, and specimen trees should be preserved.
3.  Street trees should be planted consistently throughout the 

Plan area.  Street trees provide noise abatement and shade, 
which is essential for pedestrian comfort during the hot, dry 
summer months in Redlands.  Trees both protect the visual 
and aesthetic character of the City and improve the quality of 
life for residents, visitors, and wildlife.

4.  Sustainable landscape materials and configurations should be 
used that weather well, and drought-resistant plants should 
be used in order to promote sustainability.

5.  Historical private street improvements such as mature trees, 
lights, hitching posts, and special pavements should be 
preserved whenever possible.

Raised Tree Planter

Street trees in a denser residential neighborhood

Uniform tree alignment that offers shading

Permeable pavers surrounding trees increases water absorption to soil
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6.  Landscaping adjacent to sidewalks should be pedestrian 
friendly, and free from barbed wire, spiky plants, rapidly 
growing vines, and other landscaping that may cause puncture 
wounds or tripping hazards

7.  Streetscapes that are primarily paved should have planters 
with trees and/or plants.  They should contain plants that are 
native to the Redlands areas or have a similar appearance.

8.  Street trees should be used to frame/enclose spaces.
9.  Individual and distinct planting schemes for each residential 

unit should be sought where practicable, in order to provide a 
sense of authenticity and ownership for residents.

10. Balconies are encouraged to have planters along railings or 
potted plants.  The planters should be planted with palms, 
flowering plants, and flowering hanging plants.

c. Street trees 
1.  The purpose of street trees is to:

A.  Enclose or frame the space of the street with a canopy
B.  Provide Shade
C.  Provide a layer between traffic and pedestrian creating 

the feeling of safety for the pedestrian
D.  Provide aesthetic accompaniment to the architecture
E.  Reduce the heat island effect created by paved surfaces
F.  Aid in stormwater management through 

transpovaporation
2.  Street trees should be appropriate for the region and climate 

and should not be an invasive species.
3.  Street trees should be disease resistant and drought tolerant.
4.  When selecting and positioning trees as part of new 

development projects, you should consider the location of the 
tree:

A.  Shade is most needed on the west and the southwest 
sides of a building.  

B.  While placing trees close to a building will provide it 
with more shade, the roots can damage the building 
foundation. Keeping trees at least 5-10 ft from the 
building will help minimize this problem.  

C.  Try to avoid planting trees directly below overhead 
power lines or instead choose small trees (<25') in these 
locations.  

D.  Contact the utility company before planting so that you 
know where underground lines are.  Avoid locating trees 
where they will block illumination from street lights or 
where they interfere with street signs.

E.  Trees should be selected from the City's list of approved 
street trees available from the Quality of Life Department.  
Trees should be selected based on their size, scale, 
compatibility with the Redlands climate, availability, 
minimal pest or maintenance problems, and significant 
shade canopies when appropriate.

5.  The following are prohibited acts under this Specific Plan 
unless expressly exempted:

A.  To prune, injure or remove a public tree located 
anywhere in the City without a permit issued by the 
Director. 

B.  To plant a tree of a species other than an Official Street 
Tree in a parkway, median or traffic island. 

C.  To fail to adhere to the terms and conditions of any 
permit issued under this Chapter.

River She-Oak

Chinese Hackberry Flower

Lemon Scented Gum Tree

Fruit of the 
Carrotwood Tree

Fruit of the 
Red Iron Bark Flower

Flame Ash TreeQueen Palm

Sampling of trees from city's list of approved Street trees:
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D.  To fail to adhere to the terms of any public tree 
protection plan imposed as a condition of any 
discretionary land use approval or development 
agreement with the City. 

c1. Size of Street trees
1. Street trees should be provided the appropriate space for 

root growth as prescribed for the species.
2. Minimum height of base of canopy should be 8 feet for 

vertical clearance of pedestrians and vehicles. 
3. On retail streets, the base of the canopy should be a 

minimum of 10 feet so as to not obscure windows and 
signage.

4. On retail streets, trees should be in a grated or permeable 
planting square with a minimum 4 foot width. 

c2. location of Street trees
1. Street trees should be planted within the furnishing zone 

on commercial streets and within the parkway, between the 
sidewalk and the street curb, on residential streets.

2. Tree spacing should be a minimum of 30 feet on center.
3. Street trees may be alternating spacing from one side of the 

street to the other, on narrow streets.

c3. character of Street trees
1. Retail streets should be lined with a single uniform type of 

tree. 
2. On residential streets, street tree species should be 

consistent within a given street but should vary from street 
to street.

3. Deciduous trees should be used as street trees.
4. Trees with too large of a canopy such as elms or ficuses are 

not generally recommended on retail streets, however State 
Street's large mature ficus trees should be preserved, as 
they provide ample shade and are visually appealing.

5. Retail street tree grating should be made of metal and 
painted in a uniform color.  When paving is desired, the 
paving should be permeable for water to flow into the 
ground.

D. trees on Private Property
1.  No tree, shrub or plant located primarily on private property 

should create a hazard or to create danger or likelihood of 
harm to any public place, public area, parkway or street or 
to public health, safety or welfare.   It should be the duty of 
any person owning or occupying real property bordering 
on any street upon which property there may be trees, to 
prune such trees.

2.  During the construction, repair, alteration, relocation or 
removal of any building or structure in the City, no person 
in control of such work should leave any landmark, native, 
specimen or other public tree without sufficient guards or 
protections to prevent injury to the public landmark, native, 
specimen or other public tree, in connection with such 
construction, repair, alteration, relocation or removal. 

3.  All trees on any street or other public place near any 
excavation or construction of any building, structure or 
street work, should be guarded with a substantial fence,  

The mature trees in Redlands are great assets for Redlands and should be 
preserved whenever possible.  They should be "limbed up" so that they do 

not obscure business signs and shop windows.

Here a permeable surface replaces a driveway that would typically be paved.  This 
design both helps to mask the vehicular area and allow for increased drainage.

    frame or box not less than four feet high and eight feet square, 
or at a distance in feet from the tree equal to the diameter 
of the trunk in inches at breast height, whichever is greater, 
and all building material, dirt or other debris should be kept 
outside that barrier. No person should excavate any ditches, 
tunnels, trenches, or lay any driveway within a radius of ten 
feet from any public tree without first obtaining a permit from 
the Director. 
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ADA

A.D.A.
MODEL SHOWN: M4836

M7250              72                22,36           500       180           M7200F

M3622              36                12,20           115         42           M3622F
M4836              48                16,22           205         75        M4836-38F
M6058              60                16,26           310       110           M6000F

Cast with 1/2" maximum slot openings to meet A.D.A. guidelines.
Tree opening can be expanded to accommodate growth or 
     ordered with the larger opening.
Available in cast grey iron or cast aluminum these 
Grates are designed to carry pedestrian loads only
Aluminum grates should be installed with frame and 
     pilfer proof bolts to prevent unauthorized removal.
For coating options, please see section on "Finishes".

IRONSMITH TREE GRATES
FOR LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE (800) 338-4766

 GRATE                       SIZE                      TREE                          WEIGHT                         USE
 MODEL NO.            (INCHES)               OPENING             IRON     ALUMINUM            FRAME

IRONSMITH TREE GRATES
FOR LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE (800) 338-4766

STARBURST

M3618-1         36              16,18           165       60           M3600F
M4816-1         48            16,18,28        325     115           M4800F

SERIES 1

M6020-1         60            16,18,28        475     170           M6000F

MODEL SHOWN: M4816-1

M7208-1         72            16,26,36        700     252           M7200F

Lightwell covers are bolted to prevent unauthorized removal.
Lightwell covers available in clear polycarbonate at extra cost.
Cast with 1/4" maximum slot openings to meet A.D.A. guidelines.
Tree opening can be expanded to accommodate growth or 
     ordered with the larger opening.
Available in cast grey iron or cast aluminum these 
Grates are designed to carry pedestrian loads only
Aluminum grates should be installed with frame and 
     pilfer proof bolts to prevent unauthorized removal.
For coating options, please see section on "Finishes".

C 1984 IRONSMITH

IRONSMITH TREE GRATES
FOR LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE (800) 338-4766

CAMELIA

4834              48                 16,18            304      102        4800F

 GRATE                       SIZE                      TREE                          WEIGHT                         USE
 MODEL NO.            (INCHES)               OPENING             IRON     ALUMINUM            FRAME

Lightwell covers are bolted to prevent unauthorized removal.

Cast with 1/4" maximum slot openings to meet A.D.A. guidelines.

Grates are designed to carry pedestrian loads only

Grates can be provided in cast iron or cast aluminum

Tree Opening: 16", or 18"

See section on  Finishes for finish options

1/2"x1"x1/4" THICK GRINDING PADS FOR
LEVELING-TYP. 4 OR MORE PLACES 1" RIBS

IRONSMITH TREE GRATES
FOR LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE (800) 338-4766

MARINA

M4874              48            12,15,18        240       80           M4800F

MODEL SHOWN: M6084

Slot openings taper from 3/8" to 1/2" maximum to meet A.D.A. 
guidelines.
Tree opening can be expanded to accommodate growth or 
     ordered with the larger opening.
Available in cast gray iron or cast aluminum these 
Grates are designed to carry pedestrian loads only
Aluminum grates should be installed with frame and 
     pilfer proof bolts to prevent unauthorized removal.
For coating options, please see section on "Finishes".

M6084              60            12,15,18        300      100          M6000F

 GRATE                       SIZE                      TREE                          WEIGHT                         USE
 MODEL NO.            (INCHES)               OPENING             IRON     ALUMINUM            FRAME

Starburst

Marina

Camelia

e. tree Grates
The following are tree grates suggested for street trees on 
commercial sidewalks.  These particular tree grates by IRONSMITH 
are completely recyclable, are made from at least 75% recycled 
content, and are all manufactured in Southern California.  The 

simpler grate designs are recommended for the majority of streets 
to keep costs low, while the more complex grates should be 
reserved for the most prominent streets.
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Planters and street furniture make this pedestrian square lively.  The special 
paving adds an element of complexity to the street scape.

Wall fountains along street edges can add visual interest and mask 
noises from traffic

F. landscaping in Parking lots 
1.  Parking garage access points should be composed of 

pavers where possible.
2.  For every three parking spaces in commercial parking lots, 

one tree should be planted in that parking lot.
3.  Developments within the Specific Plan are subject to the 

city standards for parking lots (Section 18.168.210 of the 
Redlands Municipal Code).  This section is a mandatory 
standard and therefore the provision “shall be” required.

G. outdoor lighting
1. Energy-efficient lighting, such as compact fluorescents 

or halogen lighting elements should be utilized on the 
exteriors of private buildings. They should be shielded so 
that light is aimed downward so as to reduce glare.  

2.  Incandescent exterior lights are not recommended.
3.  Lighting for the commercial uses should be shielded to not 

impact the residential units and to not interfere with the 
character of the surrounding neighborhood.

4.  Lighting that is visible from adjacent properties or roads 
should be indirect or incorporate full shield cut-offs.

5.  Service area lighting should be designed to avoid spill-over 
onto adjacent areas. 

6.  For commercial parking areas, overhead lighting should be 
mounted at a maximum height of 15 feet above the paved 
surface. 

7.  Overhead fixtures used for pedestrian areas should be 
limited to a height of 10 feet. 

8. Floodlights shall not be directed toward the street.
9.  For residential parking areas, overhead lighting should be 

mounted at a maximum height of 10 feet. The placement 
of lighting in residential parking areas should avoid 
interference with bedroom windows. 

10.  Along walkways, low-level lighting fixtures mounted on 
short posts are encouraged. Shatterproof coverings are 
recommended. Posts should be located to avoid hazards for 
pedestrians or vehicles. 

11.  Lighting should be used to accent building architecture 
and/or landscaping.

G1. lighting for Parking
1.  Outdoor light fixtures should be limited to a maximum 

height of 15 feet or the height of the nearest building, 
whichever is less.

2.  Lighting should be energy-efficient, and shielded or 
recessed so that the light source (e.g. bulb) is not visible 
from off the site and glare and reflections are confined to 
the maximum extent feasible within the boundaries of the 
site.

3.  Each light fixture should be directed downward and away 
from adjoining properties to reduce glare.  

4.  No lighting on private property should produce an 
illumination level greater than 1/2 footcandle on any 
property within a residential zoning district except on the 
site of the light source.

5.  No permanently installed lighting should blink, flash, or be 
of unusually high intensity or brightness, as determined by 
the Director.

6.  Lighting standards should use decorative styles consistent 
with the district and architectural style of the development.

Street furniture is welcoming to pedestrians

Exterior Building Light
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Utility meters located in an inlet off of an alley

Blank walls should be dressed with vines or planting strips

h. Street Furniture
1.  Movable chairs and tables should be utilized in plaza spaces 

and as outdoor café seating.  Umbrellas are encouraged 
for tables that are not under an arcade to add a visual 
complexity to the streetscape.

I. Walls, Fences, and hedges
1. Garden walls, retaining walls, hedges and fences can define 

the edge between the Public Street and private yards.  They 
also define the street face where buildings are absent.

2. Garden walls, retaining walls, hedges and fences should 
be built to within 1 to 2 feet from the back of the sidewalk, 
assuming that it falls within the property line, to allow room 
for footings and planting at the edge. 

3. Where the property line is behind the back of the sidewalk 
by more than 2 feet, the fence line may be allowed to 
encroach within the public right of way to within 2 feet of 
the back of the sidewalk at the owner's risk and subject to 
review and approval of an encroachment permit by the City.

4. Walls and fences should not be used in front of retail 
except in situations where retaining walls are necessary to 
accommodate grade changes.

5. Where garden walls or privacy walls are constructed on 
the same plane with the front facade, they should be 
constructed of the same material as the first floor of the 
primary building and they should be coordinated with the 
architectural detailing of the primary façade.

6. Fences should be made of ornamental iron, steal, wood 
pickets or a synthetic wood product (such as Wood-filled 
Recycled Plastic Lumber) and can have stucco or masonry 
piers.

7.  Retaining and privacy walls should be masonry, stucco, 
brick, stone, or similar materials.

8. Vinyl or plastic, that is not a recycled synthetic material, 
fencing should not be permitted.

9. Fences or garden walls may have a hardy species of hedge 
or climbing vine planted along their length which softens 
and adds richness to their look.

10.  Fences should be made of ornamental iron and may have 
stucco or masonry piers.

11. Front yard walls and fencing should have a consistent 
height between 2.5' to 3' from finished grade.

12.  The top of a fence should remain level in stepped 
conditions when feasible.

13.  Hedges may be used in place of any fence, subject to the 
same height parameters and high maintenance standards.

14.  Climbing vines and/or hedges are recommended along 
foundation walls (where visible from the street), on porches, 
stoops, and any exposed foundation walls.  The use of 
artificial plants (silk or plastic) is not recommended.

15.  Where existing, front yards should be delineated with 
gates, fences and/or plantings to add a more intimately 
scaled layer of vegetation to the street. 

16.  Garden walls, privacy walls, and fences should generally 
be constructed of the same material as the first floor of the 
primary building and they should be coordinated with the 
architectural detailing of the primary facade.

17.  Hedges or decorative fences, up to 36” high, or retaining 
walls, up to 18” high, are encouraged at the back of all 
sidewalks.

Instead of walls, hedges can be used to shield wheelchair ramps or elevation 
variations due to flood mitigation measures

Street furniture allows pedestrians to gather. It encourages eyes-
on-the street for safety

Special paving are recommended for use within the setbacks of 
private developments
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Utility meters located in an inlet off of an alley

Screening mechanical equipment with parapet walls on the roof of a building

J. utility and Mechanical equipment
1.  Utility and mechanical equipment acts as a hindrance to the 

street flow, therefore all utility and mechanical equipment 
should be out of view from the public street.

2.  Utility and mechanical equipment should not exceed the 
minimum required size for the building or purpose that it 
serves.

3.  Site utility structures, such as transformers, should be located 
to the interior of blocks (behind buildings) or along the side of 
the buildings.

4.  Those utility structures located behind buildings should be 
accessed through the alley.

5.  By locating any utility wires and structures in the middle of 
a block, it allows for a less expensive means of dispensing 
utilities to all buildings and prevents the necessity to 
constantly tear up the public streets and sidewalks when 
repairs are needed.

6.  In areas that this is not possible, locating the utilities under the 
sidewalk would prevent traffic build-up on the street when 
repairs are necessary.

7.  HVAC equipment, utility meters, satellite dishes, permanent 
grills and other mechanical equipment should be located so as 
not to be visible from the street.  They should be located to the 
interior of the block or on roofs and should not be visible from 
the street.

8.  Mechanical equipment should not vent to street sides of the 
building.

9.  Dryer vents should be located in the garage or the side or rear 
yard for townhouses and single family houses.

10.  Where there are subterranean parking garages, transformers 
should be integrated within the garage, accessible by a vertical 
hatch within the required setback from the interior of the 
building.

11.  Backflow preventors should be in underground vaults where 
possible.

12.  If all attempts to prevent location of mechanical equipment 
on the street fails, then a fence or screening should surround 
all lighting and mechanical equipment where visible from 
streets.

13.  Above ground storage tanks should not be visible from the 
street.

14.  Exterior mechanical equipment locations should be 
approved by the Development Services Department.

15.  Service functions should be located behind buildings, 
where possible and on side streets in other cases. 

16.   HVAC equipment and utility meters  should not be 
permitted unless in courtyards, on roofs, or where not easily 
visible from public streets:

K. enclosures
1.  Trash enclosures should be shielded from general view.
2.  It is encouraged that all trash services use alleyways to 

service buildings.
3.  In retail areas, trash enclosures serving food related 

businesses may be required to be refrigerated. 
4.  Enclosures should be animal proof.
5.  Enclosures should be the minimum size required to hold all 

trash receptacles required.
6.  In single family neighborhoods, all trash enclosures should 

be located in the rear or side yards.
7.  In multi-family developments, all trash enclosures should be 

located to the rear or the side.
8.  When a multi-family development site does not have alley 

access, trash enclosures should not be accessed directly 
from the street. The development should provide a separate 
driveway, with the trash pick-up hidden to its side.

9.   In multi-family developments, all trash enclosures should 
be covered to prevent leakage of odors to the residents and 
neighbors.

10.  Trash enclosures may be located within the subterranean 
parking garage where applicable. In this case, it is 
encouraged to be located close to the garage entry for easy 
pick up.

11.  Enclosures should have an architectural style that matches 
the main building.

12.  In large retail buildings trash pick areas should be designed 
to be subservient to the overall character of the building.
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Pursuant to 65451 (a)(4), all Specific Plans must contain a 
program of implementation measures including regulations, 
programs, public works projects, and financing measures.

Concurrent with action on the Specific Plan:
A. Modification of the introductory text in Section 4.61 

(Downtown) of the Land Use Element to reflect the 
expanded boundaries of the Downtown Specific Plan, 
and to indicate that the entire Downtown Specific 
Plan permits mixed uses to include commercial, retail, 
services, offices, and residential.

B.  Revise Policy 4.61(a) of the Land Use Element to 
reflect new boundaries of the Downtown Specific 
Plan.

C.  Modification of Table 7.1 (Existing and Proposed 
Parks) of the Open Space and Conservation Element 
to reflect the proposal to add a number of small 
pocket parks within the Downtown to include their 
acreage and purpose.

D.  Change the Land Use Map to reflect the proposed 
additions of pocket parks in the Downtown as “circles”, 
as proposed in Table 7.1 of the Open Space and 
Conservation Element; and, modify the Land Use Map 
to show two areas of the Downtown Specific Plan 
currently designated Commercial/Industrial to be 
re-designated to Commercial.  One area is bounded 
by Stuart Avenue on the north, State Street on the 
south, Eureka Street on the east, and Texas Street on 
the west.  The other area is generally bounded by the 
I-10 Freeway on the north, Redlands Boulevard on the 
south, 7th Street on the east, and 6th Street on the 
west.

E.  Modify Policy 5.50(g) of the Circulation Element 
to designate a Class I bicycle route which traverses 
through the Downtown by either utilizing portions of 
the current Santa Fe railroad right-of-way or be within 
proximity to the current railroad right-of-way from 
New York Street in Downtown Redlands to east of 
Wabash Avenue.

3.  Open space improvements, by priority:
A.    Create vital public space along the area’s sidewalks 

and an extended street grid including substantial 
landscaping and widened sidewalks (around 15'). See 
also "Circulation" below.

B.    A civic green at the intersection of Citrus and 
Orange.

C.    Greening of the train tracks and station area 
to make the area more attractive and equip it to 
potentially accommodate active recreation uses until 
the reinstatement of the tracks as part of a regional 
commuter rail system.  This improvement includes 
initiation of the Orange Blossom Trail, most likely 
along the rail tracks as they pass through Downtown. 

D.    Small informal green spaces proposed within 
neighborhoods.

4. Circulation improvements, include changes to 
street sections and proposes new potential street 
connections.  Many of the potential street connections 
will only be achieved in conjunction with potential future 
redevelopment of certain areas, and as such are defined as 
"opportunities" in the Specific Plan rather than as definite 
projects.  There are no changes to functional roadway 
classifications as depicted in the City's General Plan.  
Circulation improvements, by priority:

A.    Thoroughfare improvements, by priority: 

a. adoption of the Specific Plan
This Specific Plan may be adopted either by a resolution or an 
ordinance.  When adopted via resolution, the Plan becomes 
a policy document (similar to the General Plan) and when 
adopted by Ordinance, the Plan becomes a specific zoning 
regulatory document.  The Planning Commission and The 
City Council must hold at least one public hearing each to 
consider the proposal prior to making the final decision to 
adopt the Plan. At least 10 days before these hearings, public 
notice must be given (as per state law 65090 et seq.). The 
Environmental Impact Report (EIR) must be certified by the 
legislative body before adoption of the Specific Plan.  

B. application of code requirements.
An existing land use within the Specific Plan area is lawful 
and not in violation of this Code only when operated and 
maintained in compliance with all applicable provisions 
of this Code, except as may otherwise be provided in the 
Zoning Ordinance  regarding Nonconforming Uses. 

The requirements of this Code are not retroactive in their 
effect on a land use that was lawfully established before the 
effective date of this Code or any applicable amendment.

c. effect of Specific Plan changes on Projects in 
 Progress
An application for a Building Permit, Commission review 
and approval, Subdivision Permit, Conditional Use Permit, 
or Variance that has been accepted by the Department as 
complete prior to the effective date of this Specific Plan or 
any amendment shall be processed in compliance with the 
requirements in effect when the application was accepted 
as complete.

A project that is under construction on the effective date of 
this specific Plan or any amendment, need not be changed 
to satisfy any new or different requirements of this Specific 
Plan, provided that the approved use of the site shall be 
established, including the completion of all structures and 
other features of the project as shown on the approved 
permit, before the expiration of the permit, or applicable 
time extension.

D. non conforming uses
Refer to the Redlands Municipal Code Title 18.184 for Non-
conforming buildings and uses.

e. Implementation
The following outlines all of the main implementation 
measures and improvements planned for the Specific Plan 
area.

1. Adoption of the Specific Plan, including new 
form-based code, land use regulations, property 
development standards and design guidelines.  Action 
by the City Council.

2.  Necessary modifications to the General Plan. 
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C,    Two major drainage projects planned for the 
Downtown area by the City’s Municipal Utilities 
and Engineering Department.  System extensions 
are also required.

a. Financing Measures
The following set of policies shall govern the funding of 
facilities and public services for the Specific Plan, including all 
infrastructure and circulation elements.  All new development 
in the Specific Plan area should:

1.  Pay the full cost of the infrastructure needed to serve 
the area

2.  Fund the costs of mitigating adverse impacts on the 
City's existing infrastructure

3.   Provide for a fair allocation of costs among land uses;
4.   Develop a method to reimburse landowners for the 

equitable distribution of Specific Plan requirements 
such as open space areas and street right-of-ways, 
who were required to dedicate an excessive amount of 
property, or provide up-front financing of improvements 
benefitting property that develops later.

The costs of infrastructure projects will be allocated to 
properties within the Specific Plan area based on benefit 
received, with consideration of the financial feasibility of the 
proposed land use. 

A "development fee" will be established that fairly allocates 
cost sharing for public improvements required to serve the 
development.

Construction of water, wastewater and drainage improvements 
shall either be completed by the Municipal Utilities and 
Engineering Department.
 
Developers may proceed ahead of the Infrastructure Plan 
if they pay the costs of extending the core infrastructure to 
their project subject to future reimbursement.
 
Whenever possible, pay-as-you-go financing shall be used.  
Debt financing should only be used when it is essential to 
provide facilities necessary to permit development or to 
maintain service standards.
 
The cost of public service projects may also be funded through 
existing City, Redevelopment Agency, County, District, or State 
revenues, when available.  

All water, wastewater, and drainage facilities will be maintained 
by the City.

Landscape and lighting maintenance within public right-of-
ways may be funded through establishment of a Community 
Facilities District or a landscaping and lighting district.

B. Parking District / Downtown BID
The City may decide to implement a Parking District or 
Downtown Business Improvement District (BID) that will 
cover the entire Downtown area. 

i.    Orange Street. Immediate. 
ii.   Redlands Boulevard.
iii.  Eureka Street.
iv.  Stuart Avenue. As new development occurs.

B.    Potential new street connections, by priority:
ia.  3rd Street Connection between Redlands 

Boulevard and State Street. (concurrent to ib)
ib. State Street Extension west of Orange Street 

(concurrent to ia)
ii.  Conversion of State Street from a one-way to 

two-way Street between Orange Street and 8th 
Street.  Only if (ia) and (ib) are built).

iii  Oriental Avenue connection between 3rd Street 
and Eureka Street (Potential Opportunity).

iv.   Stuart Avenue connection (potential 
opportunity upon future redevelopment).

v.  New north-south Street connection to east of 
Texas Street (potential opportunity upon future 
redevelopment)

vi.  North-South pedestrian visual connection on 
3rd Street.  When new development occurs, this 
connection is to remain.

C.    Transit improvements, by priority:
i.  Initiation of regionally connected Redlands 

passenger rail service in the existing right-of-
way with rail station planned at/adjacent to 
the historic Santa Fe Depot. Includes adjacent 
parking structure.

D. Parking improvements, by priority:
 i.   Ensure that on-street parking is provided on 

public streets where appropriate (excluding 
alleys).

ii.   Ensure that on-street parking counts as visitor 
parking.

iii.  Introduce a Park Once public garage at Citrus 
Ave and 5th Street.

iv.  Introduce a garage at the southeast corner of 
Eureka Ave and Stuart Ave.

v.  Consider and identify other potential future 
locations for public and private Park Once or 
shared parking garages that are optimally placed 
around the Downtown.  Potential locations 
include the southeast corner of Redlands 
Boulevard and 7th Street and the northeast 
corner of 6th and Citrus.

5.  Land Use improvements, by priority:
A.   The Land Use chart presented in this Specific Plan 

shall guide all new development.  Immediate action, 
though see Nonconforming Use Section in the 
Redlands Municipal Code.

6.  Infrastructure Improvements, by priority:
A.    Water system upgraded, including complete system 

looping and off site system analysis of water supply, 
service zone boosting, conveyance and storage.

B.    Off-site improvements to wastewater system 
planned, including construction of gravity sewers 
along Palmetto Avenue, Alabama Street and San 
Bernadino Avenue.  To determine the specific 
wastewater infrastructure requirements for individual 
development projects, a wastewater system analysis 
must be completed. 
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4 . 3  a M e n D M e n t

a. Specific Plan amendment Procedures
The following is a summary of state law pertaining to the Amend-
ment of this Specific Plan. For more detailed and accurate informa-
tion, please refer to 65350-65456, 65453, 65454, and 65456, along 
with any other relevant state and local statues and ordinances.  

If the amendment to the Specific Plan would have an effect on 
the permitted form or uses of property/properties, then notice of 
public hearing must be given 10 days prior to: property owner(s), 
project applicants, each local agency that will provide infrastruc-
ture or other necessary facilities or services to the project, and 
all owners of property within 300 feet of the boundaries of the 
property that is the subject of the hearing (see 65091).  Where the 
notice would affect more than 1,000 people, a 1/8 page newspa-
per advertisement can substitute the above noticing requirement. 
Notice must also be given in advance to anyone who requests it in 
writing and in any other manner it deems necessary or desirable.

The Planning Commision will hold a public hearing on the amend-
ment to the Specific Plan and make a recommendation to the City 
Council. The City Council must hold at least one public hearing 
before amending the Specific Plan (see 65355, 65090, 65092, 65945, 
and 65096 for more information and noticing requirements). They 
will then decide to approve, conditionally approve, or deny the 
amendments.  The City Council's decision on the amendment is 
final.

The Specific Plan may not be amended unless the amendment 
is consistent with the Redlands General Plan.  See Section 4.1 
Implementation for a list of amendments needed for consistence 
with the General Plan.

B. appeals
Refer to the Redlands Municipal Code, Chapter 1.06 for rules and 
regulation surrounding the appeals process.

c. Specific Plan enforcement Procedures
The provisions of this Code shall be enforced in compliance with 
the requirements of the Redlands Municipal Code.

The provisions of this Code shall be minimum requirements for the 
promotion of the public health, safety, and general welfare. When 
this Code provides for discretion on the part of a City official or 
body, that discretion may be exercised to impose more stringent 
requirements than set forth in this Code, as may be determined by 
the review authority to be necessary to promote orderly land use 
and development, environmental resource protection, and the 
other purposes of this Code.
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LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PLANNING AREA:

BEGINNING AT THE INTERSECTION OF THE CENTERLINE OF TEXAS STREET AND THE
SOUTH RIGHT-OF-WAY OF THE INTERSTATE 10 FREEWAY; THENCE EAST ALONG THE
SOUTH RIGHT-OF-WAY OF SAID INTERSTATE 10 FREEWAY TO THE WEST LINE OF THE
EAST %OF LOT 27, BLOCK 77. RANCHO SAN BERNARDINO, AS PER PLAT RECORDED IN
BOOK 7 OF MAPS, PAGE 2, RECORDS OF SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY. SAID POINT ALSO
BEING THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF INSTRUMENT NUMBER 91-242077, OFFICIAL
RECORDS OF SAID COUNTY; THENCE SOUTH ALONG SAlD WEST LINE OF SAID
INSTRUMENT NUMBER, 5.48 FEET THE SOUTHWEST CORNER THEREOF; THENCE EAST
ALONG THE SOUTH LINE OF SAlD DOCUMENT NUMBER TO THE SOUTHEAST CORNER
THEREOF; THENCE NORTH ALONG THE EAST LINE OF SAlD DOCUMENT NUMBER, 26.23
FEET TO THE SOUTH RIGHT-OF-WAY OF SAlD INTERSTATE 10 FREEWAY; THENCE EAST
ALONG SOUTH LINE OF SAlD INTERSTATE 10 FREEWAY TO THE WEST RIGHT-OF-WAY
OF EUREKA STREET; THENCE EAST TO THE EAST RIGHT-OF-WAY OF EUREKA STREET;
THENCE NORTH ALONG THE EAST RIGHT-OF-WAY OF EUREKA STREET TO THE SOUTH
RIGHT-OF-WAY OF PEARL AVENUE; THENCE EAST ALONG SOUTH RIGHT-OF-WAY OF
PEARL AVENUE TO THE WEST RIGHT-OF-WAY OF ORANGE STREET: THENCE EAST TO
THE EAST RIGHT-OF-WAY OF ORANGE STREET; THENCE NORTH TO THE SOUTH 
RIGHTOF-WAY OF SAlD INTERSTATE 10 FREEWAY; THENCE EAST ALONG THE SOUTH 
RIGHTOF-WAY OF SAID INTERSTATE 10 FREEWAY TO THE WEST RIGHT-OF-WAY OF SIXTH
STREET; THENCE SOUTH ALONG THE WEST RIGHT -OF-WAY OF SIXTH STREET TO A
POINT THAT IS WESTERLY OF THE INTERSECTION OF THE EAST RIGHT-OF-WAY OF
SIXTH STREET AND THE SOUTH LINE OF SAlD INTERSTATE 10 FREEWAY; THENCE EAST
ALONG THE SOUTH RIGHT-OF-WAY OF SAlD INTERSTATE 10 FREEWAY TO THE
CENTERLINE OF CHURCH STREET; THENCE SOUTH ALONG THE CENTERLINE OF
CHURCH STREET TO THE CENTERLINE OF CITRUS AVENUE; THENCE WEST ALONG THE
CENTERLINE OF CITRUS AVENUE TO THE CENTERLINE OF OLIVE AVENUE AS SHOWN
ON RECORD OF SURVEY RECORDED IN BOOK 136 OF SURVEYS, PAGE 56, RECORDS
OF SAID COUNTY; THENCE SOUTHWESTERLY ALONG THE CENTERLINE OF OLIVE
AVENUE TO THE CENTERLINE OF CAJON STREET AS SHOWN ON RECORD OF SURVEY
RECORDED IN BOOK 81 OF SURVEYS, PAGE 45, RECORDS OF SAlD COUNTY; THENCE
NORTHWESTERLY ALONG THE CENTERLINE OF CAJON STREET TO THE CENTERLINE
OF VINE STREET AS SHOWN ON SAlD RECORD OF SURVEY; THENCE WEST ALONG THE
CENTERLINE OF VINE STREET TO THE CENTERLINE OF EUREKA STREET; THENCE
NORTHWESTERLY ALONG THE CENTERLINE OF EUREKA STREET TO THE CENTERLINE
OF BROOKSIDE AVENUE AS SHOWN ON RECORD OF SURVEY RECORDED IN BOOK 30
OF SURVEYS, PAGE 82, RECORDS OF SAlD COUNTY; THENCE SOUTHWESTERLY
ALONG THE CENTERLINE OF BROOKSIDE AVENUE TO THE CENTERLINE OF SAN
GORGON10 DRIVE AS SHOWN ON THE BROOKSIDE SUBDIVISION RECORDED IN BOOK
23 OF MAPS. PAGE 19, RECORDS OF SAlD COUNTY; THENCE NORTHWESTERLY ALONG
THE CENTERLINE OF SAN GORGON10 DRIVE TO THE CENTERLINE OF TEXAS STREET
AS SHOWN ON SAlD BROOKSIDE SUBDIVISION; THENCE NORTHEASTERLY ALONG THE
CENTERLINE OF TEXAS STREET TO THE CENTERLINE OF STATE STREET AS SHOWN
ON PARCEL MAP 7935 RECORDED IN BOOK 81 OF PARCEL MAPS, PAGE 98, RECORDS
OF SAlD COUNTY; THENCE NORTH ALONG THE CENTERLINE OF TEXAS STREET TO THE
POINT OF BEGINNING.
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A.  Property L�ne
B.  Frontage L�ne
C.  Allowable Encroachment
D.  Curb L�ne

A.  Front setback
B.  S�deyard setback
C.  Rear setback
D.  S�de Street setback

Figure 5.2 A

Figure 5.2 B
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Use these d�agrams to �nterpret the Development Standards and Gu�del�nes presented �n Sect�on 3.
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Applicability of Land Use

A. Standards
Parcels and bu�ld�ngs shall be occup�ed by only the land uses 
allowed as stated �n th�s Spec�f�c Plan, w�th�n the appl�cable 
zone.

B. Establishment of an Allowable Use
Any one or more land uses �dent�fied here�n as allowable w�th�n 
a part�cular zone, may be establ�shed on any parcel w�th�n that 
zone, subject to the plann�ng perm�t requ�red and compl�ance 
w�th all other appl�cable requ�rements of the Code.

Where a s�ngle parcel �s proposed for development w�th two or 
more of the land uses l�sted here�n, the overall project shall be 
subject to the h�ghest plann�ng perm�t level requ�red by here�n 
for any �nd�v�dual use. 

C. Allowable Land Uses
The D�rector may determ�ne that a proposed use �s s�m�lar and 
compat�ble to a l�sted use and may be allowed, only after first 
mak�ng all of the follow�ng find�ngs:

1. The character�st�cs of, and act�v�t�es assoc�ated w�th the 
proposed use are s�m�lar to one or more of the l�sted 
uses, and w�ll not �nvolve a greater �ntens�ty than the 
uses l�sted �n the d�str�ct;

2. The proposed use w�ll be cons�stent w�th the purposes 
of the appl�cable zone;

3. The proposed use w�ll be cons�stent w�th the General Plan 
and th�s Spec�fic Plan;

4. The use w�ll be compat�ble w�th the other uses allowed 
�n the d�str�ct; 

5.  The proposed use �s not l�sted as a proh�b�ted use; and
6. The proposed use �s not l�sted as allowable �n another 

zone.
A determ�nat�on that a use qual�fies as a “s�m�lar use” and the 
find�ngs support�ng the determ�nat�on shall be �n wr�t�ng.

When the D�rector finds that a proposed, but unl�sted, use �s s�m�lar 
to a l�sted use, the proposed use w�ll be treated �n the same manner 
as the l�sted use �n terms of where �t �s allowed, what perm�ts are 
requ�red, and what other standards and requ�rements of th�s 
Spec�fic Plan apply.

The D�rector may refer the quest�on of whether a proposed use 
qual�fies as a s�m�lar and compat�ble use d�rectly to the Plann�ng 
Comm�ss�on for a determ�nat�on at a publ�c meet�ng.

D. Permit Requirements for Allowable Uses
The table �n Sect�on 3.3 �dent�fies the uses of land allowed by 
the Code �n the zones establ�shed by Sect�on 3 and the plann�ng 
perm�t requ�red to establ�sh each use.  The table �n Sect�on 3.3 
prov�des for land uses that are:

1.  Perm�tted subject to compl�ance w�th all appl�cable 
prov�s�on  of the Code and shown as “P” uses �n the table;

2.  Allowed subject to the approval of a Cond�t�onal Use Perm�t  
(Zon�ng Ord�nance C�tat�on….) and shown as “CUP” uses �n the 
table; or;

3.  Not perm�tted w�th�n a spec�fied zone, and shown as “NP” �n the 
table;

4. Perm�tted above the first floor w�th�n a spec�fied zone, and 
shown as "PA" �n the table.

E. Standards for Specific Land Uses
Appl�cab�l�ty:  Where allowed by Sect�on 3.3, the land uses and 
act�v�t�es  covered by th�s sect�on shall comply w�th the requ�rements 
appl�cable to the spec�fic use, �n add�t�on to all other appl�cable 
prov�s�ons of  the Code. 

Each land use covered by th�s sect�on shall also obta�n any requ�red 
plann�ng perm�t or other C�ty approval requ�red by Sect�on 3.3 of the 
Code or appl�cable C�ty ord�nance.

The Code prov�des a l�st of acceptable land uses, add�t�onal land 
uses proposed w�ll be cons�dered for approval �n l�ght of the general 
�ntent�on of the Code and the Plan to prov�de a v�brant, pedestr�an 
fr�endly Downtown.

F. Mixed-use Buildings
A m�xed-use bu�ld�ng shall comply w�th the follow�ng requ�rements.  
A m�xed-use bu�ld�ng shall be des�gned to:

1.  Prov�de shopfronts along street frontages to ma�nta�n a 
pedestr�an or�entat�on at the street level.  

2.  Prov�de for �nternal compat�b�l�ty between the d�fferent uses 
w�th�n the project.

3.  M�n�m�ze the effects of any exter�or no�se, odors, glare, veh�cular 
and pedestr�an traffic, and other potent�ally s�gn�ficant �mpacts 
on the occupants of the res�dent�al port�ons of the project.

4.  Ensure that res�dent�al un�ts are des�gned w�th the appropr�ate 
level of pr�vacy

5.  Be compat�ble w�th and enhance the adjacent and surround�ng 
res�dent�al ne�ghborhood �n terms of  bu�ld�ng des�gn, color, 
exter�or mater�als, roof styles and l�ght�ng.

G. Maximum Density
When res�dent�al un�ts are comb�ned w�th office, or reta�l commerc�al 
uses �n a s�ngle bu�ld�ng or on the same parcel,  the max�mum dens�ty 
allowed by the appl�cable zone shall be calculated on the bas�s of the 
total area of the  parcel �nclud�ng that port�on of land occup�ed.  A 
shared garage shall be allocated to the bu�ld�ng  or parcel.  

When res�dent�al un�ts are comb�ned w�th office, or reta�l commerc�al 
uses �n a s�ngle bu�ld�ng or on the same parcel,  the max�mum dens�ty 
allowed by the appl�cable zone shall be calculated to �nclude the 
comb�nat�on of all uses as a total floor area d�v�ded by the total s�te 
area to determ�ne the proposed bu�ld�ng’s Floor Area Rat�o (FAR).
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H. Non-Residential Hours of Operation
The dec�s�on-mak�ng body may restr�ct the hours of operat�on of 
non-res�dent�al uses w�th�n a m�xed-use bu�ld�ng to m�t�gate adverse 
�mpacts on res�dent�al use.

I. Live/work Units
Purpose:  Th�s sect�on prov�des standards for the development of new 
l�ve/work un�ts. L�ve/work un�ts are �ntended to be occup�ed by bus�ness 
operators who l�ve �n the same structure that conta�ns the commerc�al 
act�v�ty or �ndustry.  A l�ve/work un�t may funct�on predom�nantly as 
work space w�th �nc�dental res�dent�al accommodat�ons that meet 
bas�c hab�tab�l�ty requ�rements or predom�nantly as a res�dent�al un�t 
w�th a s�mple ground floor office or reta�l use. 

L�m�tat�ons on Use: The non-res�dent�al component of a l�ve/work 
un�t shall be a use allowed w�th�n the appl�cable zone by Sect�on 3.3  
A l�ve/work un�t shall not be establ�shed or used �n conjunct�on w�th 
any of the follow�ng act�v�t�es:

1.  Adult bus�nesses
2.  Veh�cle ma�ntenance or repa�r, veh�cle deta�l�ng and pa�nt�ng, 

upholstery, etc.
3.  Weld�ng, mach�n�ng or any open flame work
4.  Any other act�v�ty or use, as determ�ned by the Development 

Serv�ces D�rector to not be compat�ble w�th res�dent�al act�v�t�es 
and/or to have the poss�b�l�ty of affect�ng the health or safety of 
l�ve/work un�t res�dents .

Operat�ng Requ�rements: Up to two persons who do not res�de �n the 
l�ve/work un�t may work �n the un�t, unless a Cond�t�onal Use Perm�t 
(CUP) �s obta�ned to allow more than two persons. Cl�ent and Customer 
V�s�ts. Cl�ent and customer v�s�ts to l�ve/work un�ts are perm�tted.
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D

DEFINITIONS

Ancillary Unit: an apartment not greater than 600 square feet shar�ng ownersh�p and ut�l�ty 
connect�ons w�th a Pr�nc�pal Bu�ld�ng. An Anc�llary Un�t may or may not be w�th�n an outbu�ld�ng. 
Anc�llary Un�ts do not count toward max�mum dens�ty calculat�ons.

Apartment: a dwell�ng un�t shar�ng a bu�ld�ng and a lot w�th other dwell�ngs and/or uses. 
Apartments may be for rent or for sale as condom�n�ums.

Barranca: a dra�nage rav�ne or a steep depress�on between h�lls.  The barranca �n Downtown 
Redlands �s somewhat small and at parts, �t has been channel�zed and passes under the C�ty.

Block: the aggregate of pr�vate lots, passages, rear lanes and alleys, c�rcumscr�bed by 
thoroughfares. 

Block Face: the aggregate of all the bu�ld�ng facades on one s�de of a block. The Block Face prov�des 
the context for establ�sh�ng arch�tectural harmony.

Building Configuration: the form of a bu�ld�ng, based on �ts mass�ng, pr�vate frontage, and 
he�ght. 

Building Disposition: the placement of a bu�ld�ng on �ts lot.
Building Function: the uses accommodated by a bu�ld�ng and �ts lot. Funct�ons are categor�zed 

as Restr�cted, L�m�ted, or Open, accord�ng to the �ntens�ty of the use.
Building Height: the vert�cal extent of a bu�ld�ng measured �n stor�es, not �nclud�ng a ra�sed 

basement or a hab�table att�c. He�ght l�m�ts do not apply to masts, belfr�es, clock towers, ch�mney 
flues, water tanks, elevator bulkheads and s�m�lar structures. Bu�ld�ng He�ght shall be measured 
from the average grade of the enfront�ng thoroughfare.

 Building Type: a structure category determ�ned by funct�on, d�spos�t�on on the lot, and 
configurat�on, �nclud�ng frontage and he�ght. 

Civic: the term defin�ng not-for-profit organ�zat�ons ded�cated to arts, culture, educat�on, recreat�on, 
government, trans�t, and mun�c�pal park�ng.

Civic Building: a bu�ld�ng des�gned spec�fically for a c�v�c funct�on. The part�culars of the des�gn 
of c�v�c bu�ld�ngs shall be determ�ned by Var�ance.

Civic Space: an outdoor area ded�cated for publ�c use. C�v�c Space types are defined by the 
comb�nat�on of certa�n phys�cal constants �nclud�ng the relat�onsh�p between the�r �ntended use, 
the�r s�ze, the�r landscap�ng and the�r enfront�ng bu�ld�ngs (see Table 13).

Commercial: the term collect�vely defin�ng workplace, office and reta�l funct�ons. 
Context: surround�ngs made up of the part�cular comb�nat�on of elements that create spec�fic 

hab�tat.
Corridor: a l�neal geograph�c system �ncorporat�ng transportat�on and/or greenway trajector�es. 

A transportat�on corr�dor may be a l�neal urban Transect Zone.
Cottage: an edgeyard bu�ld�ng type. A s�ngle-fam�ly dwell�ng, on a regular lot, often shared w�th 

an anc�llary bu�ld�ng �n the rearyard.
Courtyard Building: a bu�ld�ng that occup�es the boundar�es of �ts lot wh�le �nternally  defin�ng 

one or more pr�vate pat�os. 
Curb: the edge of the veh�cular pavement deta�led as a ra�sed curb or flush to a swale. The Curb 

usually �ncorporates the dra�nage system.

Density: the number of dwell�ng un�ts w�th�n a standard measure of land area, usually g�ven as 
net un�ts per acre.

Design Speed: �s the veloc�ty at wh�ch a thoroughfare tends to be dr�ven w�thout the constra�nts 
of s�gnage or enforcement. There are three ranges of speed: Very Low: (below 20 MPH); Low: 
(20-25 MPH); Moderate: (25-35 MPH); H�gh: (above 35 MPH). Lane w�dth �s determ�ned by des�red 
des�gn speed. 

District: see Spec�al D�str�ct. 
Driveway: a veh�cular lane w�th�n a lot, usually lead�ng to a garage. A Dr�veway �n the F�rst Layer 

may be used for park�ng �f �t �s no more than 18 feet w�de, thereby becom�ng subject to the 
constra�nts of a park�ng lot. 

Th�s Art�cle prov�des defin�t�ons for terms �n th�s Code that are techn�cal �n nature or that otherw�se may not reflect a common usage of 
the term.  If a term �s not defined �n th�s Art�cle, then the Commun�ty Development Department shall determ�ne the correct defin�t�on of 
the term.
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Elevation: an exter�or wall of a bu�ld�ng not along a Frontage L�ne. See: Facade.
Entrance, Principal: the ma�n po�nt of access of pedestr�ans �nto a bu�ld�ng.

Facade: the exter�or wall of a bu�ld�ng that �s set along a Frontage L�ne at the front of the bu�ld�ng.  
The facade �s the face of the bu�ld�ng wh�ch �nteracts w�th the publ�c realm. (see Elevat�on; 
Frontage L�ne).  

Floor Area Ratio: a broad measure of bu�ld�ng bulk that controls both v�sual prom�nence and 
traffic generated.  FAR �s the relat�onsh�p of the total square feet of a bu�ld�ng to the square 
footage of the land area.  It �s the total enclosed square footage of a bu�ld�ng s�te d�v�ded by the 
total s�te area.  For example a 20,000 SF bu�ld�ng on a 10,000 SF lot has an FAR of 2.0.
Frontage: a bu�ld�ng elevat�on that faces a publ�c street or publ�c open space.  Elevat�ons to 

�nter�or s�de and rear property l�nes (�nclud�ng those fac�ng alleys) are secondary rather than 
pr�mary frontages.  Frontages �nfluence  pedestr�an act�v�ty. 

Frontage Occupancy:  Frontage Occupancy refers to the percentage of a bu�ld�ng d�rectly at 
a frontage l�ne.  Occupancy requ�rements apply to all floors of bu�ld�ngs (exclud�ng occup�ed 
or unoccup�ed space �n roofs, or where setbacks are requ�red to ach�eve greater he�ghts).  If 
an �nd�v�dual bu�ld�ng �s recessed from the frontage l�ne to save an ex�st�ng tree, that frontage 
shall be counted as occup�ed frontage.  

Furnishing Zone: the 4’ or 5’ area parallel to the curb defined by the w�dth of the tree wells.

House (Syn.: Single): an edgeyard bu�ld�ng type. A s�ngle-fam�ly dwell�ng on a large lot, often 
shared w�th an anc�llary bu�ld�ng �n the rearyard.

Independent Building: a bu�ld�ng des�gned by a d�fferent arch�tect from the adjacent 
bu�ld�ngs.

Infill: a bu�ld�ng project that takes place on or adjacent to a s�te or s�tes already conta�n�ng 
ex�st�ng bu�ld�ngs. Development �ntegrates w�th�n ex�st�ng urban fabr�c and thus must d�alog 
w�th and respect ex�st�ng cond�t�ons.

Legal Nonconforming Use:  or "Nonconform�ng Use" A land use, structure, or lot that wh�le lawful 
before the adopt�on or amendment of th�s Spec�fic Plan, �s now proh�b�ted, regulated, and/or 
restr�cted d�fferently under the current terms.  A use that does not conform w�th the load�ng, 
park�ng, plant�ng area, or screen�ng standards of the zone �n wh�ch �t �s located shall not be 
deemed a nonconform�ng use solely for these reasons. Long Pedestrian Shed: a Pedestr�an 
Shed of 1/2 m�le rad�us used for mapp�ng commun�ty types when a trans�t stop (bus or ra�l) �s 
present or proposed as the Common Dest�nat�on. People have been shown to walk ten m�nutes 
to trans�t. See Pedestr�an Shed.

Line: Those lot l�nes that co�nc�de w�th a publ�c frontage. The l�ne to wh�ch bu�ld�ngs must be 
bu�lt up to, and are not perm�tted to be located further back from.   Facades along Frontage 
L�nes define the publ�c realm and are therefore more regulated �n th�s Spec�fic Plan, than the 
elevat�ons that co�nc�de w�th other Lot L�nes, such as Setback L�nes.  Frontage l�nes are measured 
from the curb.

 Live-Work: a fee-s�mple dwell�ng un�t that conta�ns a Commerc�al component anywhere �n the 
un�t.  (Syn.: Flexhouse.) (See Work-L�ve.)

Lodging: prem�ses ava�lable for da�ly and weekly rent�ng of bedrooms. The area allocated for 
food serv�ce shall be calculated and prov�ded w�th park�ng accord�ng to reta�l use. 

Lot Line: the boundary that legally and geometr�cally demarcates a lot (see Frontage L�ne). Such 
l�nes appear graph�cally on Commun�ty and S�te Plans. Codes reference lot l�nes as the basel�ne 
for measur�ng setbacks.

Lot Width: the length of the pr�nc�pal Frontage L�ne of a lot. 
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Manufacturing: prem�ses ava�lable for the creat�on, assemblage and/or repa�r of art�facts, us�ng 
table-mounted electr�cal mach�nery and �nclud�ng the�r reta�l sale.

Mixed Use: mult�ple funct�ons w�th�n the same bu�ld�ng through super�mpos�t�on or adjacency, 
or �n mult�ple bu�ld�ngs w�th�n the same area by adjacency. M�xed use �s one of the pr�nc�ples of 
TND development from wh�ch many of �ts benefits are der�ved, �nclud�ng compactness, pedestr�an 
act�v�ty, and park�ng space reduct�on.

Neighborhood: an urban�zed area at least 40 acres that �s pr�mar�ly Res�dent�al. A Ne�ghborhood 
shall be based upon a part�al or ent�re Standard Pedestr�an Shed. The phys�cal center of the 
Ne�ghborhood should be located at an �mportant traffic �ntersect�on assoc�ated w�th a C�v�c or 
Commerc�al �nst�tut�on.

Nonconforming Use:  See "Legal Nonconform�ng Use."

 
Office: prem�ses ava�lable for the transact�on of general bus�ness but exclud�ng reta�l, art�sanal 

and manufactur�ng uses. 
 
Parking Structure: a bu�ld�ng conta�n�ng two or more stor�es of park�ng. Park�ng Structures shall 

have L�ner Bu�ld�ngs (s�ngle-loaded bu�ld�ng space that �s exposed to the publ�c realm on one 
s�de and the park�ng structure on the other s�de), at the first story or h�gher. 

Park Once: a concept, where dr�vers are encouraged to park once �n one locat�on and then walk 
around to mult�ple dest�nat�ons.  Th�s reduces veh�cular traffic and veh�cle em�ss�ons, and �ncrease 
s�dewalk act�v�ty.
Passage (PS): a pedestr�an connector pass�ng between bu�ld�ngs, prov�d�ng shortcuts through 

long blocks and connect�ng rear park�ng areas to frontages. Passages may be roofed over. 
Path (PT): a pedestr�an way travers�ng a park or rural area, w�th landscape match�ng the cont�guous 

open space. Paths should connect d�rectly w�th the urban s�dewalk network. 
Pedestrian Shed: An area, approx�mately c�rcular, that �s centered on a Common Dest�nat�on.  A 

Pedestr�an Shed �s appl�ed to determ�ne the approx�mate s�ze of a Ne�ghborhood.  A Standard 
Pedestr�an Shed �s 1/4 m�le rad�us or 1320 feet, about the d�stance of a five-m�nute walk at a 
le�surely pace. It has been shown that prov�ded w�th a pedestr�an env�ronment, most people w�ll 
walk th�s d�stance rather than dr�ve. The outl�ne of the shed must be refined accord�ng to actual s�te 
cond�t�ons, part�cularly along Thoroughfares.The Common Dest�nat�on should have the present 
or future capac�ty to accommodate a T5 Transect Zone for TND and a T6 Zone for RCD.  A Long 
Pedestr�an Shed �s 1/2 m�le rad�us or 2640 feet, and may be used for mapp�ng when trans�t �s present 
or proposed. (Somet�mes called a “walkshed” or “walkable catchment.”) A L�near Pedestr�an Shed 
�s elongated to follow a Commerc�al corr�dor. See Standard, Long, or L�near Pedestr�an Shed.

Planter: the element of the publ�c streetscape wh�ch accommodates street trees. Planters may be 
cont�nuous or �nd�v�dual.

Principal Building: the ma�n bu�ld�ng on a lot, usually located toward the frontage.
Private Frontage: the pr�vately held layer between the frontage l�ne and the pr�nc�pal bu�ld�ng 

facade. The structures and landscap�ng w�th�n the Pr�vate Frontage may be held to spec�fic 
standards. The var�ables of Pr�vate Frontage are the depth of the setback and the comb�nat�on of 
arch�tectural elements such as fences, stoops, porches and galler�es.

Public Frontage: the area between the curb of the veh�cular lanes and the frontage l�ne. Elements 
of the Publ�c Frontage �nclude the type of curb, walk, planter, street tree and streetl�ght.

 
Rear Alley (AL): a veh�cular dr�veway located to the rear of lots prov�d�ng access to serv�ce areas and 

park�ng, and conta�n�ng ut�l�ty easements. Alleys should be paved from bu�ld�ng face to bu�ld�ng 
face, w�th dra�nage by �nverted crown at the center or w�th roll curbs at the edges. 

Rearyard Building: a bu�ld�ng that occup�es the full frontage l�ne, leav�ng the rear of the lot as 
the sole yard. Th�s �s a more urban type, as the cont�nuous facade spat�ally defines the publ�c 
thoroughfare. For �ts res�dent�al funct�on, th�s type y�elds a rowhouse. For �ts commerc�al funct�on, 
the rear yard can accommodate substant�al park�ng.
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Residential: prem�ses ava�lable for long-term human dwell�ng. 
Retail: prem�ses ava�lable for the sale of merchand�se and food serv�ce. 
Retail Frontage Line: Frontage L�nes des�gnated on a Commun�ty Plan that requ�re the prov�s�on 

of a Shopfront, caus�ng the ground level to be ava�lable for reta�l use.
Right-of-Way (ROW): The publ�c area from the setback l�ne on one s�de of the street to the setback 

l�ne the other. The ROW �ncludes s�dewalks, planters, b�ke park�ng and travel lanes, and any road 
fixtures, such as center �slands.

Rowhouse: a s�ngle-fam�ly dwell�ng that shares a party wall w�th another of the same type and 
occup�es the full frontage l�ne (Syn: Townhouse; see Rearyard Bu�ld�ng).

Setback: the area of a lot measured from the lot l�ne to a bu�ld�ng facade or elevat�on. Th�s area must 
be ma�nta�ned clear of permanent structures w�th the except�on of:  galler�es, fences, garden walls, 
arcades, porches, stoops, balcon�es, bay w�ndows, terraces and decks (that al�gn w�th the first story 
level) wh�ch are perm�tted to encroach �nto the Setback (see Sect�on 5.2.1 and Table 14G).

Shared Parking Policy: an account�ng for park�ng spaces that are ava�lable to more than one 
funct�on. The requ�rement �s reduced by a factor, shown as a calculat�on. The Shared Park�ng rat�o 
var�es accord�ng to mult�ple funct�ons �n close prox�m�ty wh�ch are unl�kely to requ�re the spaces 
at the same t�me.

Shy Distance: a des�gnated w�dth or buffer area along a path to allow for a pedestr�an to �nst�nc-
t�vely avo�d prox�m�ty to objects such as bu�ld�ngs, reta�n�ng walls, curbs, poles, and fences. 
Sideyard Building: a bu�ld�ng that occup�es one s�de of the lot w�th a setback to the other s�de. 
Sidewalk: the paved layer of the publ�c frontage ded�cated exclus�vely to pedestr�an act�v�ty.
Standard Pedestrian Shed: An area, approx�mately c�rcular, that �s centered on a Common 

Dest�nat�on.  A Pedestr�an Shed �s appl�ed to determ�ne the approx�mate s�ze of a Ne�ghborhood.  
A Standard Pedestr�an Shed �s 1/4 m�le rad�us or 1320 feet, about the d�stance of a five-m�nute 
walk at a le�surely pace. It has been shown that prov�ded w�th a pedestr�an env�ronment, most 
people w�ll walk th�s d�stance rather than dr�ve. The outl�ne of the shed must be refined accord�ng 
to actual s�te cond�t�ons, part�cularly along thoroughfares. (Somet�mes called a “walkshed” or 
“walkable catchment.”) See Pedestr�an Shed.

Story: a hab�table level w�th�n a bu�ld�ng of no more than 14 feet �n he�ght from fin�shed floor 
to fin�shed ce�l�ng. Att�cs and ra�sed basements are not cons�dered stor�es for the purposes of 
determ�n�ng bu�ld�ng he�ght. 

Streetscape: the urban element that establ�shes the major part of the publ�c realm.  The streetscape 
�s composed of thoroughfares (travel lanes for veh�cles and b�cycles, park�ng lanes for cars, and 
s�dewalks or paths for pedestr�ans) as well as the v�s�ble pr�vate frontages (bu�ld�ng facades and 
elevat�ons, porches, yards, fences, awn�ngs, etc.), and the amen�t�es of the publ�c frontages (street 
trees and plant�ngs, benches, streetl�ghts, etc.).   

Streetscreen: somet�mes called Streetwall. A freestand�ng wall bu�lt along the frontage l�ne, or 
coplanar w�th the facade, often for the purpose of mask�ng a park�ng lot from the thoroughfare.  
Streetscreens [should] be between 3.5 and 8 feet �n he�ght and constructed of a mater�al match�ng 
the adjacent bu�ld�ng facade. The streetscreen may be a hedge or fence by Warrant. Streetscreens 
shall have open�ngs no larger than �s necessary to allow automob�le and pedestr�an access.  In 
add�t�on, all streetscreens over [4 feet] h�gh should be [30%] permeable or art�culated to avo�d 
blank walls.

Street Wall: The "wall" that �s created by the establ�shed frontage l�ne along a street.  The type of 
street wall that a street has, �nfluences the way pedestr�ans and veh�cles �nteract w�th and use the 
street. A t�ght urban street wall coupled w�th w�de s�dewalks and narrow roadways can encourage 
pedestr�an act�v�ty, wh�le a loose and setback street wall �s more appropr�ate for a less dense 
s�ngle-fam�ly ne�ghborhood.

Substantial Modification: alterat�ons to a bu�ld�ng that are valued at more than 50% of the 
replacement cost of the ent�re bu�ld�ng, �f new.
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Terminated Vista: a locat�on at the ax�al conclus�on of a thoroughfare. A bu�ld�ng located at a 
Term�nated V�sta des�gnated on a Commun�ty Plan �s requ�red to be des�gned �n response to the 
ax�s.

Thoroughfare: a veh�cular way �ncorporat�ng mov�ng lanes and park�ng lanes w�th�n a r�ght-of-
way.

TND or Traditional Neighborhood Development: a Commun�ty Type based upon a Standard 
Pedestr�an Shed or�ented toward a Common Dest�nat�on cons�st�ng of a m�xed-use center or 
corr�dor, and hav�ng a m�n�mum developable area of 80 acres. 

Transit-Oriented Development (TOD):  Development w�th�n walk�ng d�stance (e�ther a 1/4 m�le, 
5 m�nute walk or a 1/2 m�le, 10 m�nute walk) from a current or proposed trans�t stat�on, stop, or 
hub.  TOD �s compact, pedestr�an- and b�ke- or�ented, and usually �ncludes m�xed-use bu�ld�ngs of 
suffic�ent dens�ty to prov�de a range of dest�nat�ons w�th�n walk�ng d�stance of trans�t.  

Town Center: the m�xed-use center or ma�n Commerc�al corr�dor of a commun�ty.  
Townhouse: Syn. Rowhouse. (See Rearyard Bu�ld�ng.)
Type: a category determ�ned by funct�on, d�spos�t�on, and configurat�on, �nclud�ng s�ze or extent. 

There are commun�ty types, street types, c�v�c space types, etc. (See also: Bu�ld�ng Type.)

Variance: a rul�ng that would perm�t a pract�ce that �s not cons�stent w�th e�ther a prov�s�on or the 
Intent of th�s Code.  Var�ances are usually granted by the Board of Appeals �n a publ�c hear�ng. 

Work-Live: a fee-s�mple m�xed-use un�t w�th a substant�al Commerc�al component that may 
accommodate employees and walk-�n trade. Therefore the un�t shall requ�re ADA compl�ance for 
access�b�l�ty. (Syn.: L�ve-W�th.) (See L�ve-Work.)  

Zanja: (See Barranca)
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